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CHAPrER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
The Nature and Extent of Individual Differences in Arithmetic 
Abilities. ''Learning is an individual process. Each pupil in arithmetic 
learns a given fact by self-discovery. 111 "Children differ a great deal 
in native intelligence and in the extent to which they have had back-
ground experiences if success in arithmetic is to be achieved.tt2 
Buckingham and others have revealed the fact that in 
primary grades there is a very wide range in the 
information background and the number concepts of 
young children. These differences were not due to the 
effects of classroom instruction, since the pupils had 
not yet been exposed to any formal program in arithmetic 
instruction. They appeared to be due to the variations 
in the kinds of out of school experiences in which the 
children had had contact with numbers.3 
Vast bodies of data testify to the fact that individual pupils 
of the same age vary ~dely in respect to learning. Brueckner says that, 
lFoster E. Grossnickle, "Individualizing Instruction in 
Arithmetic," Instructor, 63: 65, May, 1954. 
2Robert Lee Morton, Teaching Children Arithmetic (New York: 
Silver Burdett Company, 1953), P• 5. 
3Leo J. Brueckner, Adapting Instruction in Arithmetic to 
Individual Differences. Series on Individualization of Instruction, No. 
4 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1941), p. 9. 
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all pupils do not learn at the same rate, nor do they 
all learn at the same time. Some pupils seem to be 
able to master each new step quickly and easily; 
other pupils encounter difficulties with particular 4 steps; others learn very slowly and with extreme effort. 
Even without this data we would know that differences exist. We do not 
know so well how to deal with them. 
What evidence is there that individual differences in arithmetic 
really exist? Several ldnds of information bearing on this question 
will now be presented. 
An illustration of the wide differences that are typically found 
among the pupils of a grade is given in a study made by Brueckner where 
he reports the results of tests administered to about 210 pupils in a 
number of representative classes using grade 4! throughout the city of 
St. Paul, Minnesota. An analysis of these tests shows that 
there was a wide range of pupil ability in all these 
classes. The difference between the highest and lowest 
s.core s amounting to about 4 years in problem solving 
and over 5 years in other tests. The range in I. Q.'s 
of these pupils were from 50 to 130.~ 
According to Brueckner6 numerous investigations have demonstrated 
the fact that ai all grade levels there is a wide range in the abilities 
of the pupils. The range of differences in chronological and mental 
4Ibid., P• 11. 
5Ibid., P• 4. 
6teo J ~ Brueckrier 
Meaningful (Philadelphia: 
PP• 453-54. 
and Foster E. Grossnickle, Ma.ldng Arithmetic . 
The John C. Winston Company, 1953), 
I 
lj 
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ages and in arithmetic reasoning and computation as measured by the 
Stanford Achievement Test, of pupils in grades 3 to 6, in a typical small 
school system of the :Middle West strengthens this point of view. The 
tests showed that in this one school there was not only a wide range of 
both chronological and mental ages at each grade level, but it also shows 
that the range in most of the grades in arithmetic ability was even 
greater. 
An excellent illustration of the differences in 
the rates at which children progress in the study of 
arithmetic may be seen in the following list showing 
the number of lessons in the Courtis Practice Tests in 
Arithmetic that the members of a certain fourth grade 
class in a Minneapolis school had completed satisfactorily 
at the end of the second month of school. These lessons 
are so organized that the pupils may progress from one 
card to another card as quickly as they complete the 
work on a card successfully. The time required to 
complete a card successfully will vary from pupil to pupil. 
Card 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
l3 
17 
Number of Pupils 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Some of the pupils had made very little if any 
progress during the period, one pupil being still on Card 
1, 'While the others had made excellent progress; one 
having completed a~ many as 17 cards-proof of different 
rates of learning. 
7Brueckner, Op. Cit., P• 12. 
0 
Rolland R. Smith states that: 
Human beings are not ·divided into types. 
There are continuous gradations from one extreme to 
the other. However, for the sake of a~sis of 
learning abilities it is well to think of three groups; 
the bright, the average, and the slow. It should be 
understood that there is no well-defined line of 
demarcation between the groups. Approximately 20 to 
25 per cent of the school population may be designated 
as bright pupils. They have I Q' s from 110 up. They 
find abstract reasoning much easier than do those 
lower in the scale. They do not need a prolonged 
period of concrete background. They can more easily 
grasp several ways of doing a thing, compare them and 
choose the best way. They are critical of their own 
work and have a longer attention span. There are 20 
to 25 per cent of the pupils that belong to the slow 
learning group. With I Q r s from 70 to 90 their 
learning characteristics are different fro~the 
brighter group. They find abstract reasoning 
difficult rather than ea5,1. They need a prolonged 
period of concrete background; learn by simple 
mental processes; need a large amount of drill and 
repetition. Rich associations tend to confuse rather 
than clarify. They are interested in short time units, 
~pecific assignments, and have limited powers of self 
criticism. In the middle, the members of the average 
group which constitute 50 to 60 per cent of the total 
achool population have characteristics between those of 
the bright and slow groups. They can think in abstract 
terms provided they have been prepared for it by ~ried 
concrete experiences. Properly directed they will check 
and criticize their own work. They enjoy a certain 
amount of routina but need to have varied work to keep 
them interested. 
J. Fred Weaver reveals that 
Effective differentiated instruction in arithmetic can 
be planned only in light of our knowledge or quantitative 
abilitie~ and of individual differences in relation 
thereto. 
~olland R. Smith, "Provision for Individual Differences," 
Twenty-First Yearbook of t~ National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (Washington: The Council, 1953), P• 422. 
9 J. Fred Weaver, "Differentiated Instruction in Arithmetic, An 
OVerview and a Promising Trend," Education, 74: 300, January, 1954. 
17 
Among other things, we know that: 
1. Arithmetic competence is not a unitary thing but a 
composite of several types of quantitative ability: 
e.g.18omputational ability, problem solving ability, etc. · 
2. Children exhibit considerable variation in their 
profiles or patterns of ability in different phases 
of arithmetic. . 
3. Differences in intelligence became more and more 
conspicuous as the children grow older. For example 
if one child has an I. Q• of 80 and another an I. Q. 
of 120 and both are 5 years of age obviously the 
mer.fal age of the former is 4 and the latter 6. But 
when their chronological age is 10, their mental ages 
are 8 and 12 respectively. This means a mental age 
difference of 4 years. If the I. Q.'s remain constant, 
the mental ages double When the chronological ages 
double. But in the same period of time the 
difference between f~e mental ages becomes twice 
as great as it was. 
4. studies of deviates give very valuable information regarding 
the problem of individual differences. Cruichs~3 reports that the 
mentally retarded cannot select pertinent material foD problem solving 
as well as a normal subject. Koenker14 found that excellent and poor 
10Ibid., P• 300e 
llweaver, Op. Cit., P• 300. 
12r..forton, ,op. Cit., PP• 5-6. 
13William M. Cruickshank, "Arithmetic Ability of Mentally 
Retarded Children: Ability to Differentiate Extraneous Materials from 
Needed Arithmetical Facts," Journal of Educational Research, 42: 
161-70, November, 1948. 
1haobert H. Koenker, "Characteristic Differences Between 
Excellent and Poor Achievers in Two Figure Division," Journal of 
Educational Research, 35: 578-86, April, 1942. 
r, f'' L 
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achievers differ in ability of two figure quotients. Rambarter15 proved 
that good achievers exhibited greater evidence of insight and greater 
ingenuity than poor achievers. 
All the facts just presented make perfectly clear the complicated 
problem facing a teacher who ~shes to give adequate attention to the 
adaptation of instruction to individual differences among the pupils in 
her class. It goes without saying that arry attempt to teach the pupils 
as one mass in a single group, using a standard curriculum, is certain to 
lead to serious maladjustments in the case of many pupils. 
Methods of Providing for Individual Instruction and Differences. 
The ideal method of providing for individual differences is to provide 
individual instruction. Naturally, this is not practical in the public 
schoolroom situation. Many plans and theories for providing for individu.al ll 
differences have been set forth and tried. In most cases it is up to the 
teacher to incorporate certain aspects of these plans into the arithmetic 
program in order to adapt them to his or her particular student body. 
Some of the methods for providing for individual differences now in use 
are as follows. 
The Cleveland Plan16 divides "the arithmetic of the primary 
division into 14 units of -work or levels of achievement.nl7 The units 
15Hazel K. Ranharter and Harvey Johnson, "Methods of Attack Used 
by Good and .Poor Achievers in Attempting to Correct Errors in Six Types of 
I Subtraction Involving Fractions,," Journal of Educational Research, 42:: 
586-97, April, 1949. 
J.6Herschel E. Grime, "Adapting the Curriculum in Primary Arithmetic 
to Abilities of Children," Mathematics Teacher, 43: 242-4, October, 1950. 
l7Ibid., P• 242:. 
are not equal, require different amounts of time and work for mastery, 
and each one is a definite step in developing an arithmetic ability. Each 
child progresses at his own rate. No mastery is required until level 7 • 
The beginning of the program is concerned w.i. th developing quantitative 
vocabulary needed in solving problems and understanding arithmetical. 
concepts. 
This plan truly provides for individual differences: the bright 
child is not held back but encouraged to go ahead, the slow child is not 
frustrated by standards of time and achievement, and achievement is con-
sidered satisfactory if progress made is in keeping w.i.th his ability. 
J. Fred Weaver points out one of the main failings1 of this plan--it is 
/0 
not "sensitive to all the many instructional modifications and differen-
tiations which are necessary.n18 With a possibility of each child 'WOrking I 
at different levels or stages within the levels, how much teacher guidance ' 
can be provided for each child? This program gives the gifted child an 
opportunity to proceed through the arithmetic program at a fast rate, but 
does not develop or widen the learnings gained through such means as 
extra projects in which the learnings are applied and the usefulness of 
them is seen. 
Another plan for providing for individual differences, but geared 
to the upper grades, has been suggested by Kenney and :Mayor.19 They 
suggest having differentiated assignments in which the poor students work ' 
1 Bweaver, Op. Cit., P• 304. 
19 Joseph Kennedy and John Mayor, "Individual Differences and 
Mathematics," Phi Delta Kappin, 37: 222-223, February, 1956. 
on the elementary ideas and the gifted children work ahead, but all are 
working on the same topic. The_ gifted children work on projects -while 
the slower children work on drill. 
In r:art, Foster Grossnickle 1 s 20 ideas are similar to this plan. 
He suggests providing for individual differences by variation in: 1) time, 
2) groups, 3) subject rna tter,, 4) materials-manipulative, visual, and 
symbolic. Use of the enrichment material provided by some text books i s 
ideal. No topic which does not have ~de social use should be required 
of the slow learners. The gifted child should spend little time with 
manipulative materials and more time ~ th the symbolic, while the slow 
child would be concerned more with manipulative materials than 'With the 
symbolic. 
Leo J. Bruecknerrs21 theories concur with those just stated. 
' Brueckner suggests that these theories be put into practice by using 
"workbooks esp3cially designed for the slower pupils ••• to provide 
simplified activities stressing manipulation and visualization of 
processes to establish meanings.rt22 and starred problems, exercises,, 
alternative methods for solving problems, and advanced areas of learning 
for the gifted child. 
Another plan, the Springfield Plan, 23 assumes:: 
20Grossnickle, Op• Cit., PP• 65-72. 
21Leo J. Brueckner, How to Adjust Arithmetic Instruction to 
Individual Differences. Winston's Consultant Bulletin, No. 1 
~Philadelphia:: The John c. Winston Company), p. 5. 
22Ibid., P• 4. 
"A Promising Approach to Provision for Individual 
Education, 136: 94~96 December 1953. 
1. There is a "core of subject matter in arithmetic needed by 
all.n24 
2. Maturity Levels of learning to mrk 'Wi. th numbers are: 
a. understanding--use concrete materials in demonstrations~ 
b. transition--move from the understanding (concrete examples 
and materials) to the abstract (symbols), 
c. abstract--drill and mastery in using symbols. 
3. In any class working with a given content, provision should 
be made for pupils to work on respective maturity levels. 
4. The pupil should remain on a concept level until ready {able 
and interested) to move to a higher level. 
5. The slow child needs more, the bright child nees less time 
on the concept level. 
Under this plan, the child discovers facts for himself by mani-
pul.ating concrete materials, and the class covers the same mterial 
although different groups are at different levels. - Once the top group 
1 masters the rna terial, it works on enrichment material. This plan appears 
to be a practical application of Foster Grossnickle's theories. 
According to Vincent Glennon25 the best hope for meeting the needs 
of the ~ted child lies in 11unit teaching reinforced with systematic 
instruction." He goes on to say 
24Ibid. , P• 94. 
25vincent J. Glennon, "Arithmetic for the Gifted Child," 
Elementary School Journal, 58: 91-96, November, 1957. 
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The organization of classroom learning on a 
more democratic basis, w.hth increased freedom on the 
part, of the learned to participate with the teacher in 
planning the purposes, experiences, materials and the 
evaluation of the learning, the • • • individual 
instruction; small and large group learning situations; 
--all will contribute toward creating and maintaining 
a learning atmosphere that will best provide for the 
gifted as well as the average and the slow child.26 
It seems doubtful that a child could be depended upon to develop 
arithmetical concepts and abilities without systematic and meaningful 
teaching. However, in the Milwaukee In-Service Arithmetic Education 
I 
Program this unit method seems to be working very well. It is a mrkshop 11 
aimed at enriching the arithmetic program for gifted children. It aims to " 
connect arithmetic to everyday life, and other subjects through studying 
science, weather, going on field trips, etc. The children draw graphs~ 
charts, and learn more about life by the actual use of mathematics.27 
other plans based on homogeneous groupings--no matter what the 
grade, age or interest level--have been tried. Since it is virtually 
impossible to divide students into homogeneous groups, individual 
differences w.i.th these groups still persist. Plans based on groupings 
will be discussed later. 
No one means fer providing for individual differences in the 
classroom has been found to be wholly effective. Letting a child proceed 
at his own rate presents a narrow curriculum. Homogeneous groups are not 
26Ibid., P• 9.5. 
27Lillian c. Paukner, "Milwaukee's In-service Arithmetic 
Education Program," Arithmetic Teacher, 4: 222-223, November, 19.57. 
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really homogeneous. Too often, so called enrichment material presented 
I 
I to the gifted is no more than tricks and puzzles which do little to 
I 
further his understandings of number concepts and relationships. 
Grouping Children for Arithmetic Instruction. Educators agree 
that children should be taught arithmetic in some form of groups. How 
these groups should be organized is Where they differ. 
On the subject of teaching children in groups, Hershel Grime has 
this to say:-
In planning the curriculum in any subject provision should 
be made not only for the differences in the learning rates 
of children but also for differences in the standa~ of 
achievement expected of them. To provide adaquately for 
these differences requires that the curriculum be organized 
and the curriculum procedure planned so that each child may 
be taught either as an individual or as on28of a small group having relatively similar abilities. 
He goes on to describe the plan followed in Cleveland, Ohio, Which 
has already been described on page 7 of this thesis. The proponents of 
this plan feel that if more time and effort is spent in the early levels 
to develop a rich background the child will make more rapid progress in 
1 later levels. 29 
Johnso~0 outlines a procedure for grouping children for arithmetic 
instruction in order to help the teacher adjust her teaching program. The 
first step should be to estinate the arithmetic potentiality and levels 
of achievement of each child. This may be done ~r ' 
28arime, Op. Cit., p. 242. 
29Ibid., PP• 242-244. 
I 
30charles E. Johnson, "Grouping Children for Arithmetic Instruction~ 
' Arithmetic Teacher, 1: 16-20, February, 1%4. 
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1. Examining scores obtained on standardized achievement tests. 
2. Considering mental capacity. 
3. Observing classroom work habits and achievement. 
The children are then divided into three groups 
1. Low--children below class average with regard to 
achievement and potentiality for achievement. 
2. Middle-children who have the necessary background and 
are capable of learning those concepts normally learned 
by pupils in the grade. 
3. Upper-children who are capable of outstanding achievement. 
In the classroom used for illustration in the article, the 
teacher would have been teaching the same concepts to children with 
mental ages of 8-5 to 16-9 if she had not grouped them for instruction. 
By dividing the class into three groups "the fast learners willL 
tend to regard their teacher as a consultant, rather than as teacher.n3J. 
Once given the opportunity they become self~otivated and with the help 
of the teacher can work beyond normal expectations. 
On the subject of grouping, Brueckner, Grossnickle and Reckzeh 
have this to say. 
The steps to be taken to deal with the problem for 
individual difference in ability, needs, interests and 
levels of development involve many possible adjustments 
of curriculum, methods and materials. So called plans 
of homogeneous grouping and ability grouping should not 
be regarded as a solution to these problems. Neither 
are two or three groups within a classroom effective 
ways of adjusting instruction to individual differences. 
Differentiation is recognized as a function of the 
31Ibid., P• 17. 
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il ij 
li classroom in which the teacher is at work. The 1, 
!! teacher must see to it that the experiences of the li il individual pupil are worth while to him and offer a II 
!I challenge that he has , a capacity to meet. Thus when li 
!li a class' whether homogeneous or heterogeneous in ',I. 
'I ability is dealing as a group with some problem, , 
' each individual, regardless of his level of ability 'I 
'i \. 
'!,! can be given the opportunity to contribute to the l'i 
P group purpose in terms of his interests, needs, ! 
11 talents and background.32 .1 
11 II' II I 
ji Greco has this to say: 11 
ll Basicall.y we must begin every child where _ he is, not !l 
li where some arbitrary grade organization or course of j! li study places him. To do this effectively we group Ill 
II for a job or a felt need or an interest. Many teachers II 
!I provide in their daily programs a skills period in ,1 
11 which small groups are working on a variety of jobs. ji 
!I During this skills period the t eacher moves from one ~,,: 
" group to another finP.ding the groups toward their 
il: respective goals.3.:S 1 I~ II il Many schools in larger conununities have more than one class- 1 
II ll 
!! room at a given grade level. Teachers in these situations often !j 
il suggest that it would be a good idea to assign children to classrooms I! 
II ,I 
r on the basis of average achievement thereby reducing the range or 11 i! ,, 
" 4 ij !l individual differences in each room. Johnson3 objects to this II 
:: 
lj' because 11i t tends to deny children the opportunities to interact !1 
' 1'1 
!,'1 '!' I socially with the wider range of personalities, interests and socio- . 
,, I 
j! li 
ij economic classes which would otherwise be presente 11 
1
,,
1
. 
1: 
II 'II !! I li 32Leo J. Brueckner, Foster E. Grossnickle and John Reckzeh, i 
II Develo ·in Ma~hematical Understandin in the U er Grades (Philadelphia: II 
li The John c. Winston Company; 19 7 , PP• -9. . II 
ll, lj 
•
1 
33.Anthony J. Greco, 11Group Methods in the Primary Grades," l1 
II 4 8 5 li Arithmetic Teacher, :: 2 , February, 19 7• li 
j! .34Johnson. nn. l1' 
•
11
1 , ;::.;: Cit., P• 20. ~~ 
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In otlller schools, pupils have been grouped according to mental. 
ability so as to adjust the work to the intellectual capacity of the 
child. Brueekner35 feels that in many places little was done actuall.y 
to adapt the instruction to differences among the groups, thus all 
!I children were required to study practically the same body of content. 
II,! " Therefore, ability grouping failed to accomplish its purpose. He 
Ji 
.! 
11 further states that there is considerable evidence that where ability II 
!l j! grouping has been accomplished by well-planned adjustment of curricu-
i! il lum, methods of instruction and materials to the differences in the 
II 
" i! 
11 abilities of the group, the results have been superior to those 
I' :I 
!i obtained under mass instruction procedures. 
i! I! 
li Many educators feel that when groups are formed they should 
11 !j be flexib;I.e• . on this subject Brueckner has the following to say. 
j, 
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Grouping children according to their ability, peeds 
interests, achievements, or a specific common diffi-
cultY has been undertaken in many classrooms. This 
grouping helps the teacher to determine specific 
activities and procedures for the different groups. 
Iii _ ~annot always be determined in advance of a lesson 
and" i:t -is a ~emporary expedient to fit a specific 
situation. Grouping should be highly flexible and 
adapted to the purposes of the teacher. Sometimes 
the teacher may take the class as a whole to develop 
a -sld.ll or present an experience unit. At times 
groups may be formed on an ability level to increase 
power in some particular phase of arithmetic. At 
other times, the teacher may group from several 
ability levels to help the children learn a specific 
skill. Sometimes the teacher . will want to assist a 
35~o J. Brueckner, Adapting Iristruction in . Arithmetic to 
Individual Differences. Series on Individualiza~ion of Instruction~ 
No. 4 (~eapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 194lJ, 
P· n. 
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group of more able children working on special !! 
assignments or preparing a report. Someti.mEB the ;1 
teacher will want to work with an individual pupil.. !j 
having serious difficulty with some phase of j• 
arithmetic3gr a bright child planning an exhibit of 11 some kind. I 
!I 
't ,, 
II 
Writing on the same subject, Foster E. Grossnickle has this to 
il say 
II 
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Grouping within the class provides many or most of 
the advantages of segregation for special classes. 
The groups formed should be fluid and not static. 
There are many times in an arithmetic class period in 
Wich the class should function as an entity, or as 
one group. Subgrouping would be unprofitable at these 
times •••• In a self-contained classroom the pupili 
should function as a class in dealing with certain 
social applications of nUlllber and in the introductory 
work of building concepts. Ability groups are formed 
for dealing with different levels of abstraction in 
operation in presenting a topic or process. The 
groups are fluid and chan§'/ as different topics or 
processes are introduced. 
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Grossnickle.3 also suggests that in any plan consideration must !i 
be given to the teacher. Often theoretical plans neglect the role of 
the teacher in implementing the plan. The teacher · carmot prepare three 
lesson plans each day for three different groups, which are proceeding 
at different rates, or working with different subjects or topics. 
11The first requirement :for a workable plan is to keep the pupils 
36r.eo J. Brueckner, How to Adjust Arithmetic Instruction to 
Individual Differences. Winston's Consultant Bulletin, No. l 
(Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company), P• 5. 
37Foster E. Grossnickle, Arithmetic . for Those Who Excel. 
Winston's Consultant Bulletin, No. 5 (Philadelphia: The John c. 
Winston . Company, 1955), P• 3. 
38Ibid., P• 5~ 
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li ':,1 II together as a class and to have the groups progress lllli.fo:rmly in the 
li 39 I~ !I textbook." il 
p jl 
:1 Clark and Eades have this to say on the subject o:f grouping. il 
IJj' lr' Teaching children in groups does not necessarily mean 
,
1
;
1
• that there are several separate groups o:f children in II 
the class, all working independently and at di:f:ferent 
il things. By teaching the entire class at once the I 
1
!1 I 
I,! teacher can o:ften make a greater contribution as a II, 
guide toward more mature thinking. She thinks about • 
!I '!' 
" groups o:f children as she teaches the entire class I 
1
1
1
1 and she makes plans :for them to be thinking at il 
'·' 
'
" di:f:ferent lerels as she teaches the same topic to :. 
1 all o:f them. ~0 P 
,! I! 
Ill li 
I' An article by Holmes and Harve# discusses the presentation: !I 
I' 
.. I It 
'I I' i' and evaluation o:r the permanent and nexible methods. o:r grouping.  
I , 
I il ~~ The study was conducted at the third, :fourth ·and sixth-grade levels. !I 
r 11 II By permanent grouping was meant that the class was <liv.l.ded into two !I 
II or three groups, usually at the beginning . o:f the . year, which were q 
il il li maintained at distinct units with little or no shi:fting :from group il 
I! I! 
'I to group. In fl,.ex:j.b~e grouping, the teacher taught as a whole ll 
j, ,:1 !I whenever new material was introduced and then divided her class on the 
i! I! 
I! basis of accomplislunepts in this particular topic. The groups had jj 
li II !I similar backgrounds socially and in calibre o:f instruction. Aside jl 
11 I 
:; 't II II II from different methods o:f grouping, the approach to teaching was that ,
11 ll j! 
I! 9 ·I I! 3 Ibid., P• 5. l! 
II I ll 40John R. Clark and Laura K. Eades, Guiding Arithmetic Learning ,! 
II (Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company, 1954), P• 245. lj 
il !! 
\! hlnarrell Holmes and Lois Harvey, "An Eval.uation of Two '!I 
l,·:J Methods of Grouping, " Educational Research . Bull.etin, 35: 21.3-2221 '!I 
November 14, 1956. 
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of emphasizing meaning and practice. 
the groups were too small--only 42 third-grade children, 63 fourth-
grade children, and 63 sixth-grade children were used. In general, the 
conclusions reached were that the method of grouping in arithmetic, 
in order to meet individual differences, is not particularly crucial. 
Educational outcomes with respect to subject matter learned, social 
II , acceptance, and development and attitude~ toward arithmetic are 
II 
1,, 
II ,, 
I' 
.I II 
•I 
!j I, 
apparently not related to the way in .which children are grouped. 
Most educators seem to believe that children should be grouped 
for arithmetic instruction and that these groups should be fiexible. 
If a child shows sufficient progress to be placed in a higher group, 
II il he should be placed there. 
IJ 
!i 
" IJ 
The Arithmetically Superior Child: His Characteristics and 
His Identification. Before any attempt be made to design enrichment 
'I li li activities for the ari thmetic~y superior child, what constitutes an 
li, 
II 
arithmetically superior child must first be determined. What are hi.s 
jl special characteristics and identifications? What power of thj nking 
" I! with numbers does he hold that another child lacks? Knowing the 
!,'I I! answers to these questions, how can this child be identified? If 
II !I reliance could be placed solely on I.Q. or on a child 1 s performance 
II 
II on a standardized test, locating this child would be only a matter of 
1'1. lj routine. However, it is not so simple • 
'I 
I 
li 
il 
II 
II 
il 
.An intelligence score is only a numerical appraisal 
of the mental abilities required in performing a 
task that requires the exercise of intelligence. 
(It) gives only the barest clue to other abilities 
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'I I· 
'!', 1,1 of the gifted such as 1p1 tiati ve, creativeness, and ll intellectual curiosity.4L !j 
li ,,,, i! All of these things appear to be a part of the identification of an ,I 
'I 43 :1 1, arithmetically superior child. Junge points out that I.Q. cannot il 
11!1, ',,, 
be used as the 11 sole criterion" for dete.nnining the gifted child in 
1
iJ
1 1
!1 arithmetic because a poor environment often has a limiting effect on 
'J I. !, 1\ ii I.Q. She also states that we caxmot judge a child 1 s ability solely li 
,, !i i! in terms of his perfonnance for, "a child who performs well on tests !I 
I! on computation is not necessarily the bright child in arithmetic. 1144 II 
ll I i! She further points out the unreliability of achievement tests: 'I 
I' 1, 
I! ,, 
II. The lack of interest in classroom routine, the 11'1!1 
11 attitude or frustration built up because of insufficient 
·,1\, challenge may cause bright children to perform poorly on !11!· 
achievemeR5 tests and to be judged dull and slow 
I! learning. j1 
ilil .I 
,
1 
It is not a prerequisite that this child excell in other l! 
1
!:1 il subject matter, nor that he have a generaJ..l;y" high I.Q. However, as jl'
11 Spitzez-46 suggests, he is one who not only enjoys aritlunetic, but I, 
1
11: 
1
1
1
1 also who is capable of "particularly care.t'uJ. thinking, 11 has an 
il I 
II 'I I! "unusual insight into arithmetical. processes, u and exhibits a "high 1 
H · I 
j1 order of inventiveness" with nwn.bers. Having all these characteristics, ,I 
I! !,I 
., 
I, 42 ',·'~ il William Harvey Br:il:tow, The Gifted Child, edited by Paul 
i! Witty (Boston: D. c. Heath Company, 1951), P• ili. !l 
l'l ', '! II 43Charlotte Junge~ "The Gti'ted Ones-How Shall We Know Them?" i! Arithmetic Teacher, 4: 141~146, October, 1957 • II 
ii 44Ibid., p. lhl. ;j II I• 
., t.r 'I' II LJ,;;1_Ibid. I 
jl !I 
!I 46xrerbert F. Spitzer, Classroom Procedures for :&lriching i! 
II Arithmetic (St. Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1956), P• 164. 1! 
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a child would have a high arithmetic I.Q. even though he might lack !1 
some other characteristics necessar.y to be considered an over-all ji 
,I 
bright child--i.e. a child with a high I.Q. 
Junge points out that "the first responsibility we have in 
planning work for the gifted child is to recognize him and to 
evaluate him in terms of his ari tbmetic achievements. n47 A child who 
(1) can compute easily and accurately, (2) can finish his work in a 
comparatively short period of time, (3) is excellent in .mathematical 
understanding, (4) learns more rapidly than .the . average child, (5) can 
see in advance a series of steps and sense the. direction in which one 
must go to solve a problem, and ( 6) can generalize, interpret and 
apply mathematical concepts, "should in all probability be classified 
as one of the brighter students in mathematics. n48 
Along with these special abilities, Junge finds that the 
arithmetically superior child has certain distinguishing .work habits. 
For example, he m~ rebel against routine procedures and assignments 
which require attention to detail. Therefore, it is .more important 
to guide and direct such a child, rather than to hold hint to "set 
patterns of thiilking. n49 
Bristow and others explain that if' a child is gifted, his 
performance will be 
47Junge, 
48Ibid., 
49Ibid. 
-
op. cit., P• 141. 
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consistently superior in the areas of his special interests 
••• (He) often shows the capacity to create and develop 
activities ,mich are exceptional in the light of what is 
normally eXBected of a child of his age and cultural 
background • .?O 
Once the child whose performance is consistently superior in 
arithmetic has been discovered, he Should be "helped to develop as a 
normal, participating and functioning member of the society to "Which he 
has so much to contribute.n5l 
As Hollingsworth so aptly puts it. 
A true enrichment curriculum, 'Which provides for the 
development of essential skills or understandings and 
at the same time offers an opportunity to exercise 
initiative and originality commensurate with ability 
and interest, is the most desirable type of educat~~nal 
program for every child in our educational system. 
It is not enough to give this child more work than the average 
child. Instead, it is up to educators to see to it that his gift is not 
exploited, but rather that it is developed and enriched to its fullest 
capacity. As Vincent Glennon states 
Adequate provision for individual differences must include 
a variety of experiences in both the social and mathematical 
phases of arithmetic ••• The brighter child, able to 
acquire meanings and concepts more quickly, will move at a 
faster pace. Adequate provision for this child must include 
many enrichment experiences aimed at the development of 
deeper understandings, wider appreg~ations of the uses of 
arithmetic, and additional skills. 
5GEristow, Op. Cit., P• 13. 
51 Ibid. 
52Lita Hollingworth, !llie Gifted Child, edited by Paul Witty 
(Boston: D. c. Heath Company, 1951), P• 53. 
53vincent Glennon and c. w. Hunnicut, What Does Research Say 
, About Arithmetic? Association for SUpervision and Curriculum Development 
(Washington: National Education Association, 1952). p. 28. 
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iJ Methods for Providing for the Superior Child in the Field of ·I 
I' I, ~1 '1 II Arithmetic. Since arithmetic is so systematic every normal pupil II 
Ill il !i should study. the same topics. There are understandings and skills il 
1.1 that are needed by . all children. At the same time provision must be h 
·I II 
b 'I 1' made for the gifted pupils--to challenge them and to develop interest 1
Ill I ,, l! 
,, in the field. I' 
'I I I, 'I II The superior pupils in ari tlunetic cannot be provided for in II 
q any one way. Many methods are necessary, and must be used wisely. By 1· 
1
:,• !! planning carefully and distributing the assignments skillfully, the lj 
II ·, I! teacher can challenge the most mature student to work to capacity. I 
,i 1 !I Lessons and assignments should be planned and adapted to the 
1 II ,, I! needs of each individual after appropriate diagnosis. In this con- 11 
I' 54 I' 
II nection, Clark and Eads state that as the teacher makes her plan 11 
!i Jl i! for teaching a phase of a topic she include in the teaching sequence :I 
,. '! 
Jl many earlier steps to give the less mature children an opportunity to I! 
II 11!' li learn at their level of achievement, and to orient more mature 
1
'1 ,, 
I' children to the topic o:f the day. Gradually she proceeds with more 'I I I, 
jj advanced steps, calling on more mature children. She can challenge !1 
li 1!, II the thinking of the most mature children by asking them to give other 
'I li li wqs of :finding solutions, to do as much computation as they can !j 
'! without using paper and pencil, to keep records too difficult for I! 
,/ less mature children. ~~ ~ 
il 
I! II 
1i :1 II 54 )! I Clark and Eads, Op. Cit., P• 247 • 11 1 - il 
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Rolland R. Smith said, .in writing the following about adjusting to 
bright pupils: "Their interest lies in larger units of work with 
greater returns rather than in short specific assignments.•$$ 
Ben A. Sueltz believes that 11a curriculum might provide for 
different amounts and different kinds of learning for various types 
li 56 II of pupils." 
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Opportunities for the competent students to engage in an 
enriched progr~n of activities designed to explore and to develop 
interests and powers in mathematics should be planned and provided by 
the teacher. John R. Clark is among those who present enrichment as 
the answer to the problem of what to do for the bright child. Clark 
said_, "some having achieved mastery, should be working on an enrichment 
level.•i57 Foster E. Grossnickle58 feels that the bright child should 
proceed through school at the normal rate, but that he should be 
I' 
II challenged by an enriched program •. 
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Enrichment can be done through more difficult applications of 
the processes being mastered, subjects for research or inquiry, and 
55smth, 0p. Cit., P• 216. 
5~en A. Sueltz, "Curriculum Problems-Grade Placement, • 
Sixteenth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, (Washington: The Council, 1941), P• 335. 
57Clark, OP• Cit., p. 95. 
58Foster E. Grossnickle, "Arithmetic for Those Who Ex:cel, 11 
Arithmetic Teacher, 3:. 41-48, March,· 1956. 
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!I field work. Rolland R. Smith states that we should let the better l 
II i 
11 pupils do the more difficult work, make the generalizations, and I 
II suggest applications. J. Fred Weaver writes: 'II' II :, ,, 
'' The superior child w.lll be challenged by experiences 1 
I! which develop a greater depth of understanding, a !j 
!
! mastery of more complex skills, and an~areness of II' 
1 a wide variety of social applications. 1! 
ij I 
11 Vincent J. Glennon 61 says that enrichment is the answer to 1 
'I 
l! the question, "How and what can the teacher provide for the gifted ~~ 
I' , 
11 child in arithm.etic?11 im-ichment gives insight into the relationships !! 
li 'I lj that exist between and among the less frequently used aspects of 11 
II 
1
1
1
1 arithmetic. It increases the perception that arithmetic is a system 
,, '! 
li of related ideas. !1 
,, !1 q In the research we find that true enrichment of arithmetic 11 
I! '~' 1 may be found in the following ways:. d il p 
II 1. Greater attention to an understanding of the origin., 'I :, I 
1
1,1 !! 
1 
development, internal consistency, and advantages of the 
11 
11 62 1 1i number system. 1 !I . 
1
1
' 2. Greater facility with mental manipulation of n'Wl'lber by ,j 
1,!. ~,, 
11 means of "short cuts.•
63 i! 
ll 'I' 
,1,1' ,I 59 Smith, Op. Cit., P• 277 • 
M__ - II !I' --weaver, Op. Cit., P• .302. 11 
" li jl' 6lvincent J. Glennon, Frontiers of Elementary Education ill I,!, 
I (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1956), P• 41: 
' 1'1 
II 62 II' ,, c. c. Grover, "The Rate of Progress of Pupils in Arit hmetic lj in the Elementary School," Mathematics Teacher, 44: 9, January, 1951. \I 
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will save time in more complex number situations.64 
4. Estimation of answers to problems and examples to see that 
they are sensible.65 
5. Variety of solutions to verbal problems. 66 
6. Identification of the mathematical principles which 
govern the basic operations.67 
7 • Field trips to such places as the town or city treasurer ' s 
office, an engineer 1 s office, an archi teet, a civil 
. 68 
engineer at work, etc. 
8. Reports by persons who have special preparation, the 
chemist, the electrical engineer, the school physician, 
69 
and others. 
9. Invention, interpretation and application of basic 
mathemti cal concepts.7° 
64Harold E. Moser, "Levels of Learning, Plarming in Depth," 
Arithmetic Teacher, 3: 224, December, 19.56. 
65Glennon, Qp• Cit., P• 43. 
66Ibid. 
67~. 
7Dt1arguerite Brydegaard, "Creative Teaching Points the Way to 
Help the Brighter Child in Mathematics,• The Arithmetic Teacher, 1: 
21, Februar.y, 1954. 
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,l Conclusion. All teachers are faced w.i.th the problem of !l 
11 1' 
II providing for the ari thrnetically superior children in their respective :! !I ij ,, ,, 
j! classrooms. Since the abilities and aptitudes of children va:ry so i! 
:~ 'I I, greatly, it is impossible for a curriculum to satisfy the needs of ' i I'' il all children. Therefore, the superior child deserves to have material i il .! ll !j 
iJ which can guide and stimulate independent discovery and learning of ~~ 
i! number concepts. This material can be closely related to the subject ~~-
!! I li matter w.i.thin the arithmetic program. None the less, it can remove !'I 
~~ I 
P the routine of repetition which is vital to the average or below I! 
I' ,I 
·I li li average pupU, but is unnecessary drudgery .for the gifted child. li 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PROCEDURE: ITS PLAN AND ThlPLFlmNTATION 
Before planning enrichment activities, it was necessar.y to 
examine textbooks, teachers 1 manuals, articles, periodical.s and 
workbooks to decide what material was already within the scope of the 
regular school program and what enrichment material could be used by 
gifted children to correlate with the prescribed curriculum. 
The following criteria for the selection and preparation of 
the supplementary enrichment activities were established: 
1. The vocabulary of each activity must be on the correct grade level. 
2. Visual clues should be provided where necessary. 
3. The activities were correlated with, or related to, the current 
arithmetic program. 
4. It should be self-motiv~ting. 
5. It should be self-directed or easily administered. 
6. Some identifiable understanding or appreciation should evolve 
from the activity. 
1. Some provision was made to indicate whether or not the child has 
really understood the concept involved. 
Then the supplementary enrichment activities were developed 
to meet the above criteria. 
The next step was to establish criteria for teacher and pupil 
evaluation of the supplementary enrichment activities developed above. 
II 
I 
' I 
l 
§Q_ ==~ 
The follmdng were used: 
Teacher: 1. Was it easy to administer? 
2. Was the child able to follow the directions without 
much questioning? 
3. Did the activity accomplish its approximate purpose? 
4. How long did it take to complete it? 
Pupil : 1. Did the child enjoy it? 
2. Did the child understand it? 
3. Did the child complete it? 
After administering the activities to gifted children, they 
were evaluated on the basis of the above criterion and the results 
were tabulated and recorded on a chart. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1· 
8. 
9. 
Primary Grade Activities 
Adding Kinds of Things 
Circle Arithmetic, Part I 
Circle Arithmetic, Part II 
Circle Arithmetic, Part III 
A New Way to Add 
Roma~ Numerals 
Halves 
Thirds 
Fourths 
~. 61)Aj 
.... . L'.di.. 
·-~-= 
·· :· ..... :. 
" !!>>"" 
.._ .. ~ ,c; 
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~------------------ Date 
--------------------
ADDING KINDS OF THINGS 
Color Tom • a apple red. Color Bett7•• liemon 7ellos. 
Color Bett7ta grapea green. r 
Tom has 
-
0 ~ 
Bett7 Has ld.ids of truit. 
-
Drawr each kiDd ot fruit tbe children haft 
There are k:l.nda of truit. 
-
There are _ pieces ot fruit. 2 and 2 are 
..._ ... , ~-·-· --~~ .. -----·---~----------_..._ ....... _  
Color To•'• apple red. Color Betty's pear yellatJ. 
Color Bett71a cberriea; red. (J do 
Betty has _ kinds ot tNit. 
Dra111 eaoh kiDd ot truit the children ha:we. 
Tbere are kinds ot fruit. 
There are pieces ot fruit. 
-
2 and 2: are 
--
DrawT the fruit that both Tom and Bett:r haTe. 
Both Tom and Bett7 haTe pears. 
Pears are one kind of fruit. 
-
Count pear• aa one kind of fruit. 
Tom baa a top and a ball. Betty has a top and a doll. 
.Dra.- them. Draw thea 
Tom bas _ k:i.nds of toy~. Bett7 has _ .ld.nds of toy•• 
Haw ID9.I\T ld.nda of' toya do the children ba"t'e? __ _ 
Halri DBZJ1' toya do the children baTe? __ _ 
Tom bas a jar of ,.allCM"1 
t~ ..... ~~ 
blue and green paint. 
Show' the• colora. 
Tom bas: colors 
Bett7 bas a jar o~J' green 
blue and yellcnr paint. 
Show theae colora. 
Bett7 has ____ colors. 
Hcnr -.u;y paint colors do the children ba"N? __ 
Hem: JD8IJi1 jara of paint do the children baw? 
----
}f 
~, Otryl 
·· ~· · =- ·~· \..): 
.33 
When we want to oount kinds of thi.Dga 1 our ananr •7 be 
different trom ________________________________________ • 
Check one. 
I liked it yeey DltlCh. 
I liked it. 
I did not like it. 
I hated it. 
~ ------------------- Date ----------
A.dd t.hi• 
) 
2 
-
' 
cmcm ARITHME'l'IC, PART I 
Start. at 0 in tba cirm. 
-
Count .3 :1n t:be circle. 
-
Count! an-e. 
We end on uuaber 2.• 
Haw' -.uy ones are there in S? 
-
U•ing eircle aritbmetic, find tbe DWRber or one• there are in theae? 
T:bare are oDes in the ananr to .3 and 4. 
--
There are __ oaes iD the anner to S and 2. 
'!'here are __ oDe• in the auwer to 6 and 1. 
Tbere are __ OD8s in the a.rurnr to 4 and 4. 
'!'here are __ oaaa in the &MWer to 2: and 1. 
There are __ onea in the anner to .3 and 3. 
Finish tbia sentence. 
In circle aritblletic1 the nwaber we end on is the aame as 
We do not ban to count the ~irat nwaber. 
Just find the liWiber in the circle. 
Find .3 in the circle. 
-
Oou.rrt 2 more. 
-
We .till end on __ • 
~dd thia 
.3 
2 
J 
----
r- ~rr "' 
'- -~-~ 
.. 
Bow do these uaing circle arithmetic, 
Do not coUDt the tirat no.m"ber. 
Just find it in tbe circle. 
There are __ oDea in the alUJWer to S and 4. 
There are __ ones 111 tbe axunrer to 3 and S. 
There are ones in the answer to 2 aDd 6. 
--
Tbere are __ oDes in the ansnr to 4 and 4. 
There are __ onea in the &D&Wer to 3 and 6. 
aborter 
Finding tbe first Dlllber in tbe circle ia tlan counting. 
longer 
1. 2. 
Find 3 in the circle. 3 Find 6 in the circle. 6 
-
Count 6 more. + 6 Count 3 mre. ·t 3 
- -
We end on DWI.ber • We end on rmmber • 
- - - -
There are ODS8 in the There are OD88 in the 
-
anawer to 3 and 6. 
1. 
Which example was done taster? or 
2. 
3 
+ 6 
-
answer to 6 and 3. 
6 
·+ 3 
is the same as 
Wben we add, the order in w:bioh we add the rm.Dibera 
does not change tbe answer. 
--------============= 
Do tbeae using circle arithmetic. 
Start with the larger llWBber. 
Tt.re are __ ones in the anaer to 2. and 7 • 
There are __ oMs in the arunrer to 6 and 1. 
There are oues in the answer to 1 and 8. 
--
Tbere are __ ones in the answer to 0 and la,. 
There are __ ones in the &D8Wer to l and 6. 
In circle aritlmletic1 the number we end on tells ua the 
Dllllber of-------- in tbe ant11rer. 
ia tbe aame u 
-
l 
+s 
larger 
In circle aritbmetie, it 1a faster to atart with tbs DWilber. 
aaller 
Cheok one. 
. I · liked it nrr Dllch. 
....... .. 
I liked it. 
I did not like it. 
I bated it. 
"'. ····- · , .. ... .. .. . 
~ -------------------- Date ------------
·' CIRCLE ARITHMETIC~- PARr II 
· -~- - - ··· · 
. -~. 0 
'I l 
Uaing circle ari t:bmtic 1 find the 
JJWII.ber of ones. 
T:bere are ones in the &nn'er to 4 and ). 
There are oDes in tbe answer to 6 aDd 2. 
-
In circle arithmetic, we still find tbe number of onea 
wben an answer ia owr 10. Do tbeae. 
There are 
Tbere are 
There are 
There are 
-
oDea in the aDner to 6 and 7. 
OMS in the answer to 9 and. 8. 
oDes in the auwer to S and S. 
onea in the answer to 7 and 1£. 
When we get to the 0 in the circle 1 w:e ba:n 1 ten. 
- -
Find 11n the cirele. 
Count Z. .re. 
7 
ti 
I:JQir. 81'V' tiaea did. 10\1 paaa 0? 12 
--
Hcnl7 an;y tens are there in 12? 
--
•• passed the 0 ome t:i:m1 We haw 1 ten. 
-- -
~j 
) 
'f 
Uaing circle arithmetic, find the number ot te.ns and onea in then. 
--
6 and 7 ends on • 
-
There are _ ones in the ~r to 6 + 7. 
\fe passed ~ _ ttaea. 
There are teDII in the answer to 6 + 7 • 
r-----
6 
ODe a 
-71 
baa 
- ~ tens 
" ,..,. { .) 
~ - 'G l.~' 
.~, 1n'll[_l\ 
-·~- o.._)J 
================ sq =-===-
8 and S enda on_. 5 
There are_ oDea in the answer to 8 and S. 
We passed 0 times. 
--
There are _ tena in tbe answer to 8 and S. 
9 and 7 ends on • 
-
Tbere are _ones in the &.nn'er to 9 and 7. 
Ye passed 0 times. 
--
There are tem in the anner to 9 and 7 • 
-
7 and 8 ends on_. 
Tbere are onea in tbe answer to 7 and 8. 
-
We passed 0 times. 
--
There are tena ill the answer to 7 and 8. 
-
9 and 9 ends on • 
-
There are onaa ill tbe amnrer to 9 and 9. 
We passed 2. _ tt.a. 
Tbere are tena in the answer to 9 and. 9. 
l -
6 and 4 enda on • 
-
Tbare .are onsa 1D the answer to 6 and 4. 
-
W:e .passed 2 _ tiles. 
There are . tens in the answer to 6 and 4. 
- . 
ones 
-
baSi 
-
... 
-
ones 
-
tena 
-
0Dt8 
·-
has. 
tena 
-
ouea 
-
teu 
-
teu 
-
8 
±2. 
9 
±.1 
, ..... ;: 
.. . ··.,.-_ 
-
7 
-.+-8 
-
-
9 
....... 9 
-
-
6 
+4 
--·-
' 
() 
When we add uaiDg circle aritbmatic, 
the DWiber we end on tells u•----------------
tba no.aber of tiaes we paas 2. tells ua , __________ _ 
Check one. 
-
I liked it Ye'r7 JlllCh. 
I liked it. 
-
I did mt like it. 
I hated it. 
-
lame----------------------------- Date · .... ----------
CIRGIE ARIT~TIC ~ PART III 
/c( o 
{g 
\ 'l 
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' :L 
"·" f:. T '~ 
We oan use circle arithmetic to add more them 2 numbers •. 
3 Find 2 in the circle. 
4 Count ~ more . 
~ Count 2 more. 
- -
We end on -• 
There are ones in the answ·er t.~ 3 and 4 amd 2.. 
Wa pused t _ timea. 
Thera are _ tens in the anstrer to 3 and 4 and 2. 
We do DOt put au.y DWRber iD tba tens colwm. 
8 Find 8 in the circle. 
7 Count 7 mora. 
6 Count 6 more. 
We end on • 
-
. Tbere are ones in the answer to 8 and 7 and 6. 
-
W'e passed 0 times. 
--
There are tens in the answer to 8 and 7 and 6. 
-
.r~ I J'!'t ,.o{i 
..... ...: -z jL. 
I 
===========-,===--=--===========~z ==--= 
6 and .3 and 6 end on • 
-
There are _ onea in the arunrer to 6 + ) + 6. 
We pasaed 0 times. 
--
. '!'here are _ tens in the answer to 6 i- .3 + 6. 
7 and 8 and 7 end on • 
-
There are _ one a in the answer to 7 1 8 + 7 • 
We passed 0 ti:Ms. 
--
There are _ tens in tbe &DS'II'er to 7 + 8 t 7. 
S and 7 and 6 end on • 
-
There are_ ones iD the answer to 5 + 7 t 6. 
We · passed 0 timea. 
--
Tbere are _ tena in the answer to 5 + 7 + 6. 
9 and 8 and 7 end on • 
-
There are oues in the answer to 9 .. 8 \- 7 • 
-
Ie. paaaed 0 times. 
--
There are tena in tbe &D8W'8r to 9 _. 8 + 7 • 
-
one a 
-
baa 
-
tena 
-
ODS& 
-
baa 
-
ones 
-
-
.... 
-
one a 
-
has 
-
terw 
-
6 
3 
6 
-
7 
8 
~ 
5 
7 
6 
9 
8 
~ 
~~~~======~~~================~========~~43~==~ 
w-aa the DWilber ot ones in the arunrer 1 the aame as tbe D.Wilber 
we ended on in the circle?--------
Was tbe Dllllher of tens in the &JlSWer, the same as the nUJiber" 
ot times we passed Q.? --------
Check one. 
-
I likBd it veey much. 
I liked it. 
I di.d not like it. 
I bated it. 
Da~----------------------
.A. HEW W.A.Y '1'0 ADD 
When we add; 
we add the onea column first, 
then we add the tena colU~~D.. 
How let •a do a harder one. 
We add the onea tir.t. 
12 ia tens and OMS. 
- -
Put the 1 ten in tbe tena eolwm. 
Put tha ~ ones in tbe ones colWIID. 
Then n add the tena column. 
3 tena and 4 tens are 7 tena. 
Put tba 7 tens in the tena COli.UIID 
under the 1 ten. 
Than we draw: a line and add again. 
2 + nothing are 2• 
Put the 2 in the ones col1lllllle 
1 ten and 7 tena are 8 tens. 
' 
3S + 47 are . • 
-
N01r see it you can do the ones on the next pap. 
Add tha. 
te:na ones 
3 5 
+ tf 2 
tena ouea 
3 5 
+'f 7 
.... 
. , 
~ 
" I . ~ -
teDa one a 
3 s 
+if 7 
I 2 
·--I 
I 
teDS ODall> 
3 5 
-tlJ- 7 
J l 
--r7 
r~ - , 
._J 
" 
I I 
"' 
, __ 
5 s 
+ 3 6 
,.., 
\ I 
r'• 
.. J 
\ 
J g 
+3 5 
2 7 
+ ;2. 7 
1 Cf 
+ 6 i.f-
3 b 
+2 6 
I 
1fl\r do we haw to add twice? ·-------- - - -----
I liked it wry mu.eh. 
-
I liDd it. 
I did not like it. 
-
I hated it. 
·..! 
·""r: 6-. 
...... ~ -~ 
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Daa __________________ __ 
ROJ&N NUJIERALS 
'!he Roan people did not 
write Jmllbers the aa:me way we 
do. Tbe7 ued tbeae aigna. 
B.r adding and aubtraot-
ing these aigna tbe7 could. · -
write DW'Ibera. 
1+1 
3-. _ 
l trom S 
s. 
6. S+1 
1· 6-lo1 
8. 7 + 1 
9. 1 trom 10 
10. 
IJ.I 
I troa V 
V.f.I 
VI+ I 
VII+ I 
I from X 
OUr lfmaber 
10. 
so. 
I 
y 
X 
L 
I 
II 
III 
;~ /; fA"j 
'._.. '-:.:..::. 
==~~-===================== ~1 ___ 
10. 
11· 
13· 
14. 
15· 
18. 
20. 
~:~ 
...... 
How the Romans ma.de their number• 
10 + 1 I+. I 
11 + ~ X+ II 
10 +.) X.j. In 
10-+ 4 X t IV 
10 + s I+J 
10 + 6 X+ VI 
10 + 7 X+ VII 
10 + 8 X+ VIII 
10 of- 9 X-1' II 
10 + 10 X:+X 
20 + 1- n+ I 
See if ;you can count up to 39 bT yourself. 
Be sure to till in all the blana. 
Ro:am Himara1a 
O.beck 7our a.mnrers with the chart on tbe last page. 
~===========================r~~====== 
25. 
2.6. 
26. 
' ----------------------~----
)1 • 
.33. 
lJal.. 
35. 
1 
,36. 
)7. 
lB • 
.39. 
~ /~ 0 
.... _ -: :..: ~ o--1' 
- -
.--=========== J./9 
Tbe Roman Numeral tor 50 i8 L. 
-- --
our Humber• H• the Roans made their llllllbera Roan Numerals 
10 from 50 ~ fro• L XL 
XL f I 
k). 
See · howl much higher you can (count using Roman NuMrals. 
Remember the Roman Nul:Deral tor So is L 
-
the Roman Numeral tor 100 ia c. 
-
Oar NtuDbers How the Romau •de their DWibera Ro•n lfullerals 
StJ 41~===*==========================~~==~==============~===== 
Haw the Romans ade their numbers Roman Nwlerala 
Check -rou:r Roman lfwlerala with tbe chart on the last page. 
Obeck one. 
-
I liked it W'q IIUCh. 
I liked it. 
I did not like it. 
I hated it. 
1 2 
I 
u 
XI 
21 
XXI 
31 
XXXI 
41 
XLI 
S1 
LI 
61 
LXI 
71 
lDI 
81 
LXXU 
91 ~ 
XCI 
3 
93 
XCIII 
4 , 
v 
15 
XV 
2S 
55 
LV 
65. 
94 95 
XCIV XCIV 
.... . -
Boston University 
School of Education 
Li brary: 
.S/ 
-
7 8 9 10 
X 
20 
XX 
30 
XXX 
-· '- . . . 
40 
XL 
so 
L 
60 
~ 
70 
LXX 
77 78 19 80 
LIXII LXXX 
87 89 90 
XC 
98. 99 100 
XCIX 0 
.. -
.. . - ' .. ~ 
--------
Nue ---------------------------- Da~ - -------------------
HALVES 
Color balt the box green. 
l l 
When we out somethimg in hal.t, we make equal pieces. 
-
Here is a ruler. 
Color ba.l.t o.t it blue. 
[~--~~( __ ~z~---~~~~---~~- --~~~~--~6J 
Hmr man;y little blocks did you color? 
HOW' JIIBJ\f blocks are tbere in all? 
Halt o.t 6 things are things. 
-
When we want to take half' of a group of things 1 
we dirlde one group into equal groupe. 
-
Here are some balls. 
Let' a lDi.ke 2 equal groups. 
We keep putting 
one on this side 1 
one on the other side 1 
one on thia side, 
oDe on the otber side 1 
untU all the balls are gone. 
We now baTe_ equal groups. 
There are 8 balls in all. 
There are balls in each groupe 
-
Hal.t of 8 balls are 
Half of 8 is ____ • 
balls 
====================== 
S-3 
When we want to take balf of a group of things, we take eyery other oDe. 
Pu.t X on half the things in each box. 
-
We put an X on kites. 
-
- .. 
Halt' ot 6 kites iB 
Halt or 6 is • 
s 
B 
G 
s 
-
e 
f3 
kites. 
G 
13 
fj E:1 
We put an X on glasses. 
- - . 
Tbare are 4 bats. 
We put an X on hats. 
- -
Half or 4 bats are 
Half ot 4 ia • 
-f )( ¥¥X.~ 
~ ~~ ¥ f ~ 
There are 14 stars. 
hats. 
lie F.PUt an X on stars. 
- -
Half ot 10.; glassea ia, : glasses. Half ot 14 'stars is . atars. 
- -
Halt ot 10 is __ • 
h 
h 
h 
h 
There are 20 cbairs. 
h 
h 
We put an ! on - : c~s. 
h 
h 
Half or 20 chairs ia. chairs. 
··, .. -
Half or 20 is • 
- · 
Half ot 14 is • 
-
h h h 
h h h 
,, h h h 
J, h 
We want to find halt o.t 18. 
Draw 18 balls. 
-
Pu.t an X on balt of them. 
-
Half ot -18 balls ia balls. 
---
Half o:t 18 is • 
-
Find half of these numbera. 
14 
Half of 14 is • 
-
Half of 2a is • 
-
16 
Halt ot 16 1a • 
-
24 
Half of 24 ia- • 
-
We can find balf of a number by;._.---------------
Check one. 
I liked it Ter:f much. 
- . 
I liksd it. 
I did not like it. 
I bated it. 
-=-======-=--======-=-==== =~----------===========- .ss 
1 
~ ----------------- Date -------------------
.• 
THIRDS 
Color a third of tbe box green~ , ~ .. -Color a. third of the string green. 
' ' When we cut somathing in tbirds, n make equal. pieces. 
Here ia a raler. ' 
Color a third ot it blue. 
s l 
Hair su..r little bloeke did TOU color? __ 
There are a. Mlrl1 'blocb in all? __ _ 
A third ot 6 things· are· • 
When we want to take a third or a group ot things 1 
we first aka equal groups. 
-
Here are aoliiB stars. 
" . 
w-e put om on thia .~, · 
one in tbe middle, 
oM on the other side, 
one on thia aid&, 
one in tbe middle, 
one on the other side, 
uutil all the atara are uaed. 
Te haft equal group-. · ·' 
---- . :· 
There are in each groUp. 
- ..... 
~-- =============================== 
Here are 12 balls. @ ro Let •a dirlde them iuto thirds • @ 
. 
Take 3 crqou - a red ~ 6) ~ ® 
5 blue 
a green. 0) @ ® 
1. Pat a red X on o:ne. 
2. Put a blue X on another. ([) (j) 
-
3· Put a green ·! on another. 
1. Put a red X on anotbsr • 
-
2. Put a blue X on another. 
-
3. Put a green X on another. 
-
Keep doing this untU all tbe balls have an !• 
balls have red X' s. One third or 12 balls i& balls. 
- --
balls have blue x•s. One third of 12 is • 
- --
balls haTe green x•a. 
- -
Wben we li&Dt one third o:f a groupJ we take every third one. 
llhen we want one third or a group, n dirlde tbe large group into 
three equal smaller groups. 
Put a red ! on ODe third of the things in each box. 
Pu.t a blue X on one third ot the tl:li.Des in each box. 
-
Pu.t a green ! on one third or the things in each box. 
------------------------------------
There are 18 boxea. D [J n 0 D [J .0 
We put blue !'s on boxes. D 0 0 0 D .0 n 
-
We put red !' s on _ boxes. n 0 0. t:l 
<Sb 
==-~4=- ==~ =================================================~k====~-
W'e put green x• s on boxes. 
- -
One third of 18 boxes ia 
One third or 18 is • 
-
------------------------------------
There are 9 flowers. 
We put red X • s on · nawera. 
- -
We put blue ·x•a on flowers. 
- -
We put green I • a on flowers. 
- -
One third of 9 flowers is flowers. 
-
One third of 9 is • 
-
We want to find one third of 15. 
DraWJ lS pencils. 
Put red X • a on a third or the pencils. 
-
Put blue !'• on a thil'd or the penclli. 
Put green I•s on a third o:t the pencils. 
-
One third Of 15 pencils is __ pencils. 
One third of llS is • 
-
Find a third of these numbers. 
6 .3 
· One t.bird of 6 is • 
--
One third of 3 is _. 
- -~ .===---===-====-================- ..S8' 
Find a third of these rmmbers. 
21 12 
One third Gf 21 is • One third of 12. is • 
- --
When we want to dirlde a group of things into thirds, we •ke ----
When we want to take oDe third of a group ot things, we take----
Check one. 
-
I liked it veq DIUCh. 
I liked it. 
I did DOt like it. 
I bated it. 
n r;-.• • (,;) 
,._. , ( ]! 
~ ------------------- Date _-.; _________ _ 
FOURTHS 
Di Tide tbe box into fourths. DiTide the circle into fourths. 
Color one fourth red. Color one fourth green 
[ 
When we cut aomething into rourtbs, we make equal pieces. 
-
Here is a ruler •. 
Divide it into fourths. 
Color one fourth blue. 
Haw7 •IV' little blocks did you color?_ 
There are bow JIIUlY blocks in all? __ 
One fourth of 12 things is things. 
-
When we want one fourth of a groo.p ot things, 
we Bake r... __ equal groupa. 
Here are aome boxes. 
0 fli:JQ Let~ 8 divide the grcmp ot boxes into fourths' l \ t 
T_bere are _ boxes 1n each group. o n a o 
There. are · boxes in all. lj D .0 Q 
·. t . . - j'1~ J.,tJ.J, J,-q 
Ona fourth of lo boxes is boxes. b. 
One fourth of 16 ia • 
-
================~======~================================~b~O======~ 
Here are 8 balls. 
Let's divide them into fourths. 
Take four crayons - a red1 a blue, 
a green, and a purple. 
1. Put a red X on one ball. l. Put a red X oa another. 
- -
2. Put a blue X on another ball. 2. Put a blue X oa another. 
- -
3· Put a green ~ on another ball. 3. Put a green,_X on another. 
-
4. Put a purple ! on another ball. 4. Put a purple--X on another. 
-
-----------·------------------------
balls have red ! • •• 
balls bave blue X'•• 
balls have green x•s. 
- -
balls have purple X'•• 
- -
One fourth or 8 balls is 
One fourth of 8 ia · • 
-
E'ft17 fourth ball h&s a red x. 
-
E'ft!:ry fourth ball has a blue ~· 
Every fourth ball has a green_!.. 
Every fourth ball bas a purple X. 
Put a red ~ on one fourth the plants. 
Put a blue -! on one fourth tbe plants. 
Put a green -X on one fourth tbe plants. 
-
Put a purple ·x on one fourth the plants. 
-
There are 4 plants. 
w-e put a red X oa plant. 
- -
Put a blue X on o plant. 
- -
We put a green X on plant. 
- -
ODe fourth of 4 plants is __plant. 
We put a purple ~ on _ plant. One fourth of 4 is • 
-
--
~=====================================~ 
W.e -.nt to find one fourth of 20. 
Draw 20 lines. 
Put a red X on one fourth of tbe linea. 
Pnt a blue X on one fourth of the linea. 
Put a green ! 0n one .fourth of the lines. 
Put a purple ! on one fourth of the lines. 
One fourth or 20 lines is 
One fourth of 20 is ___, 
lines. 
Find one fourth of these JlUlllbers. 
32: 
One .fourth of 32 is • One fourth of 28 ia • 
- -
When 1'le want to take one fourth of a group o.f' things 1 we take enr;r 
Check one. 
-
I liked it very DDlCh. 
I liked it. 
-
I did not like it. 
I hated it. 
-
Grade Four* Activities 
1. Subtracting in a Different W~ 
2. Subtracting in a Different Way 
3. .Another Way to Do Addition 
4. Dividing by Two 
5. Can It Be Div:i.ded Evenly by Four? 
6. How Many Squares Do You See? 
7. Easy Multipliers 
a. Easy Multipliers 
9. More Easy Multipliers 
10. Multiplication by Two Place Numbers Ending in One 
11. Multiplication by Eleven, Part 1 
12. More Multiplication by Eleven, Part 2 
13. Checking Multiplication 
14. Checking Multiplication 
15. Another W~ to Do Multiplication 
16. .Another Way to Multiply by Five 
17. Multiplying by 24 in a Different Way 
18. Multiplying Two Teen N'Wllbers 
19. Magic Squares, Part One 
20. Haking Magic Squares, Part Two 
21. An Interesting Addition, Part 1 
22. .Addition, Part 2 
23 • Finding the Sum of the Even Numbers 
~. ro,r"' 
'_ ,r::_, 
24. Finding the Sum of the Odd Numbers 
* Some of these activities may also be given in Grades Three and 
Five. 
Subtracting in a Different Way 
Here is a different way to subtract some examples. See if you can 
discover how it is done. 
We want to do this subtraction example. Do it. 
75 
- 26 
If the 26 were JO it would be easier to do, so we will make the 26 a 
JO and the 75 a 79o 
79 
- JO Subtract as usual 
I 4 to both the minuend and the subtrahend. Did I change the 
-----
difference in the example~ 
Here is another example. Do it. 
46 
- 28 
This time I will add to each part. 
-----
48 
- 30 Subtract as usual 
When the number is to both the minuend and subtrahend 
------- -------
in a subtraction example the difference remains the • 
-----
Here are some examples for you to try. 
64 
- 38 
26 
- 18 
72 
.::.lh -
43 
- 27 
81 
::22... 
53 
- 2.'8 
90 
- 46 
In these examples we do not have any -----· 
Do you think this will always work'l When the ones number of 
the subtrahend is than the ones number of the minuend it would not 
-----
be easier this way • 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-
_). I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Subtracting in a Different Way, Part 2 
We learned that we can add the same number to both the minuend and 
subtrahend in a subtractioh example and we do not change the difference in 
the example. If this is true, let's see if we can subtract the same number 
without changing the difference in the example. 
Here is the example we want to do • 
.58 
- 32 
This would be easier to do if the 32 were 30, so we will make the 
32 a 30 and the .58 a 56. 
56 
- 30 Subtract as usual 
We 2 from both the minuend and subtrahend. Did we change 
-----
the difference in the example? 
Here is another one. 
This time wE:f will subtract from each part. 
-----
73 
- 20 Subtract as usual 
When the same number is from both the minuend and subtrahend 
in a subtraction example, the difference remains the • 
-----
Here are sane examples for you to try. 
68 
.::..£!! 
99 
- 22 
-
49 
-12 
~9 
- 22 
47 
=..11:. 
We have learned that any two-place subtraction can be done by subtracting 
a number from the subtrahend so that it ends in and then 
--------- ---------
the amount from the minuend. 
------
Which method do you prefer? New. Old. 
Check one 
_1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike ite 
~ . ' . ~ . ' -· . · ' ~ ..... --- . ~ 
Another Wai to Do Addition 
To eliminate·· as much carrying __ as possible people started their 
. . . . · - -
addition work at the left and work toward the right which is just 
the opposite from the way we do it. 
Here is an example 
487 
94.3 
726 
'2:38" 
~ 
17 
···24 
2394 
Add the hundreds column. The answer is 22. or 
--------- -----
thousands and hundreds. Give these numbers their proper 
----
place value under the example. 
Add the tens column. The answer is 17 or 1 
--------- ------
and 7 • Give these numbers their proper place value under 
---------
the example. 
Add the ones column. The answer is 24 or 2 
------ ~-----
and ones. Give them their proper \)lace..avalue' in the example. 
Now add these numbers and we will get the answer 2,394. 
- ~ - .. - - ~ - - ... - . --.. . 
Is this the same answer we get by adding in the re~lar way? 
When we add the hundreds column our answer is real.l.y 
-...------
not just 22:. The answer to the tens column is really not 
. . ' ----.--
just 17. The answer to the ones column is really .,.....'ii-_,.,;.--• 
If we add these numbers 
2200 
170 
. -- -24 
2394 
we get the answer as before. 
--------
Here are some for you to try 
67 
.45. 
.12. 
4296 
7284 
.4.~~3. 
~007 
72.68 
4392. 6. h 
.7. .9: . 
2.876 
.329 
.443 
992: 
~ 
4984 
42.76 
.9~1.3: 
.· 1403 
l.i9Z 
}:4~ 
624 
-
4286 
9842: 
7629 
. "907-0 
Do you think this would be a good way to check addition? 
Why? 
Check one 
.. 
1. I 1ike it very much. 
2. I 11ke it. 
3. I don't like it. 
~4. I dislike it very much. 
Dividing by Two 
You have already learned that any number which ends in 2,4,6,8, or 0 is 
called an even number. All other numbers are called numbers. 
-----
Now you are going to learn something else about even and odd numbers 
when they are divided by 2 o 
· When a number.: cqp. be di:vided by another number without a remainder we 
. . "'; ·-\·'·.· 
sa:/ it can be divid13d evenly by that number. 
First let's divide these munbers by 2 •. 
2)149 2)264 2)41 
2 )493 2 )682 2)427 2)80 2)146 
PUt a circle around all the examples which have a . remainder. List the 
(tlgits that the dividends of these examples end in. 
These are all numbers. 
-----
PUt a box around all the examples which do not have a remainder. List 
the digits that the dividends of these examples end in. 
• These are all numbers • 
-- -----
From this we can say that any number can be divided · everLcy' by 2 if the 
number ends in an digit. 
-----
'/0 
~ 70 
J,.ook at. t.:b.~ examples beloW.· .PUt a circle around those that have a. 
r emainder. and a box arormd those that do not have a remainder. 
2 )122 - ~ ;=4146 2}96 2)88S 2) li044 
. ' ,( :· ·~: ~ ·. 
2)w2 2 )8o85 2 )12142 2)1428 2)85 
2) 486 2) 2221 2)666 2)""40" 
I 
Now go back and do these examples and see if you marked them correctly • 
Check ome 
1.. I like it very much. 
___ 2. I like it. 
___ 3. I dom1t like it. 
___ 4. I dislike it. 
•t f 
CAN IT BE DIVIDED EVENLY BY FOUR? 
This will show yo:u, .. a way to tell if' a three or four-place number can be 
divided evenly by four. First let's divide these numbers by 4. 
4) 1384 4)2592 
These numbers could all be #~ded e~nly 'bY-i.~4 because there were no ___ • 
We .know that 424 is made up of' 400 * :,z4. Can 400 be divided evenly by 
We know that 736 _. is made up of' 700 • 36. Can 700 be divided evenly by 
4? 
•We know that :J-:~~4 is made . up of 1300 + 84. Can 1300 be divided evenly 
; by 4? 
4) 1300 
We know that 2i92 is made up of' 2500 + 92. Can 2500 be divided evenly 
by 42. 
4) 2500 
'· . ' 
100 and all multiples of 100 can be divided evenly by"4. 
Let's look at the last two digits of our numbers. 
Can they be divided. evenly by 47. 
Now do these examples. 
4) 3318 
Was there a remainder in each of these examples? Therefore 
these numbers can not be divided evenly by 4. 
We know that. 400, 900, 1700, 3300 can a1.1 be divided evenly by four 
because all multiple~ of 100 can be. 
Now let's divide just the last two digits of these numbers by 4. 
All these numbers have a remainder when divided by 4. Therefore they can 
not be divided evenly by 4. 
From this we can say that if the last two digits can be divided evenly 
by 4, the whole number can be divided evenly by 4. 
Now look at these numbers and put a box around thpse that can be divided 
evenly by 4. 
f...J 
. ~. ~<? 
·- c L.~ 
4 )5796 4 )z532 
Go back and do t hese examples and see if you marked them correctly. 
Any number can be divided evenly by 4 if the last digits can 
----
be divided evenly by ----• 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
II 
HOW MANY SQUARES ... DO lOU , SEE?: 
Here is a problem for children who like. to think. It is very important 
for a scientist to be able to see little things in big things. Let's see if 
you are a scientist. 
This is a square. 
This is . inch long .~d. ~· ~ D inch wide. (Use your ruler) · 
This is also a square. 
This is inch :Long and 
inch wide. (Use your ruJI.er} 
A square is a figure that ------------------------------------~~~ 
Now let's draii some lines inside a square. 
•' 
How many squares do you see in this figure?: • If · you see o~ 
-------
four you have not looked hard enough. You forgot that the large block is also 
a square. 
There are really ------ squares: in tbis .f~. 
I v 
This time let 1 s draw more lines inside a square. Letts see if' you can 
tell how many squares there are in it altogether. 
First 1.ook hard and then tell me how many squares you see • 
-----
Ii' you said 9 you are not a vecy .good scientist. 
Remember, a square is just as----- as it is ____ _., so we can 
take two ~locks at a tifue. 
Outline · ~a.ch squ~e you see that is two blocks long and two blo~,ks .:Wide. 
Use a d:l.f.:f.'erent' ·colqr crayon for each. There are ----- of the~?e squares. 
How many squa.:re,_s _are ther e that are three blocks long and three block s 
wide!' 
AJ.together then tP,ere are ___ ....__ squares. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-
_3. I don't lik~ ito 
_4. I dislike ito 
'/b 
."', ""'6 
-· e 
Easy Multipliers 
Some n~ers 'Which lJ.e think are hard to multipl;y:. b;r. are really 
· M·-· · •· • ···- •••• · ··-· · · · -- --- ~ ------·- · ,. - · - 0 'oo· ·~~ 00 00 0 00'0' -- ~--- - 00 O • o •o • • ~- .... , • • · .-·· ·· - ~ 0 .,, ,, , 
very ·eaay if' w·e learn cer.tain relationships about the numpers. Here 
is one of thE!m.• 
We want to do this multiplication 
W'e lmow that1D multip:J,.~ by 10 we can just annex a to the 
- ........  -... 
multiplicand, so 
10 X 63 • 630 
But we want to multiply 9 x 63 ard 9 is less than 10. 
Therefore 9 x 63 is 
from 630 
•. . • . ;· • .I - ~ - - ·- -~ ...... --- --- -
63 less than 630,- so we will subtract one 63 
A3.Q . 
- 63 
Does this check with 9 x 63? 
Here is another easy multiplier 
~ - ·51. · . 
x99 
To multiply by 100 we jv.st add · .. zeros to the multiplicand, so 
--- . . ---- .-: ~ .. 
100 X 57 • 5700 
This time we want to multiply 99 x 57 and 99 is less than 100. 
···· ··- -·-- .. -···· .· --·-· . , ·· -- --
Therefore 99 x 57 is one less than 5700, so we will one 
----
from 5700. 
.. 51.~ 
- ;>1 
77 
~ ~7 
-- e 
Does this check with 99 x 57? 
S~e ~you can do these examples by writing__down onl;y the sub-
traction )>art. 
99 X 764 : 
9 X 486 : 99 X fti96Z: 
9 x 6a7 • 99 x ·7418 • 
9 X 8&18 • 99 X 879 : 
Here is a hard one for you to try • . See if· you can do it 
-·· .. . ' 
999 X 4987 • 
Do you think it is easier to multiply these numbers like this or 
by the regular way? 
T 4 - •• • ~ • ~ 
check one 
1. I like it very much • 
......_ 
z. I like it. 
·- . 
3. ~ don't like it. 
--- .. . - ·- -~ ··- ·---
~4. ;r dislike it very much. 
78 
Easy Multipliers 
Here is an easy way to multiply by ll. We want to do this example 
first in the regular way. 
76 
X 11 
Now do you remember that to multiply by 10 we can just annex a----
to the _ mplt~plicand, so 
10 X 76 = 
-----
But we want to multiply ll x 76 and ll is one than 10. 
Therefore ll x 76 will be one group of things more than 760, so 
we will have to 
-----
one 76 to 760. 
760 
+ 76 
Does this check with your answer to ll x 761: 
Now try this example. 
89 
xll 
First multiply by and then the multiplicand to 
-------- -----
the product. 
89 X 10 = 890 
890 
+ 89 
Here is another easy multiplier. 
489 
xloa 
To multiply by 100 we can just---- two zeros to the multiplicand,. so 
100 X 489 :a ----
But this time we want to multiply 101 x 489 and 101 is one 
-----
t han 100. Therefore 101 x 489 is ____ group of 489 things more than 
48900, so we will have to ____ one 489 to 48900. 
part. 
48900) 
+ 489 
How does this check with 101 x 489Z It is • 
--------------------
Now see if you can do these examples by writing down only the addition 
11 X 46 
11 X 982 
ll X 728 
11 X 87 
460 
+. 46 
3800 
101 X 38 .. 38 
101 X 98~ 
101 X 789 
1.01 X 76 
il X 53 "'101 X 482 
ll X 346 101 X 324 
This is easier than the long multiplication because we only have to 
two numbers. 
-----
Check one 
1. I like it very much 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
~ I 
-- 01. u 
-
More Easy Multipliers 
One day recently we learned an easy way to multiply by 9. First we 
multiply by----- and then----- the multiplicand from the product. 
Today let's see if we can find an easy way to multiply by any two-place 
number which ends in 9. 
Do this example the regular way. 
73 
X 39 
If we were multiplying by 40 instead of 39 our work would beeasier because 
any even multiple of is easy to work with. Let's multiply by 40. 
-----
40 X 73 = ----
In doing this we multip]y by our tens number and then annex a • 
-----
39 is one ____ than 40 so 39 x 73 would be one group of 73 things 
than 40 x 73, so we would 1 group of 73 from 2920. 
------- ---------
292Q 
7"J 
Does this check with your answ~r to 39 x 73? 
Try this one 
First change it to 
X 47 =-
47 
X 29 
------- ------
Then multiply by the ____ digit or-the multiplier and annex a 
____ • Next ____ the multiplicand from the product. 
Try these examples the regular way and then check them this new way. 
34 
X 19 
93 
X 89 
76 
X 69 
48 
X 59 
75 
X 39 
86 
X 29 
64 
X 49 
20 X 34 = 780 
- 34 
({J 
37 
X 79 
Doing it this wa;y we only have----- multiplication to do instead 
of getting two partial -----• 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
-
_4. I dislike it. 
Multiplication by Two-place Numbers Ending in One 
One day recently you learned a new way to multiply by ~ First we 
multiply by----- and then----- the multiplicand to the product. 
Today we are going to learn a new way to multiply by any two-place 
number which ends in 1. 
First, do this example the regular way • 
If we were to multiply by 30 instead of 31, our work would be easier 
because any even muJltiple of ----- is easy to work with. 
Let's multiply by 30 then. 
30 X 67 : 
-----
When doing this we multiply by our tens number and annex a 
-----
30 is one---- than 31 so 30 x 67 would be one group of 67 things 
than 31 x 67 ~ so we would 
-----
1 group of 67 things to 2010 
to get our answer. 
Do it in this space. 2010 
+ 
Does this check with your answer to 31 x 67 when you did it the regular 
way? 
Here is another one to try. 73 
X 21 
First multiply by----- and then ----- 73 to your answer. 
Do it in this space. 
.. 0 r:· 
-~-~ 
way. 
58 
x41 
84 
X Zl 
63 
X 21 
28 
.!..1.1 
Now do these examples, first the regular w~ and then check them the new 
40 X 58=----
232:0 
+ 58 
54 
x41 
68 
X 61 
-
lLB 
X 81 
27 
X 61 
Do you think this is a good check for multiplication by a two-place 
number ending in 1? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I cQ.slike it. 
Multiplying by Eleven, Part 1 
Here is another way to multiply some numbers by 11. See if you can 
discover how it is done. 
First do these examples the regular way. 
36 
xll 
42 
X 11 
27 
xll 
71 
. X 11 
63! 
X 11 
53 
xll 
Study the products of each example and then complete the following 
statements. 
1. The ones digit of the product is the same as the ----- digit of the 
multiplicand. 
2. The tens digit of the product is the of the digits of the 
-----
multiplicand. 
3. The hundreds digit of the product is the same as the digit 
-----
or the multiplicand. 
Knowing the above facts do you think you could just write down your 
answer when multiplying by 11 instead of doing out the multiplication. 
Try thi s one and see 
11 X 52 1:1 
,.----,.-.---hundreds tens ones 
Remember that the tens digit of the product is the of the 
-----
other two digits. 
Check your answer to 11 x 52 the regular way to see if you understand 
the new way. 52 
xll 
of 
,' (17 1" -· . 
·- '-' 
Now try these examples the new way and check them the regular way. 
ll X 35 "'----
11 X 24 •----
ll X 32 ,.. -----
ll X 8]. a 
-----
llx54=- ___ _ 
35 
X 11 
24 
X 11 
32 
x11 
8ll 
x11 
-
54 
xll 
ll X 45 ..,., ___ _ 
11 X 72 a-----
n x 8o • 
-----
llx44:a 
-----
11 X ]8 • 
-----
45 
X 11 
72: 
X 11 
80 
xll 
44 
xll 
18 
xll 
This way is easier because we do not have any -----• Do you think 
it will work on an example like ll x 76? Why? Because 7 • 6 are 
more than -----
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
More Multiplication by Eleven, Part 2 
One day recently we learned how to multiply certain numbers by ll. The 
numbers were like these. 
36 
xll 
42 
xll 
27 
xll 
7ll. 
xlll. 
63 
xll 
53 
xll 
In these numbers the sum of the digits of the multiplicand are all 
than 10. 
-----
Today we are going to learn how to multiply the following numbers a 
different way. First do these examples the regular way. 
85 
xll 
39 
xll. 
78 
xll 
87 
xll 
49 
xll 
58 
xlJL 
a I 
.·~89 
Next look at the multiplicand. The sum of the digits of each multiplicand 
is than 9. 
-----
Now study the products of each example. In each case the following 
statements are true. 
1. The ones digit of the product is the same as the----- digit 
of the multiplicand. 
2. The tens digit of the product is the ones digit of the 
-----
of the digits of the multiplicand. Look at the first example. 
8 + 5 ""-----· 3 is the----- digit of our product. 
3. The hundreds digit of our product is one 
-----
the tens digit 
of the multiplicand. It is one more because we have to 
-----
one from the tens column. 
Knowing this do you think you could just write down your answer when 
multiplying by 11 instead of doing out the multiplication. 
Try this one and see. 
ll X 87 :a 
.,.---..,.-,..--hundreds tens ones 
Remember that we must carry one to get the column. 
-----
Check your answer by doing this example the regular way. 
87 
xll 
If the number we want to multiply is in the ninties, like 961 our left 
hand numbers will be because one than 9 is lOo 
----- ------
Try this:: 11 X 96 • ----
Now check your answer the regular way'~ 96 
xll 
-
Here are some examples for you to do the new way and then check the 
regular way. 
ll X 47 =----
11 X 84 =- ----
11 X 68 • 
-----
47 
xlJl. 
84 
xll 
68 
xll 
ll X 39 :a 
-----
ll X 87 ""'----
ll X 77 ._, -----
39 
xll 
87 
xll 
77 
xll 
ll X 59,.. ___ _ 
ll X 98 • 
-----
59 
xll 
98 
xll 
il X 64'"" 
il X 78 • 
-----
-----
64 
xll 
78 
xll 
-
Now you know how to multiply any two-place number by ll. Do you think 
it is quicker? 
Check one 
l. I like it very much. 
_2. I ]ike it. 
_3. I don 1t like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Checking Multiplication 
This is a way to check multiplication'. ' We know that multiplication is a 
quicker way of doing when all the addends are • 
--------- ---------
Here is the example we want to do. 
48 
~ 
Since 9 is made up of 4 plus 5, do you think that 4 x 48 plus 5 x 48 will 
be the same as 9 x 48? 
-----
Let's try it and see. 
48 
X 4 
' .92 
48 
X !:;' 24& 
48 
X 9 
"""'Ii32 ,/ 
When we have 4 groups with 48 in each group plus 5 groups with 48 in each 
7~ 
,~. 01'1 
-L..:A.; 
group, we have the ------- amount as we do when we have groups with 
------
48 in each group. 
9 is also made up of 3 +.· ------· 
they work. 
48 
.!..-2 
48 
X 
Try these two numbers and see if 
48 
~ 
Now you choose both numbers yourself' and see if it still works. Just 
remember that the numbers must equal 9 when they are added together. 
48 
X X 
Did it work? 
9 = + 
----- -----
48 48 
X 9 
Here is an example with a larger multiplier. See if this way of checking 
works with it. 
24 - 15 * 9 
76 
X 1!) 
24 .. 11 * 
76 
~ 9 
-----
76 
xll X 
76 
Use different combinations each time. 
24 = ----- .. -----
76 76 
X X 
-
.... 
24 = ___ + 
---
76 76 
X 
Any multiplication can be checked by separating the multiplier into any 
two numbers which when---- together will ____ the multiplier. 
Check these multiplication examples this new way. 
86 
~ 
49 
~ 
393 
~ 
75 
X 42 
624 
~ 
7 - ---- + ----
32 = ___ _ 
1.9 = ---- :+ ----
42 - ---- + -----
75 = ____ + ___ _ 
124• + 
------ -----
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
86 
49 
393 
75 
624 
945 
Give a rule for doing this type of multiplications. 
86 
X 
* 
49 
X + 
393 
X 
75 
X + 
X 
945 
X 
Check 
1. 
2. 
_3. 
4. 
-
one 
I like it very much •. 
I like it. 
I don 1t like it. 
I dislike it. 
'fb 
. os 
- 0 
Checking Multiplication 
Here is a way to check multiplication. Study the example on the left 
below and the check on the right. 
Example 
47 
X 18 
""376 
47 
84b 
Check 
47 
X 9 
423 
+423 
84b 
The example says we have----- groups of numbers with---~- in 
I I 
(' >-"').' 
- _:____ t] 
each group. The multiplication part of the . check says we have groups 
-----
of numbers with 47 in each group. 
We know that 18 • 2 = • We also know that when we divide a 
-----
number by 2 and then multiply it by 2 the answer will be the • 
-----
When we add a number to itself it is the same as it by 2. 
-----
423 is the product of 9 groups of numbers with 47 in each group. 
Another 423 is the product of another 9 groups of numbers with 47 in each 
group. 
9 groups • 9 groups = groups, so 423 + 423 is the answer to 
-----
18 groups of 47 things in each group. 
Here is another one for you to try. Do it in the regular way and check 
it the new way 
Example 
58 
X 24 
Do your answers check'l 
24 • 2 = 
-----
Check 
58 
:;: 12 
"'1Ib 
58 
""'b9b 
+ 
This works well with even multipliers b1~t if your multiplier ends in an 
uneven number like 19 it cannot be divided evenly by 2. Therefore, we must 
do an extra step. 
Subtract l from 19 
Divide 18 by 2 
Example 
27 
X 19 
19-1 : ___ _ 
18 .. 2 = 
-----
Check 
27 
X 9 
243 
+243 
--r;gb 
On the check part do you have 19 groups of numbers yet? 
Therefore, you must add one more group of 27 to your answer. 486 
+ 27 
-m 
Does your answer now check with your answer when you did the example the 
regular way? 
You have 9 + 9 + l = 
-----
groups which is the same as in the example. 
Now try these and then check them this new way. Remember if the multiplier 
7 (S " 
is odd we must subtract one before dividing by 2 and then add in the multiplicand. 
Example 
27 
X 16 
54 
X 32 
Check 
27 
X 8 
67 
:X: 28 
-
55 
~ 
72 
!.l!2 
55 
:X: 22 
-
This works because we have still the ---- number of groups in 
the check. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
___ 2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
/00 
1 "·o ..JL . 
Another Way to Do Multiplication 
If you want to multiply a number by 24 the only way you could do, unless 
you had learned the tables that high, would be to set down the example in the 
regular way and work out the multiplication. 
Today you are going to learn how to do certain examples in such a way 
that you can do all or part of the work in your head. 
Let's do this example in the regular w;zy first. 
47 
X 24 
Now can you think of two numbers which when multiplied together will 
ectual 24. 
6 X = 24 
' -----
If we multiply 6 x 47 and then multiply the product of this by 4 do you 
think our answer will be the same as the answer you got when you did the 
example in the regular way. 
Try it in this space and see. 
6 X 47 • 282 4 X 282 =----
Let's think of two other numbers which when multiplied together will 
equal 24. 
8 x ____ = 24 
Now try the example with these numbers. 
8 X 47 = 376 3 X 376 = ----
How does this check with your other answers~ They are --------• 
You knOTrT that you can add three or more numbers together to get a 
total. You can also multiply· three or more numbers together to get a 
product. We are really doing this. 
6 X 47 X 4 = ---- 8 X 47 X 3 = 
-----
Just as in addition it does not matter which way you add so in 
multiplication it does not matter which way you multiply. 
In addition you can say 
28 + 56 + 92 or 56 * 92 + 28 or 92 + 56 + 28 
and your answer will always be the same. 
In multiplication you can say 
6 X 4 X 47 or 47 X 4 X 6 or 4 X 47 X 6 
and your answer will always be the-----· 
28 
56 
+ 92 
Try these examples, first the regular w~ and check them this new w~. 
Remember to separate the multiplier into any two numbers which when multiplied 
together will equal the multiplier. 
35 
X 21 
29 
X 15 
56 
xl4 
7 X = 21 
-----
Boston University 
School of Education 
Libr ary 
7 X 35 = 245 3 X 245 = 
I o I 
i G1_ 
---
In many cases there will be more than one set of numbers that will work. 
They are all correct just as long as they equal the multiplier when multiplied 
together. 
Do you think this will work with all numbers? 
Can you separate 17 or 19 or 29 or 43 into two numbers, other than 1 
and the number, which will equal them when multiplied? 
Therefore, this will work only with certain numbers. 
Do you think it is a good way to check multiplication? 
Why? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
/03 
Another Way to Nultiply by Five 
Here is another way to multiply a number by 5. See if you think it is 
easy. 
We want to do this example in the regular way. 
We know that to multiply a number by 10 we can just annex a -----
to the multiplicand, so 
lJ.O X 36 a ----
But we only want to multiply by 5o Ten is times 5, so 
-----
10 x 36 would be times 5 x 36. In order to get the answer to 
-----
5 x 36 then we would have to ----- 360 by 2. Do this work in the space 
below. 
Does your answer check with your answer to 5 x 362 
When we multiply a number by 2 and then divide the product by 2 our 
answer will be the • 
-----
~~o multiply by 5 we can just multiply by 10 which is----- x 5 and 
then ----- our answer by -----• 
Try these examples both ways and see if your answers check. 
47 
X 5 
486 
X 5 
10 X 47 • 470 
10 X 486 = 
----
2) 
Now multiply by 10 in your head and just do the division on the paper. 
91 
~ 
334 
X .2_ 
542 
X 2 
This way of multiplying by 5 is easy because 
-----------------------
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
__ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
jOS 
J 25 
--'"'-
Multiplying by 25 in a Different W5f 
This exercise will show you a new way to muJi.tiply by 25. 
How many groups with 25 in each group can you make from 100 things? 
(Think--how many quarters are there in $1.00) In other words 
100 is times 25. 
-----
We want to do this example the regular way first 
48 
X 25 
To multiply an;, number by 100: we can just annex ----- zeros to the 
multiplicand, so 
]00 X 48 • 
-----
But we want to multiply by 25 only. JlOO is times 25, so 
-----
100 x 48 would be times 25 x 48. 
-----
To get the answer to 25 x 48 then we would have to 4800! by 4. 
-----
Do this work in the space below. 
Does this check with the regular way of multiplying by 25? 
When we multiply a number by 4 and then divide the product by 4 our 
answer will be the -----• 
Try these examples, first the regular way and then the new waw. 
47 
X 25 100 X 47 ,.. --,--- 4) 4700 
On the rest, do the multiplication in your head and then divide by 4. 
196 
X 2$ 
726 
X 2$ 
This way is quicker than the regular multiplication by 2.5 because we are 
dividing by a----- place number instead of multiplying by a-----
place number. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
___ 4. I dislike it. 
Multiplying Two Teen Numbers 
Here is a way to multiply two teen numbers like 
17 
X 18 
-
First let's do the multiplication out by setting down the whole value 
of each multiplication in the table below. 
SteEs Hundreds 
1 8 X 7 = 
2 8 X 10 ... 
3 10 X 17 = l 
Add 3 
Tens 
5 
8 
7 
0 
Ones 
6 
0 
0 
6 
Look at the example now. _Add the multiplicand and the ones figure of 
the multiplier. · 
17 + 8 = 
-----
Multiply this by 10 and then compare this answer with the sum of steps 
two and three of the table. 
10 X 2_5 =----
Our answers are the • 
-----
I 
170 
+ 80 
56 is the product of the ./ digits in the example. If we 
-----
this to the product of 10 x 25 we get the same answer that we have 
-----
in the table. Do the work in this space. 
10 (5 
A:re the answers the same? 
Now try this example. 15 
~ 
Add the multiplicand and the ones ~git of the multiplier 
+ 9 = 
--------~ ---------
Multiply by 10 X 10 = 
--------- ---------
Add the product of the ones digit 9 X 5 = 
---------
+ = 
Does this check with the regular way? 
;o~ 
.. , -:- g 
_J_ .._· 
For this one you ought to be able to do most of the work in your head. 
Write down only the last addition. 
Think 12 + 7, times 10 . . • • 
Think 7 X 2 • • • • • • • • 
Add 
12 
X 17 
• • • = . . • • • • 190 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
Does your answer check with the regular wa:y? 
12 
X 17 
Now do these, first our new way and then the regular way. 
13 
X~ 
19 
xl2 
16 
X 13 
17 
X 15 
Do you think it would make any difference if we added the multiplier to 
the ones figure of the multiplicand and then proceeded in the same way. 
Try this one both ways. 
18 
xl4 
14 + 8 = 18 + 4 = ----
-----
Multiply both by 10 and add the product of the ones digits to each. 
Are the answers the same? 
This works because in our first addition our totals were the • 
-----
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
-
_4. I dislike it. 
/!0 
.- ---- ... ~ 
Magic Squares, Part One 
This is a magic square. · See if you can discover why !£is called a 
magic square. 
6 1 8 
1 5 3 
2 9 4 
Add each row across. The sum of each rowr is • 
-----
Add each c()lumn d<Ml. . The s:um : of each coJ.umn is_. ----• 
::·. 
Add each diagonal (£tobtn the upper left corner to the lower right corner 
6 + 5 "'t: 4f and from the ut)per right to the .lower left eorner 8 + 5 + 2). The-
sum of each is • 
-----
A magic:: square is. a square in which .the numbers are placed in such a wa:y 
that the sum O':f the numbers·. in each row, in each column and each diagonal 
(from an upper c;grner to the opposite .lower corner) is always the • 
-----
Look at thi~ "square . and see :i..f' it is a magic square • 
.. -: . .. 
•: 
8 9 4 
3' 1 11 
]Qi 5 6 
Each row, each column and each diagonal adds to 
-----
so we sa:y this 
is a magic square of -----• 
Ill 
·, 
I 1/C 
Is t:q.is a magic square!' Be sure to add each row, each 
column and each diagonal before you write your answer. 
8 2 5 
4 1 1 
3 6 9 
. 
Magic squares clo not always have to have three numbers in each direction. 
They can have f'uur or more numbers and still be magic. 
Let's look at the~;~e two . and see if they are both magic. 
18 4 5 15 l2 22- 23 9 
1 13 ~ 10 17 15 14 20 
ll 9 8 l!4 u ]9 18 16 
6 16 ].1 3 24 25 ].]L 21 
No. 1 No. 2 
No. 1 is -----
No. 2 is 
-----
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I J.ike it. 
-
_3. I don't like it. 
4. I dislike it. 
---·--
-
., 
Making a Magic Square, Part- Two 
How would you like to make some magic squares tod~. 
First study this magic square. 
6 1 8 
7 5 3 
2 9 4 
Each row, each column and each diagonal adds up to -----· It is a 
magic square of _____ • There are ----- numbers in each row, column 
and diagonal. The number in the middle box i ,s _ __.._..._ __ • 
15 .. 3 = 
-----
Now stu,dy this 'inagic square. 
5 
12-
1 
This is a ,magi c square of------· 
The number in the middle box is 6. 
2 11 
6 0 
10 7 
There are numbers in~ach row, column or diagonal. 
------
18 .. .3 = ----
From this we can say that the number ip the middle- box i!=l equal to the 
sum of a column row or diagonal divided by 3., 
. 
Now let 1 s see if you can make your own magic square from this one that 
has been started. 
11 
2 
8 
11 + 2 + 8 = _____ , this •. rill be a magic square of -----· 
21 + 3 : _________ , this is the middle number, so put it in the middle 
block. 
8 + 7 +. -------- = 21, this will be the number in the upper right box. 
11 * :+. 6 = 21 
--------
I I'+ 
Ji4 
You have most of ' the numbers, now see if you can finish this magic squ~. 
Try to finish this square so it will be magic. 
6 7 11. 
.. ,. 
6 + 7 + 11 = -----· Th..is will be a magic square of 24. 
The middle number will be 24 + 3 = 
-----
ll + 8 + :::;, 24. The number in the lower left hand box will 
-----
be 5. 
Now finish it yourself. 
This time I am going to give you the middle number and only tlr.o other 
numbers. See if yo-u can finish it so it will be magic. 
14 
,. 
ll 
ll6 
3 x ll ·.,. _____ , . so this will be a magic squa:res of • Each row, 
each column and each dia%onal will add up to 33. 
14 + ---- 1t 16 =. 33 
3 + 11 + = 33 --~--
Now you finish ·it. 
On these I am not going to give you any help • 
. \ 
-
18 ll 16 20 
30 
'Z7 
The sum of each row, column or diagonal must add up to a number ~at 
can be divided evenly by 3. 
llS 
il. 5 
Check one 
l. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don 1t like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
lib 
An Interesting Addition, Part 1 
Here is an interesting way to find the sum of the numbers from 1 to 12. 
First write the numbers across the page 
]. 2 3 4 5 
I 
Add the first and last number 
6 
I 
!dd the second and next to last number 
2+ll:a: 
Add the third and third to last, number 
3 + :a 
9 i 7 I 
Continue doing this until you no longerhave two numbers to add. 
4+ -
6. -
-
You always get the same total because each time you 1 to the 
-----
left hand addend and 1 from the right hand addend. 
-----
So far how many times did you have to add? -----
117 
-~ 17 
Now you have 6 groups of numbers with ----- in each grou~ 
6 X 13 •-----
Six is half of-----' the last number in the list of numbers. 
Add the column and see if you get the same total. Do you? 
-----
1 
2: 
J; 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
This works because you add two numbers at a time and every time you add 
you get -------• This gives you 6 -------- with ------ in each group). 
You can multiply because multiplication is a shorter way of doing 
-----
when all the addends are ------• 
This time try to find the sum of the numbers from 1 to 16 • 
1 •16"" + 12 -
2 * 15 
-
•11=-
3 '* & + -· 
4• :a • == 
Each time our sum is one than the last number of our coLumm. 
------
]L 
22 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
].() 
ll. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Half of 16 is • We have 8 groups of numbers with :im 
------ ------
each group. We can multip]y- this because all our groups are • 
------
8 X 1..7 = 
-----
I I a· 
-·· -<' 8 _L l 
Add the numbers from 1 to 16. Is the total the same ? 
This time find the total of the numbers from 1 to 24. 
24 • 2 ... 
-J~-
--- X--- = ----
Now find the sum of all the numbers from 1 to each of the following 
numbers. 
96 
36 64 
82 
10 78 
Is this new way quicker than adding the column of numbersl 
-----
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
/K..U 
Addition, Part 2 
Here is a way to find the sum of all the numbers beginning with one and 
ending with an odd number.. Let • s start with the sum of the numbers from 1 to 
13 .. 
First write the numbers across the pags 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 n 12 
I I f I 
Add the first and last numbers. 
Add the second and next to last numbers. 
2 + - 1.4 
Add the third and third to last numbers • 
. •ll .. 
Contin-t.JI~ doing this until you no longer have two numbers to add. _ _ 
4 + =1.4 6 + .. -
5 + = 
You always get the same n~ber because each ttme you one to 
-----
the left hand number and ----- one from the right hand number 
What number do you have rem~ing or left over with nothing to add to 
4 . 
it? 
-----
IICI 
- ~ 211 
How many times did you have to add altogether? Now you have 
6 groups with, _____ in each group plus the 7 remaining. 
To get our,, answer to this we will multiply 6 x 14 and then ----- 7 to 
the product. Do it in this space. 
Six is half of one less than the last number 
Seven is half of one more than the last number 
Now add the column and see if you get the same answer. 
Do you?' 
1 
~ 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lOJ 
11 
12 
... 13 
This works because you add two numbers at a time. Every time you add you 
get 14. This gives you 6 with in each group. You can 
----- ------
multiply because multiplication is a quicker way of doing----- when all 
the addends are o We must add the 7 because it does not equal the 
-----
other groups. 
Let's try now to find the sum of the numbers from :t to 17 • 
1 + 17 .. 5 + = 
2 + 16 : + = 
3 + '"' * 11 ::0 
4 + = 8 + = 
~ 22 
Our sum is always 1 than the Last number ~f our column or in 
-----
this case 
-----
How many times did we have to add'l· This is half of 
-----
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
(17 - 1). 
The number we add to our product is • 
-----
This is half of 
(17 + 1). 
-----
Now do the work to find the answer in this space. 
8 X 18 .,. oft. 9 
----
Does this check with your answer when you add the column? 
This time find the sum of the numbers from 1 to 23. 
23 + 1 = 23- 1 • 22 23 + 1 = 24 
·~ 2~ 
X :o 
T. 
= 
Now find the sum of the numbers from 1 to each of the following without 
any h~J.p. See if you can do part of the work in your head. 
15 
23 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
+_11_ 
35 
21 
29 
39 
Is this way quicker than adding the · col.umn of numbers?' -----
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Finding the Sum of the Even Numbers 
Today we are going to learn how to find the sum of all the even numbers 
beginning With 2 and ending with ~ other even number--like 16. 
However we must first learn something about multiplying and dividing 
numbers. Some of you ma;r know about this but others ma;r not, so we will go 
over it. 
If we want to multiply a number by 3 and divide it by 2 do you think it 
will make ~ difference in the final answer if we multiply first and then 
· divide or divide first and then multiply'Z· Let's try it with 6 and find out. 
Multiply-Divide 
3 X 6 = 18 
18 + 2 -
-----
Are the answers the same 'Z' 
Divide-Multiply 
6 + 2. 3 
3x3• ___ _ 
This time we want to multiply 24 by 4 and divide it by 6. 
4 X 24 = 96 
96 + 6 = 
------
Do you get the same answer? 
24+6•4 
4x4• 
---
Let 1 s do it once more to be sure you und~rstand. We want to multiply 
20 by 4 and divide it by 5. 
Multiply-Divide 
4 X 20 = 80 
80+5= ___ _ 
Divide-Multiply 
20 +5 = 4 
4x4= __ ........,_ 
Now we know that the answer is the same whether we multiply 
-----
and then divide or divide----- and then multiply. 
I,... ·~ 
Now let's find the sum of all the even numbers from 2 to 16. First 
write the numbers across the page. 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Add the first and last numbers 
2 + 16 = 
-----
Add the second and next to last numbers 
4 + = 
----- -----
Continue doing this until you no longer have two numbers to add. 
+ 12 = 18 + 10 = 
----- ------ -----
The sum is always the same because you add ----- to the left hand 
adderid and ----- 2 from the right hand addend each time. 
The sum is always more than the last number in the list. 
-----
So far, how many times did you have to add'l 
You now have ------- groups with----- in each group. You can 
2 
4 
6 
8 
m1litiply now because all the addends are ------• 
4 X 18 = 
-----
Add the column and see if you get the same answer. 
Do you?. 
Now we are going to try it a little different w~. 
How many numbers do you have in the list? 
number divided by --------
16 + 2 = 
-----
It is also 2 times the number of groups 
2x4= ___ _ 
10 
]2 
14 
16 
This is the last 
This time we are going to mllitiply by 8 which is twice the number of 
groups and half the last number and then----- by 2. 
8 X 18 = 144 
144 + 2 = 
-----
Is the answer the same?. 
.. 05 1i . 
For the rest of our examples 't'l!'e are going the multiply by half of the 
last number and ----- t he product by 2. 
Find the sum of the numbers from 2 to 24. 
2 * 24 = 
-----
4 + = 
-----
6 + 20 = 
-----
+ = 26 
----- -----
10 + = 
-----
+ = 
How many times did we have to add? 
Half of the last number is -----• 2 X 6 = 
-----
2' 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12~ 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
+ 24 
To get our answer then we will multiply by 12 and then----- by 2. 
12 X 26 = 312 
312 + 2 = ----
Does this check with the total you get when you add the column? 
This time find the sum of the numbers from 2 to 30. 
do the multiplication to the side. 
30 + 2 = -..,.----
J. \? _;; X = 480 
30 + 2 = 
----- -----
480 • 2 = 
----
You may have to 2 
4 
6 
8 
lO 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22' 
24 
26 
28 
.:!:..12. 
!Z& 
.126 
Now try these, doing part of the work in your head. Find the sum of 
the even numbers from 2 to each of the following. 
12 32 
38 48 
62 10 
26 34 
Is this quicker than writing down the list and adding1 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
__ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Finding the Sum of the Odd Numbers 
This time we are going to find the sum of all the odd numbers beginnimg 
with 1 and ending with some other odd number, like 19. 
First write the numbers across the page as we have done before. 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 ]9 
Add the first and last number 
1 .. 19-
-----
Add the second and next to last number 
3 .. ----- .. -----
Continue doing this until you no longer have two numbers to add. 
5+15= ___ _ 
7 + ----- = -----
+11= 
-------- --------
Up to now, how many times did you have to add? 
Each time your answer is which is 1 than the last 
------ --------
number of the list. 
You now have groups of numbers with-------- in each group. 
You can multiply these because all the groups are -------• 
5 X 20 = 
-------
Now we are going to do this in a little different way. First let Is go 
over something most of you know. 
I£ we multiply one number in a multiplication example by 2 and then 
divide the product by 2 will your answer be the same? Let Is try it with 4 x 9 
and find out. First we are going to double the 4 (multiply it by 2) and then 
divide the product by 2. 
4x9• ___ _ 8 X 9 = 
-------
72 • 2 = 
--------
Are the answers the same 'l 
~~~ 
128 
We had 5 groups of numbers with in each group. 
-----
We will 
double 5 (multiply it by 2) and t hen ----- our answer by -----• 
2 X 5 • 
-----
10 X 20 :: 
~-=-----
----- .... 2 = -----
Is this the same answer you got before? 
Find the sum of the odd numbers from 1 to 15. 
1 .. 15 = -----=~ 
~ } 
------- -:-=:====~~:7~-----~2= 
------- --------
Add the column. Do your answers check? 
Now let's find the sum of the odd numbers from 1 to 25. 
- 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19. 21 23 25 
Add the numbers just as you have done before. 
1 t 25 = 
--------
3 ... ----- • -----
----- + 21 = ----
7 t = 26 
---~-
9 t ---- ~ -----
+ 15 -
--------- ---------
What: number do you have left over? 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
You now have whole groups with in each group. 
-------- --------
13 , the number left over, is half of the surn of the numbers in 
-------
each group. This gives you another half group, so instead of 6 groups you 
really have 6 1/2 groups. You do not know how to mult,i pl y by 6 1/2 so you 
cannot f'ind the answer to 6 1/2 x 26. 
/Z{ 
But you do know how to double 6 1/2. It is • Thirteen 
-----
is half of the sum of each group. 26 is also 1 than 
--------- _._ ____ __ 
the last number in the column. So instead of multiplying by 6 1/2 we will 
multiply by 13 and tpen our answer by 2. 
13 X 26 a 
~....,f,......2_=_ 
--------- ---------
Does the answer you get when you divide by 2 check with yobr 
· anSw-er when you add the column? 
Now let's go back and find the sum of the odd numbers from 1 
3 
1 to 19 this lvay. 5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
Now tr,y these doing most of the work in your head like this. Find 
the sum of the odd numbers from 1 to 17. Say 1 - 17 is JB. · Half of l8 ·"· i:~/• 
ld-""b 
9 X 18 : 
~\t:~--
Then divide by 2 + 2 = 
--------- -------
Find the sum of t .he odd numbers from 1 to each of the ·following. '·-
9 
21 
13 
29 
43 
55 
Check one:-
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___?. I don't like it. 
89 
75 
35 
55 
63 
71 
_ 4. I dislike it. 
j::JU 
100 
Grade Five* Activities 
1. A New Way to Add Long Colunms 
2. Subtracting Nine 
3. Subtracting without Borrowing 
4. Multiplying with Lattices 
5. Multiplying with Lattices, Part II 
6. Checking Multiplication in Two Steps 
7. Multiplying without Carrying 
B. A Diff.ereat Way to Multiply, Part I 
9. A Different Way to Multiply, Part II 
10. The Scratch Method of Multiplication 
ll. The Duplation and Mediation Method of Multipl.yj.ng 
12. How Ethiopians Multiply 
13. Extending the Tables 
14. Multiplying Two Place Numbers 
15. Multiplying Even and Odd Numbers 
16. Using Nines in Multiplication 
17. An Easy Way to Multiply by Eleven, Part I 
18. An Easy Way to Multiply by Eleven, Part II 
19. Multiplying Teen Numbers 
20. Mul tip:cying by 25. 
21. Multiplying a Number in the Fifties by Itself 
22. Di v.i.ding by Four 
23 • Di v.i.ding by Six 
24. Dividing by Three 
25. Dividing by Nine 
26. Dividing by Subtracting 
27. Casting Out Nines, Part I 
28. Casting Out Nines in Addition, Part II 
29. Checking Subtraction by Casting Out Nines, Part III 
30. Casting Out Nines in Checking Multiplication, Part IV 
31. Checking Division by Casting Out Nines, Part V 
32. .Amazing Fractions 
33. Fun with Numbers 
* Some of these activities may also be suitable for Grades 'F·our~ and 
SiX. 
A Newlray to Add Long Columns 
Children in many foreign countries use this method or addition to 
find the sum. 
654 
792' 
.Jt?5. -
?.01 
The sum or the on~s' column is 12. We write th~ number 12 to the 
right or he example. 
T~~ sum or the tenaL column -is 21 -becausewe---ha"'&--Ca:Pried--the--l---.trom·· 
the ones column. We now place the 21 in a column uDder the 12\ . 
The sum of the hundreds column is 20 because we ~arried a~ in-
eluded the 2 from the tens column. We now place the 20 under the 21. 
We get the answer - 2012 -- by: taking_ the bottom most .ti~e, 20, 
and the right hand digit of each of those above it in order 
Answer: 2012: 
Now let us add: 
right hand digits 
in order 
bottom most figure 
839 
._2.3..3. 
587 
The sum or the ones' column is • We Wl!'ite the to 
------- -----
the right of the example. 
Next we find the sum of the tens column. The ~um is • 
---
Don't forget to include the carry. 'Where do we write it? 
--..-----
133 
Next we find the sum of the hundreds column. The sum is -· - ~ ·· · ~ · .. · ·· · ... ··• 
--'""' ... ---: .. --
Where do we write it? 
' ~ • "1 • • ' • ,• ' ., ' • - , • o • ~ ,• • ,. • o ~ • 0 ' • ' ' ~ , o • ... ' • A o ~ A • , 0 
----------------------------------------
The bottom most figure is 
---,.-, ----
The right hand digits above the bottom figgre in order are , 
~---
The total sum therefore is • 
--------,-----
Now let us .find the answers to the examples on this page by this 
new method. 
Check one 
115 
90.2 
~ 
587 
972: 
872 
666 
546 
'942 
......_ 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
685 
951 
_65.43. 
278 
8432 
9437 
64 
179 
3455 
761 
888 
. '9ili 
134 
15 
.:...2. 
Subtracting Nine 
N 1ne is how much le sa than ten.? 
Nineteen 11 how much leu than twenty? __ _ 
Twenty-nine 11 how much lese than thirty? __ _ 
Thirty-nine i1 how muob less than forty? __ _ 
Subtract these easy examples: 
12 
:..2 
38 
::...2. 
Bow muoh more i1 the number in the one's place in each remainder than 
the number in the one' 1 place in eaoh minuend? ----
/vv 
Do the examples again. i'his time add one number to the nUIIlber in the one' 1 
place in the minuend to get the remainder in the one'• place. Don't forget 
to borrow. 
24 (1)4 + 1 = 5 
~ 1 - 0 • 1 
15 12 38 43 25 
~ .:.Jl .:..2. :...2 .:...2. 
Now let • s try eome harder examples: 
685 
- 579 
We can subtract nine in this manner no matter where the nine appears 
in the minuend.. Try these: 
185 
~ 
256 
- 199 
368 
- 194 
1462 
-939 
Why can we subtract 9 by adding one to the top number? 
Cheok one 
1. I like it very mucho 
2. I like it. 
_3· I don ' t like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
-· 
• 
Subtraction without Borrowing 
Suppose you wanted to subtract this example, but you didn' t 
know how to borrow, could you do it? 
.JA~ . 
- 39 
Before you try let• a take a look at some other numbers • 
What is the difference between 6 and B? 
~--··· 
. . 8. 
- 6 
If we add 4 to the 6 and 4 to the B what two new numbers do we have? 
and 
--- --
What is the difference between 12 ani--10? · · · - .l2. -
. --10 
Is the difference between the two seta of numbers the same? 
- -'!!!"." ... ·-- ---
What is the difference between 50 and 25? .5.0 . 
-.&. 
Add 5 to each number·.. Is the difference still the same? 
Did you borrow to subtract 25 trom 50? 
Did you borrow to subtract 30 from 55? . 
-----
_,.;~-
Now let' s try su't)tracting our original example wi. thout borrowing • 
. . . 55 
- 30 
- 39 . 14~.,., What is the smallest number you c .~:q .a:dd to 39 so that you can subtract without borrowin~? 
- -~b· 
. r 
·' . 
Add that-~··number to 39 (the subtrahend), and then add it 
to 148 (~)l mi;rmend) 
Now subt,-A~.et. 
Check by ~Q!Towing. 
Do these examples without borrowing: 
2.9l -
-48 
J5q -
- 149 
C~eck with borrowing 
-J5.q 
. -149 
.58?. -
-4~6 
.5.&2 . 
-4~6 
. J.4QJ -
-2100 
1:6 J.q 1.3: ' 
-2700 
If you add the same number to both the subtrahend and the minuend, 
the difference will still be • 
-,.,..---
Do you find it easier to subtract these examples with borrowing or 
without borrowing? 
----
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
---
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
~4. I p,islike it very much. 
A. 
Multiplying with Lattices 
In olden t~es people wouf d multiply larger numbers by using lattices. 
The picture below shows how a lattice was used to multiply 34 by 26. 
<iS" 4 
NOW 
34 
x26 
ro4 
68 
884 
The number to be multiplied. 34, is written at the top of the lattice. The 
multiplier", 26, is written at the right. 
I cJ I 
:TJng ! ... : 
When people multiplied in this way, they kept each part of the an~er in 
I 
its right place. And that is the important thing to do. Can you figure out 
how we got 884? 
Study these lattices and complete the work. 
3 
B. 
The product nf A is • 
The product of B is • 
Check your answers. How can you be sure that your answers are right? 
I !f U 
140 
Find the £ollowing products first by using lattices and then by the way 
we use at school now: 
96 X 75 
($ X 54 
Which way is quicker and simpler? 'Why? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
-
2 .. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
Multipfy~g with Lattices 
Part Il 
11-f/ 
We know that a lattice is a framework of crossed strips Which was used in the 
olden days for multiplication. We have also seen how to multiply two-figure 
numbers by this method, but do you know that we can also multiply three-figure 
numbers the same wayo 
Study this lattice and see how the people multiplied three-figure numbers 
long agoo 
3 
g 
mEN 
3 
OUR WAY NOW 
3 
I 
4 
In multiplying 934 x 314 py using the lattice method, you will notice that 
we first multiplied 934 x 3:, then 934 x 1, and finally 934 x 4. 
~en we multiplied in thi$ way, we kept each part of the an~er in its right 
place. And that is the important thing to do. 
See if you can fill in the e.mpty places of this lattice: 
OUR WAY NOW 
6 64; 
X 342 
3 1929 
2572 
1929 
22:>549 
i-
0 3 
b "T 9 \ 
We do the same thing today when we multiply. The only difference is that 
we do it in e. simpler way. 
Try to do e.nothero Fill in the spaces left blank in the le.tticeo 
z 3 
I 
5 
I (? . 0 
• 
.e 
Multiply 747 x J94 and 843 x 711 using the lattice method • 
3 
9 
4 
Now do these example the regular way. 
747 
X 394 
Which way is easier? 
Check one: 
1. I like it very much. 
-
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
4. I dislike it very much. 
Why? 
843 
x7ll 
------------------------
l't~ 
7 
l 
1 
-Checking ·Multiplication in Two steps 
Below each of the following numbers write two one-digj.t nunibers 
which will give you that number ~en multiglied together: 
Example . 
24 
6 X 4 = 24 
5l:! 36 ··-
- S6 36 .\. X - .X -
-
-----
-
___,.. r--
45 1Z 
X = X • 
- - - -
-
-
··-
We call this factoring. 6 and 4 are the two factors :· of' 24. 'What 
are the two factors of 56? of 36? 
of' 45 of 72? 
Bob multiplied this example: Then he checked it like this: 
. .. 54 
X 35 
270 
"162 .. 
tB9o 
Explain what Bob did: 
. 54 . 
X 1 
378 
:X "5-
tB9o 
Do the following examples and check them the way Bob checked his: 
Check Check 
/'Y"7 
144 
When we Jllllltiplythe multiplicand by one .factor of the multiplier 
ani then multiply that product by t he oth~r factor of the multiplier, 
we get the same answer we would get if we multiplied the multiplicand 
by------~~---------------------~------------------~~-----
Next Bob wanted to check this example, but when he looked at the 
muJ.tiplier he saw that it was not a produ~t of two numbers t He could 
·' "* • ·: . . 
not factor 29· He thougnt and thbugll,t and finally .he ... g_ot an idea. This 
is how he did it: 
- }4 . 
- 29 
-'"'·3o6 
68 --
9B'b 
What was Bob' s idea? 
What did he do in the t hird step'? 
Why did he have to do it? 
I "7"'V 
145 
Let's try some examples like the one Bob just did: 
45 
X 17 
Check 
Do you like this way of checking multiplication? 
Check 
----
Would you like to do your multiplication this way all the time inetead 
of using it just as a check? ---~- Why? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
· 3. I don't like it. 
-
_4. I dislike it very much. 
146 
75 
X 57 
J6 
:::so 
3500 
75 
l35}g~ 
75 
X 57 
3535 
49 
?? 
Multiplying without Car~g 
When we multiply this number we actually multiply four times. 
1) 5 
X 1 1 (ones) x 5 (ones) = 35 
2) 70 
tl 1 (ones) x 7 (tens) • 49 (tens) 
3) 5 
X 50 5 (tens) x 5 (ones) : 25 (tens) 
4) 70 
X 50 5 (tens) x 1 (tens) : 35 (hundreds) 
Instead of multiplying with carrying as we usually do, let's 
multiply each part separately. 
Now add all the partial p-roducts. 
Do the two answers check? 
------
Since zero is a place holder, can we place our last partial 
product 35 (hundreds) beside our first partial product 
without changing the value of either? 
---------------
Next, multiply 7 x 1 (tens) and 5 (tens) x 5· 
Add the partial products. 
Does the answer still come out the same? 
---------
Notice the shape of the partial products. We could call it an ~inverted 
{upside down) pyr~id.• 
34 
X 95 
Try these examples in the same way: 
63 
X 87 
Cheek by regular multiplication: 
63 
X 87 
Did you get the same answers? 
45 
X 86 
45 
X 86 
How is the new method dif'ferent f'rom regular multiplication? 
Which method do you prefer? -------------------- Why? 
Check one 
lo I like it very mucho 
-
2. I like ito 
_3o I don't like ito 
_4. I dislike it very much o 
78 
X 95 
78 
X 95 
A Different Way to Multiply 
Part I 
X ~f 
6 
Step I. Multiply the ones. 
.3 x 2: 6. Write the 6. 
Step II. Cross multiply. 
3 x 1 (ten) = 3 {tens). 3 {tens) x 2: 6 {tens). 
Add the two products. 3 + 6 = 9 (tens). 
Step III. Multip~y the tens. 
3 (tens) x 1 (ten) • 3 Chundreds). 
Try the same example by regular multiplication: 
12 
X 33 De you get the same answer? 
What do we do in the second step of the new way to multiply so that we 
don't have · a partial product?----------------------
Why does this new method work? 
I.;:; v 
11 5 0 
Study the plan: 
Do the following examples, first by the new method of multiplication and 
then by the regular method: 
22 
X 22 
11 
X 14 
Do your anmwers check? 
22 
x22 
11 
X 14 
15 
xll 
12 
X 33 
15 
X 11 
12 
X 33 
How are the steps of this kind of multiplication different from regular 
multiplication? 
lbich method do you think is easier? 
Part II. 
Can we do harder exwmples by this new method? Let's try one: 
Step I. Multiply the ones. 
4 x 6: 24. Write 4 (ones) and carry 2 (tens). 
Step II. Cross multiply. 
4 x 3 (tens) • 12 (tens). 
2 (tens) x 6 = 12 (tens). 
Add the two products and the number you carried: 
12 (tens)+ 12 (tens)+ 2 (tens) : 26 (tens). 
/0/ 
Write the 6 in ten's place and carry the 2 (htm.dreds). 
Step Ill~ Jultiply the tens. 
2 (tens) x 3 (tens) = 6 (hundreds) 
Now add the number you carried (2) to the 
6 (hundreds) • 
6 + 2 : 8 (hundreds) 
Write the 8 in hundre~'s place. 
Check by regular multiplication: 'Why does this new method work out? 
• 
Do the following eXRmples, first by the new method of multiplication and 
then by the regular method: 
12 
X 14 
34 
X 18 
Do your answers eheok? 
12 
X 14 
34 
X 18 
33 
x22 
46 
x68 
33 
X 22 
46 
x68 
How are the steps of this kind of multiplication different from regular 
multiplication? 
Which method do you think is easier? 
Cheek one 
1. I like it very much ___3. I don't like it. 
2. I like it. ____ 4. I dislike it very much. 
/.SZ 
The scratch Method ·oi Multiplication 
: ·; 
Did you know that we can multip~ from lett to right~ instead 
,. 
or from right to left? 
Let's take an example:. 
Multiply it the usual way 
Now, let's multiply from left to right 
1. MultiplY 5 (tens) x 1 (tens). Write the 
:product .35 (hundreds) in its proper place. 
(the .3 in thou sa rid 1 s place, the 5 in 
hundred's place) • . 
2'. Multip~ 5 (tens) x 5 (ones). Write the 
product 25 (tens) in its proper place. 
(the 2 in hundred's place, the 5 in ten's 
place) • 
.3. Multipl.y6 (ones) x 1 (tens). Write the 
product 42 (tens) in its proper place (the 
4 in hundred 1 a place, the 2 in ten 1 a place) • 
-
4. Multiply 6 (ones) x 5 (ones). 'Write t ·he 
product .30 ones in its prop_er place (the .3 
in ten's place, the 0 in one's place). 
5. Add the partial products to get the quotient. 
Does this answer check with your other answer? 
--
How many partial products are there? __ ._ 
IS ::J 
Let's try the same example by the SCRATCH method. 
75 
X 56 
~ 
75 
X 56 
~ 
7 
Why do we write 
"7" below the 5 
when we scratch 
the 5? 
75 
X 56 
-m-
'/7 
41 
Why do we scratch 
the 3 (thousands) 
and make it a 4? 
75 
X 56 
'~~ 4tOO 
2 
What is the 
product? 
1. Multiply 5 (tens) x 7 (tens). Write the product 35 
(hundreds) in its proper place. 
2. Multiply 5 (tens) x 5 (ones). Our product is 2 ~undreds) 
and 5 (tens). Let's put the 5 in ten's place. We can't 
put the 2 in hundred's place because we already have the 
number 5 there. Instead, let .ts SCRATCH (cross out) the 
5 (hundreds) and put a 7 below it. 
3. Multiply 6 (ones) x 7 (tens). Our product is 4 
Qlundreds) and 2 (tens). Do we already have a number 
in hundred's place? Scratch it. Add the 4 
to it. 7 (hundreds) i 4 (hundreds) = (hundreds). 
Scratch the 3 (thousands) and make it 4 (thousands). 
Scratch the 5 (ten;3.) and ;write 7 in ten's place. 
4. Multiply 6 (ones)x 5 (ones). Our product is 30 
(ones) or 3 (tens) and 0 (ones). Write the 0 in 
one's place. Scratch the 7 (tens) and add the 3 
(tens) to it. Write 0 in ten's place and carr.y the 
1 to hundred's place. Scratch the 1 in hundred's 
place and add 1 to it. 
Let's try another example: 
1. Multiply .3 (tens) x 2 (tens) o Write 
the answer in hundred's place. 
. 
2·. llultip].y .1. (tens) x .3 (ones). 'WJ:'~te 
the answer in ten's place. _ 
-
.3. llultiply 2: (ones) x 2 (tens) o Write 
the answer in ten's place. Don't · 
forge_t to SCRATCH . the .number .already 
in the ten's place and add to it • 
. . ·:·. . 
4. Multiply 2 x .3 
Do these examples by _the Scratch method: 
55· x 'i6 - 49 ·x 53 · . 5.4 X JJ 
Check the examples by regular multiplication. 
-· 5.~ . 
X 16 
1. Which method do you prefer? 
. .. 54 . 
X JJ 
2. What is the difference between the two methods? 
Now.do the 
example by 
regular 
multiplica-
tion 
23 
- i)2 
. . .35. . 
X 67 
/Sl.:J 
3. Which method is faster? 
4. Which method is neater? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very mucho 
This is an old Hindu-Arabic we.y o1' mu l ti plyingo Duplation, means doubling. 
Mediation means hal vingo 
Take this exrunple: 
6 
X 8 
-
Double the multiplicand: 
Half the multiplier: 
Now m.ultiply the results: 
Are the tYio answere the same? 
Do this example 
25 
X 12 
Double the multiplicand: 
Half the multiplier~ 
Multiply~ 
Double the multiplicand again: 
Half the multiplier again: 
.A.r e all thtt products the eame? ------
6 X 2: 12 
X 8 f 2 a 4 
50 X 2 8 100 
x6i2=x3 
The two numbers we multiply together are oall•d factors of that product., 
Hence, 25 and 12~ 50 and 6, 100 and 3, are factors of o 
-----
I.SJ 
If we double one factor of a product and half the other factor. the product 
will --------------------------------------------------------------~·------·0 
Double and half the factors of these examples as many times as you can: 
15 
X 24 
70 
X 48 
125 
X~ 
Now work each example and compare the products. Do they check? 
Which factors were easiest to multiply1 
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3• I don't like ito 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
-----
/v lJ 
How Ethiopians Multip~ 
A traveler in Ethiopia had found that people there had learned 
no more arithmetic than how to add, double or halve numbers. Yet 
they could find correctly the product of any two numbers. 
Suppose they wanted to multiply 1,3 x 15 -- This is what they did~ 
13 X 15 
6 30 
3 60 
1 120 
1 • . They put 13 in a column at the left. 15 in a column at the ~ght. 
2. They halved 13. or course the-:-an S'fer .i.s 6lJ. J,~t th&I: knew nothing 
about fractions. They dropped the t . ~nd wrote 6 below 13 • . 
3. They doubled the number in the rig:Q't column anti wrote 1Q below 15. · 
4. They halved 6 and doubled 30o 
5. They kept this up until the last number in the left column was 1. 
The traveler says that the people of these tribes do not like even 
numbers. They believe even numbers in the left column are evil and should 
be destroyed. And their partners, too . So the 6 was crossed out along 
with its partner 30. Then the numbers in the ri~t column were added. 
The sum is 195,_ and that is the right answer. 
13 X 15 
-&--~ 
3 60 
1 ':126 
~ 
Study these multiplications 
~Q x- 21t--
-iQ----~3-
5 96 
-~--492-
1 )84 . 
48o 
.15 
X 13 
:-rr5' 
. 'i 5 -
~ 
~~-a­
-~~--~ 
3 92 
1 l84 . 
2.76 
/ ~0 
160 
Are the products correct? 
Pity the_ people of Ethiopi a t They can' t und~rstand how we multiply. 
But, of course, you see at one_, how they mul tip;J.y ,_ or do you? 
Try it the Ethiopian way 
i7 X 2~ 16 X 18 
Now try it our American way 
Compare. Which is easier? 
---
Why? 
- -
Check one 
I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-'-
_J. I don't like· it. 
4. I dislike it very much . 
-
' ~ L .~ ,. • - • • -~ o • ~ ~ • ~ ,• ' .. :,. • ·• 
~ending the Tables 
We learn the multiplication tables only throu~ ~he table or 9's. 
It would be very helpful if we knew also the tables peyond the 9•s. 
Thus if we knew the t~ble of 181 s we could multiply 18 x 24 very quickly, 
since most of the wor~ could be done without pencil ~nd paper. 
Here is a way of ¢ending the tables we do know. 
Study this examplEf 
18 X 24: 
---
6 X 24 = 144 
.3 X 144 ,. 4.32 
Notice that 18 = 3, X 6. To multiply by 18, ru-st multiply by 6, 
' ;. _\ 
then multiply the an~er by .3. 
Does 18 x 24 = 4.3~? 
------
Let us multip~ 2l x 45 by this new way. 
What two numbers q~n we multiply to get 21? x -----
To multiply_ by 21, first multiply 45 by , -- - · ' , ·' · · ·, then multiply 
---,..-.:---
the answer ---- py ------· 
'· 
·'·. 
- ~ ~ - - . .. - - . - -
21 X 45 • . -----
Now you know how tp multiply_ beyond the 9's t•bl~. Use the short 
method to ·find these products: 
_2) . 
x1li 
-
' 
.4.3. -
xl5 
95. 
xJ6 
-
. _125, -
x)5 
347 x54 .. 
1&/ 
1 6 1_ 
162 
Check one 
1. I like it ve~ much. 
2. I like it • . 
___ 3. I don't like it • 
. . ·4. I dislike it very much. 
Multiplying Two Place Numbers 
When we multiply two plac e numbers we have been using pencil and paper 
to find the product .. 
Example: 76 
X 74 
304 
~ 
But do you know that certain two place numbers are easy to multiply without 
using pencil and paper., We can do them in our headso 
Let us look at these numbers: 
12~ 
SAME----< B~ SUM IS 10 
7 
11 63' 
In each number, 72 end 78, the figure in the ten's place is the same, and the 
sum of the figures in one's place is lOo When this happens, the product can 
be found very quickly .. 
Let us multiply 72 
X 78 
lo 2 x 8 a 16., Write 16o 
2o Add 1 to one of the 7's and multiply by the other 7o Write 56o 
72 
X 78 
56lb , . 
Do you understand how 78 end 72 were 
multiplied? 
lo 
Try to do this examplet 76 
X 74 
x : ~. Write ~. 
--- ---
/~7 
2. Add 1 to one of the and multiply by the other • 
------ -----
'Write 56. 
ttr 
76 X 74 
'\ . l 
'--T 
The answer is ------• 
Remember, in order to multiply by this new way: 
1. The figures in the ten's place must be the same. 
2. Th~ sum of the figures in the one's place is 10. 
Use the new way to multiply these numbers: 
49 
X 41 
33 
X 37 
88 
X 82 
66 
x64 
Ylhioh way do you like best, our way or the new way? --------'Why? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much ___?· I don't like ito 
2. I like it. _4. I dislike it very much. 
51 
X 59 
Multiplying Even · and Odd Numbers 
Multiply these even numbers: 
4 
X 8 
·24 
X 32 
Are all the products even numbers? 
Multiply these odd numbers: 
5 
X 7 
51 
X 23 
Are all the products odd numbers? 
Multiply these even and odd numbers: 
5 
X 8 
85 
X 62 
Are the products odd or even? 
' 62 
x44 
23 
X 55 
52 
x3(? 
a; 
xZ( 
42 
X 45 
{(DO 
1 ~5 J.L ·e~ 
• 
When we multiply an even number by an even number 6 the product is 
always -------• 
When we multiply an odd number by an odd number. the product is 
always -------· 
'Mlen we multiply an odd number by an even number, or an even number 
by an odd number, the product is always-------· 
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3• I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very mucho 
/tab 
i166 
• 
Using Nines in Multiplication 
I r:, I 
~67 
Multiplication by 9 is not very hard if you have learned well the table 
of 9' s. But sometimes it is easier or f'aster to use a different method. 
To multiply 9 x 275 we don't have to do this: 
To multiply any number by 9. we can first multiply the number by 10, and 
then subtract the given number. 
Example: 9 X 275 
10 X 275 8 
In multiplying 9 x 81, 
First multiply -------- x 81 = 810 
Then subtract from 810 -
-
------
The answer is • 
-------------
Use this new way to multiply these numbers by 9t 
186 
518 
The short method of multiplying by 9 that we just learned tells us that 
9 • 10 - 1. This helps us in multiplying any number by 99. 
~~~ 
168 
To multiply any number by 99, first multiply it by 100, then subtract the 
given number. 
~ X 438 
100 X 438 : 43800 
99 X 1::.:5 
~ 
43302 
Firat multiply x 125 : 12,500 
---
Then subtract from 12,50Q.t 
---
7he answer is • 
--~----
Do these examples using the new method: 
99 X 236 
99 X 347 
99 X 222 
Now you should be able to guess a short method of multiplying by 999. 
To multiply any number by 999. first multiply it ~ 1,000. then subtract 
the given number. 
999 X 876 
1000 X 876 • 876.000 
876 
87?,124 
In multiplying 999 x 14, 
First multiply x 14 : 14,000 
----
Then subtract __ from 14,000 
The answer is • 
-------
Multiply these numbers by 999 using the new way: 
157 
281 907 
Which way is easier to multiply? 
---------Why? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. ___ 3• I don't like it. 
2. I like it. ___ 4. I dislike it very much. 
An EasyWay to lrh.lltiply by Eleven 
Part I 
Look at these examples: 
23 
xll 
23 
23 
~3 
When w. multiply 
'What number is in 
'What number is in 
23 by 11, 
32 
xll 
32 
32 
352 
our product 
the one's place? 
the hundred' s place? 
is 
'What number is in the one's place in 23? 
'What number is in the ten's place in 23? 
'When we multiply 23 by 11, the 3 stays in the 
product, and· the 2 moves over to the 
0 
place. 
place 
'What numbel' is in the ten's place in the product o'£ 11 x 23? 
Add the two digits o'£ 23:- 2 + 3 • • 
in the 
Look at the products o'£ all three examples above. How is each product 
different from each multiplicand? 
Do the following examples by adding the two digits in the multiplicand 
together and placing the sum between the two digits: 
54 
xll 
-
35 
xll 
43 
X 11 
62 
X 11 
45 
X 11 
I 10 
170 
Check by multiplying: 
54 
xll 
35 
xll 
43 
xll 
Does this always work? ----
62 
xll 
45 
xll 
Let's try an example with three numbers in the multiplicand: 
123 
xll 
123 
123 
1353 
'What two digits in 123 will give us the 5 (tens) in 
the product? + ___ _ 
What two digits in 123 will give us the 3 (hundreds) 
in the product? + __ _ 
What is the rule for multiplying three digit numbers by 11? 
Do the examples the easy way: 
233 
xll 
342 
xll 
Check by multiplication: 
233 
xll 
342 
xll 
Does this always work? -----
223 
X 11 
223 
X 11 
612 
X 11 
612 
xll 
I"// 
171 
IIi!-
172 
How could you do an example such as this the new way? 
1243 
xll 
How is this method different from multiplication? 
Part II 
89 
xll 
89 
89 
In this example, when we add the two digits in the multi-
plicand (8 + 9) together we get a number greater than 9. 
979 8 + 9 = 17 
How much greater than the 8 in 89 is the 9 in the hundred' s 
place of the product 979? -------
What must we do to get the product if the sum of the digits in the 
multiplicand is more than 9? ----~------------------
try these examples without multiplying: 
4B 
xll 
($ 
xll 
78 
xll 
86 
X 11 
99 
xll 
' · ~- . 
Check by multiplication: 
4B f:$ 
xll xll 
78 
xll 
86 
xll 
Does the new method always work? 
-------
732 
xll 
732 
TIL 
00'52 
Look at this three-digit multiplicand: 
3 + 2 = 
---
7 + 3 = 
---
How do we get the second digit in the product? 
99 
xll 
-----
------- the third? ----------------------
the fourth? 
-------------------------------------
Do these examples without multiplying: 
652 
xll 
Check by multiplication: 
652 
xll 
845 
xll 
845 
xll 
963 
X 11 
1(:5 
il73 
Does the new method always work?------
Did you have to carry when you added the partial products? 
Now try this example: 
659 Add 5 + 9 : ----
xll 
Add 6 + 5 : 
----
Don't forget to carryl 
Check by multiplication: 
659 
xll 
Did you carry the same number of times in each example? --------------
Do this example the same way: Check by multiplication: 
6598 
xll 
1Vhat numbers are you going 6598 
X 11 
to add? 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Does it work? 
----------
Is this method of multiplying by 11 faster or slower than real~ 
multiplying? 
What step do you have to do in both oases? -------------------------
Check one 
1. I like it very mucho ___ 3• I don't like it. 
2. I like ito ___ 4. I dislike it very much. 
I "/ "r 
Multiplying Teen Numbers 
Here are the teen numbers: 11 9 l2p 139 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 
19ha.t number is in the ten's place of all teen numbers? 
1 X 2: 
--
1 X 3 8 
--
1 X 4 W 
--
1 X 5 a 
--
1 X 6: 
--
1 X 7 a 
--
l X 8 : 
--
lx9• __ _ 
Any number multiplied by one equals -------------· 
Look at the follo~ng example: 
12 2x3= 
X ~g 1 (ten) x 3 = (tens) 
12 
156- 1 (tan) x 2: (ten I) 
N otioe that both the 3 and the 2 in the partial 
product are in the ten • s pla.oeo 3 + 2 a ---• Blue: 
3 (tenil) ,.. 2 (tene) • ----(tens). 
1 (ten) x 1 (ten) : _ ( hUildred). 
Let's try the same example a shorter way: 
2 x 3 : 6. Write the 6. 
Bext9 add the numbers in one'e place together: 
3 + 2: 5· Write the anfter 1n ten•• place (1 ten 
x 3 + 1 ten x 2 = 5 tens). 
1'/0 
175 
Write 1 in hundred's place (1 ten x 1 ten • 1 hundred). 
le the answer the ila.me? 
---------------
•• 
To multiply two teen numbe~s togethe~: 
lo Multiply the numbe~s in _____ __._place. 
2. Add the numbe~s in place, and write the sum 
-------
in place. 
-------
3o W~i te 1 in the -------- place. 
Try these examples this new way: 
12 
X 14 
12 
X llj 
15 
X 16 
Did you have to ca~y in some examples? 
Now do the same examples by multiplying: 
12 
X 14 
12 
X 15 
Do yo~ answe~s check? 
15 
X 16 
16 
X 18 
16 
X 18 
17 
X 19 
17 
X 19 
How is this new method diffe~ent from the usual method of multiplying? 
'I 10 
177 
177 
Which method do you prefer to use in multiplying teen numbers? 
Why? 
Check one 
lo I like it very much .. 
2 .. I like ito 
_3 .. I don't like it .. 
_4 .. I dislike i~ very much. 
178 
178 
Multipl,l!?g by ?5 
What fractional part of 100 is 25? 
----------------
How many groups of 25 are there in 100? 
------
100 
In this example, instead of multiplying by~' let's multiply 
9Y lOOa 
' • 
00 X 100 • 6,000 
When we multiply 6o. x 100, we are multiplying 6o times four-
1 1 
fourths of 100. What is 4 of 100? To find 4 of a number, we 
divide' by ----· 
Divide: :Multiply: 
Are the two answers the same? 
----
If <;ve multiply a numbel" by 100 and then divide ot: :i" product by 4, we get 
the same an~er we would get if we multiplied the number by-------· 
Tl"y multiplying these numbers by 25 the new way. First we multiply by 
---· 
Then we divide our product by • 
---
45 68 79 896 
5D 
X _f5 
~nich method is simpler? 
Yi'hich rae'l:;hod is f~HJter'i 
·~~i.hy? 
Gheck onet 
~;=--~-·--
1 o I like it vary muoho 
2o I like i.to 
_.3o I donut, like it o 
= ·•4 o I disl ike .S .. ~Lo .I." ve~><l~l t:tlUCh o 
79 
x2'5 
Multiplying a Number in the Fifties by Itself' 
Notice the product of this example. 
7 X 7 : 
----
5 (tens) x 5 (tens)=---- (hundreds). 
25. (h\mdreds} + = 32 (hundreds). 
'What number is in one's place in the multiplier? 
-----
To multiply 57 by itself, multiply ___ by itself. Then add __ _ 
to ~, and write this sum to the left of' 49, thus: 57 
X 57 
25 ... 7-:,~::: 7 X 7 
Multiply these the short way: 
56 
X 56 
54 
X 54 
Check by regular multiplication: 
54 
X 54 
58 
X 58 
58 
x58 
What is the difference between the two methods? 
Which method is faster? 
------------------
59 
X 59 
59 
x59 
/~{) 
180 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Dividing ~ Four 
Divide each of these ex~ples: 
Ao 4jiT6" B.~ c. 4/b8'44 
Tlere there any remainders? _....._ __ 
/KZ. 
182 
D. 4/59384 
Here are the last two figures of each example above. Divide them by 4: 
Ao 16 B. 12 c. 44 D. 84 
--
Were there any remainders ? -----
Divide these ex~ples: 
A.~ B.~ c. 4/2649 D. 4/3B5fff 
Did they all have remainders? ----
Let's try dividing just the last two figures of each example ~ ~: 
Ao ~ Bo ~ c.~ D. 4/47 
Were there remainders in all of them? 
--------
We oan divide any number evenly by 4 if the last two figures can be 
---
Can we divide 1436 evenly by 4? How can you tell without 
/83 
183 
working out the answer?------------------------
Can we divide 65930 evenly by 4? 
----
How oa.n you tell without working 
out the answer? 
-------------------------------------------
Circle the numbers which can be divided evenly by 4: 
352J 
7284 
683528 
Check one 
6823 
3524 
7~464 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
____?· I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
553388 
8352 
Dividing by 6 
Divide these ex~ples: 
l'i'f 
184 
Ao 6/39b Bo 6/5994 Co 6/654 Do 6/23214 
Were there any remainders? --- -
Are all the dividends even numbers? 
----
Lett 1 look at the di vi denda t 
Ao Add 3 + 9 + 6 It ___ • Can 18 be divided evenly by 3? ----
Bo Add 5 + 9 + 9 + 4 81 o Can 21 be divided evenly by 3? ----
Co Add 6 + 5 .., 4 • o Can 15 be divided evenly by 3? 
----- ------
Do Add 2 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 4 • ---· Can 12 be divided evenly by 3? __ _ 
Divide these examples~ 
Ao 6/5~ Bo 6/957 D. 6/8745 
Were t here any remainders? ----
Let'• look at these dividends to find out why there were remainders: 
Ao Add 5 + 2 + 5 II _ __ o Can 12 be divided evenly by 3? __ _ 
Bo Add 9 + 5 +· 7 :: o Can 21 be, divided evenly by 3? 
------ ------
Co Add 3 + 6 + 8 + 9 + 1 • -- o Cen 2] be divided evenly by 3? __ _ 
Do Add 8 + 7 + 4 + 5 • o 
---
Can 24 be divided evenly by 3? 
---
Are t hese dividends even or odd n umbers: Ao 525 __ Bo 957 __ Co 3~81 __ 
Do 8745 --" 
Divide thete txampltlt 
Ae 6/05! -
Were there anyrertuiindera? - - --
Azoe the d1vid.enda a.ll ..,ill'1 numbtl"lt 
c. ' 6~2 
----
Add the digite ot taob. d.i'f'idtndt 
Ae 6 :s. 1 a. 6 
5 2 5 
a 
..h.. 9 
- 2 
-
Divide eaoh aum by 3• 
Ae 3/ .. B. 3/ a. 3/ 
Do thl quotbnt• hl.w 1"'em&inde:t"l? ----
De 7 
2 
4 
3 
J!... 
D. 3/ 
It a nwnber ill an ---- nwnber end it the 1um ot i'be digit• cum bt 
divided by ___ , thtn that number o&n 'be d:5.'fided. evenly by ----• 
185 
185 
596 - -
---
3594_......_. 6239 __ _ 
Wo~k taoh •~ple to ••e it YQU ~r, ool"reott 
6,1596"' 3 6/8ie9 
Cht~~ok one 
lo I 
2 o I 
_3o I 
_4o I 
likt!! it very mucho 
like it. 
don Dt like ito 
dislike it very mucho 
/Kb 
186 
Dividing by Three 
Let's take a look at the three 9 s table: 
1 X 3 ill 3 3 ~ 3 Add the digits of each product together 
and notice the an~erso 
2 X 3 :::: 6 6 IS 6 
3 X 3 • 9 9. 9 
4 X 3:::; 12 1 + 2= 3 
5 X 3 :: 15 1 + 5 = 6 
6 X 3 I'll 18 1 + 8. 9 
7 X 3 = 21 2+ 1 = 
8 X 3 • 24 2 + 4 = 
9x3=ZT 2 + 7 • 
10 X 3 8 30 3 + 0 • 
11 X 3 - 33 3 + 3 II -
12 X 3 = 36 3 + 6 = 
The sum of the digits of each product of 3 is ---~ .__, or ___ o 
Add the digits of 948 together~ 
9 9· + 4 + 8 • 21 Add again 1mtil you get a one digit number: 
4 
8 2 + 1 = 
--
Divide 3/948 Does it come out evenly? _...;_ 
Add these digits together: 
8 + 5 + 2 = 15 
Now divide by 3: 
Does it come out evenl y? ____ _ 
Add these d.igita togethezot 
9 ... 9 .+ 9 • . ... · 
Now difl.de by 3s 
, . . , of' . . • 
----- II .,·· : .;..·~_, , - .· ' ~ ~: · 
. \ 
Che~k-a«me. 
1 i Hie it fi,... iiUohti 
.__.II '"11 
;,._ . a~~ t lile iti 
~i l 4an¥t ii~e iti 
~4~~ 1 dii1ike it Yery muohi 
Dividin_g by Nine 
Here is the nine's table: 
Add the sum of the digits of each product. 
1 X 9 = 9 9 = 9 
2x9 = 18 1 + 8 = 
3x9=27 2 + 7 = 
4 X 9 : 36 3 + 6. 
5 X 9 : 45 4 + 5 = 
6 X 9 • 54 5 + 4. 
7 X 9 : 63 6 + 3 • 
8 X 9 : 72 7 + 2 = 
9 X 9 : 81 8 + 1 = 
10 X 9: 90 9 + 0 = 
11 X 9 • 99 9 + 9 • 18 1 + 8 = 
12 X 9 : 108 1 + 8 = 
The sum of the digits of a multiple of nine is always ______ o 
Add these digits together: 
1 4141 4 4+1-+~4=9 
1 
J± 
Now divide by 9: 
9/414 D()eS it come out evenly? ··----
~nioh of these numbers can be divided evenly by nine? 
1) 621 
--
2) 634 __ 3) 723-- 4) 522 __ 
I~~ 
189 
Divide: 
9/621 
Were you right? 
9/723 9/522 
I '1U 
11 90 
Any number can be divided evenly by nine if the sum of the digits equals • 
Add these digits together: 
(49771 
Divide: 
4 
9 
7 
J_ 
Add the digits of the sum: 
Did you get 9? __ _ 
Poes it come out; even.l_y? _  
+ -
---
'Which of these numbers can be divided evenly by nine? 
1) tf373 
--
2) 45863 3) ~83 4) 6782 
Divide: 
9/6573 
Were you right? __ _ 
• 
If the sum of the digits of a number can be divided evenly by 9, then 
that number can be divided by __ also. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___). I don't like it. 
___ 4• I dislike it very much. 
l '11 
..:'! 1_' JL 
Dividing by Subtracting 
When we divide 3~, we are finding out how many groups of 3 there are 
in l5o 
We can also find out how many groups of 3 there are in 15 by subtracting 
all the threes from 15 in the following way: 
3 15 
_i 
12 
_i 
9 
-i 
_i 
3 
_i ' 
0 
1 Each of the l's shows that one divisor (3) has been 
1 subtractedo How many times did we have to subtract 
1 .3 to get zero? 
-------
1 
1 
Do the example by divieion: 
Is your quotient the same as the number of' times 
you subtracted? -----------
We can shorten this example by subtracting more than one of' the divisors 
at e. time:, 
3 15 
6 
9 
6 
3 
_i 
0 
2 -- 'I'hi s number means 
2 times the 
...1... divisor. 
3/~ 13 -~!hie number moons 
6 2 times the 0-
divisor. 
Let's try another example. This t~e you do the subtracting: 
2 
2 
3 
'fihat is the quotient? 
------
With larger numbers we can subtract 10 times the divisor: 
10 
10 
6o 4 
0 
Find each answer above. 
Write in the subtraction: 
51 3876 
10 
6 
10 
10 
4 
Write in the number of time• we 
are subtracting the divisor eaoh 
time: 
3 . 935 
640 
295 
96 
199 
96 
03 
. 6 
7 
Do these divisions by subtracting. Try to subtract as few times as 
possible: 
2 526 
8 125 1125 
~bich method of division takes less time - this new method or regular 
division? 
'Which way takes less thinking? 
Which way takes more skill? 
Which way do you pre£er? 
Check one 
1. I like it very muoh ___?. I don't like it. 
2. I like it .. _4. I dislike it very much. 
)93 
1193 
Casting Out Nines 
Part I 
During the 19th cent'llry many arithmetic books taught the rule 
of "casting out nines". This rule was used to check addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division. 
The rule is as foll ows:- Take a number and divide it by nine, 
cast out all the nines but keep ther.emainder. 
3 
9)3) 
27-
b remainder 
Because we get t4e remainder of ~ by taking away 2 nines, finding 
this remainder is called "Casting __ out nines". 
In the exalllple : 
9) 345 
There are nines cast out . The remainder after nines are cast out 
is 
-~-.-.......;.-
In the following _examples what would be the remainders? 
9) 52 remainder 9) 8792 remainder 
9' 674 rema~der __ 9) 119436 _ remainder ..,.._ _ _ 
/94 
There is an even simpler way of finding the remainder, after 
casting out all the nines. Just add all the dig:l,ts of a number. 
5" 
9) 5.2.: 5.2 = ,_..,... 2 • 1 remainder 
45 
-r remainder 
Notice the remainder is the same whether we divided by 9 -or 
added 52. 
In adding these digits the remainders will be :: 
4.3 1 
62 
--
10 
72 
--
--
Always add the digits until one fi~e is obtained • 
Example:: .327 3 ... 2 "" 1 • lZ 1 ... 2 Iii .3 
Add the following 
.337 "1i ., . 947 64~7 
645 4.321 ·,, 12B4 
Now cast out ni~es from the· riumber using both methods. 
1. 1794.36 
2". 3574964 
Which way _is better? 
----------~------- Why? ----~----
/Cf5 
195 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-
_3. I don 1t like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Casting Out Nines in Addition, Part II 
Did you know that we can check addition examples by merely adding digits. 
We have learned before of course, by adding digits we are really casting out 
nines to find a remainder. 
Study this example:. 
Addition Problem 
1.52 
26 
345 
86 
609 sum 
1 + 5 + 2 = 
2 + 6 = 
3 + h • 5 = 12 
8+6=14 
1+2= 
1+4• 
Remainder 
8 
8 
3 
5 
24sum 
6 + 9 : 1.5 = 1 + 5 = 6 Remainder 2 + 4 = 6 Remainder 
You will notice that by the digits of each number in the 
-----
addition problem we got a remainder. Then by----- the digits of each 
sum we got 6. Since both are 6 the example checks. The remainders agree 
when there is no mistake. 
Addition example 
431 
167 
971 
.544 
517 
Check 
4 + 3 + 1 = 
1+6+7=14 
Remainder 
8 
=1+4=5 
In the following example what are the remainders of 971 -----
544 ___ _ 
517 ----· 
The sum of the addition example is • 
-----
The sum of the check is • 
-----
How can we tell if the addition example checks? 
/97 
:197 
Do these examples first by the regular w~ of checking an addition example 
and then by the new method of adding digits. 
l. 427 
643 
732 
92Z 
347 
654 
322 
2. 896 
333 
472 
947 
632 
654 
475 
9'J!l 
Do your answers check?' 
Which method of checking do you prefer~ 
Which one was quicker? 
Check one 
l. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
Checking Subtraction by Casting Out Nines, Part III 
We have learned that in order for a subtraction example to check the 
----- added to the ----- should equal the ___ ..,..__• 
Do these examples and check. 
151 
- 79 
400 
-197 
611 
-123 
35704 
-27631 
36876 
- 9890 
49876 
-43251 
There is a different way to check subtraction. See if you discOV'er how 
it is done. 
l1inuend .. 215 
Subtrahend 124 
Difference 91 
2 + 1+5= 
1+ 2 + 4 = 
9+1=10 = 
17+1•81 
1 + 0 = 
Check 
Remainder 
8 
7 
1 
You will notice that we can check subtraction by the digits of 
-----
the mi nuend,. subtrahend and the difference. When the digits were -----
the remainder of 
The minuend wa~'-----· 
The subtrahend was • 
-----.....,....-
The difference was • 
-----
119 
199 
We got the right check by adding the remainders + 
----- -----
which equaled -----· 
Now see if you can do this subtraction example. 
332 
- 1ll 
The remainder of the minuend is • 
-----
The remainder of the subtrahend is • 
-----
The remainder of the difference is • 
-----
The answer will check by adding the remainders + 
----- -----
which equals -----· 
If you understand how to do this example, try these two the new way • 
323 
- 124 
222 
- 131 
Do these examples first the regular w~ and then by adding the digits of 
a number. Compare 
1) 314 
- 271 
287 
- 2'6,3 
614 
-543 
314 
- 271 
287 
- 263 
614 
-543 
ZDO 
210 
Which do you prefer? 
Why? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
2.61 
.20:1 
Casting Out Nines in Checking Multiplication 
Part IV 
We have learned that we can cheek addition and subtraction by merely adding 
digits. This is called casting out nines. Do you know that we can also check 
multiplication by adding digits. 
Study this example: 
116 
X 23 
1+1+6= 
2 + 3: 
Remainder 
8 
T 
2+6+6+8=22 2 + 2 : 4 Remainder 4 + 0 = 4 Remainder 
1. First add the digits 116 to get the remainder 8. 
2. Next add the digits 23 to get the remainder 5· 
3· Then multiply the remainders 8 x 5· 
4. Add the digits of the products 2668 and J.p. The remainders agree ..men 
there is no mistake. 4 4. 
-----
Let us see if you can check this multi.plieation exam_ple by addin.g the digits: 
~1 
723 
~remain~of~is • 
-------
The remainder of 34 is --------· 
When these two remainders are then multiplied. the product will be • 
------
. ·'· 
Whsn the digits 8194 are added. the re.maindsr will be • 
------------------
How can you tell if the example cheoka7 
T.hers is a mistake in this probl~. See if you can find it. 
137 
x26 
8~ 
___g&____. 
3565 
3 + 5 + 6 + 5 • 19 
1 + 9 • 10 
1 ... o =CD 
What was the mistake? 
1+3+7=11 
2 + 6 = 8 
88 
8 + 8 = 16 
1 ¥6:[]] 
How could you tell a mistake was made? 
Do these examples and check by adding digits: 
234 
X 16 
341 
X 92 
645 
X 222 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3• I don't like ito 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
Checking Division by Casting Out Nines 
Part .V 
We have learned that to check a division ex~ple, we must multiply the 
______ __.- by the -------' and then add the ._------- if 
there is oneo This sum will equal the • 
----------------------
16 R 23 
32/5LO 
...2,g 
2m 
192 
26 
X + : In this example, 
----------- -------------- ------------
0 
-----------
Do these examples and check: 
J 
,< U.::J 
2D5 
We have just checked these division examples the regular wayJ but do you 
know that there is another method 9 just by adding digits. 
.<Uio 
.2D.6 
Study this example: 
12 1 + 2 = 3 quotient 
37/473 
-2]_ 3 + 7 = 10 
-
1 + 0 =xl divisor 
-103 3 
_11! 
29 2 + 9 = 11 - 1 ~ 1 :+2 remainder 
-
' 5 product 
1 + 4=5>· Check 
5 
The quotient figures 12 when added : ------
The divisor figures 37 ?ffien added • 
------· 
We then multiplied x which equalled 3· 
------ -------
The remainder ____ was then added to 3 to give us the product----· 
We then added the figures of the prod~ct and the dividend to give us the 
number • 
-----
Do they check? 
-------
Can you make up a rule on how to oheok a division exe.Jnple merely by adding 
the digits? Rule: 
This example has been partly done. Can you finish it? Does it check? 
16 R 4 
33/532 
2L 
2)2 
~ 
1 + 6 = 
+ 
46 
4+6= 
---
quotient 
divisor 
remainder 
pro duet 
Do these division examples and check the regular way and the new way: 
43/654 
35/796 
54/8Il4 
Check one 
1. I like it very much . __  3• I ·don't like it. 
2o I like ito _ 4• I dislike it very much. 
..<. uo 
,208 
0 
Amazing Fractiona 
Look at the following fractions: 
1 
2 
1 2 1 
3 3 -r; 
These are all the proper fractions that have denominators not larger than 4. 
Let us arrange these fractions according to size~ from the mnallest to 
the largest. We can do this best by reducing each fraction to a common 
denominator. 
Is the common denominator of these fractions 12? ___ . . 'WhY? 
Change each of the fractions above to a fraction with denominator of 12. 
l. ~ 
2 12 
Thus~ the original fractions in order are: 
---· ---· ---~ ---· 
We can check this order very quickly. Take any two coneecutiTe fractions. 
Multiply each numerator ~ th~ other denominstor and su~traot. The difference 
must always be one. For exampl~, suppose we choose ,g e.nd 2_. 
3 4 
In this case, 3 x 3 • 9, 2 x 4 = 8, e.nd 9 - 8 • 1. Check to see if these 
fractions are in order: 
lo 1 and 1 
4 3 
2. 1 e.nd 2 
2 3 
1 and 1 
3 2 
1 and 2 
3 3 
One of. these ex~ples will not have a difference of one. Why not? 
Here is a list of all proper fractions in the lowest terms that have 
denominators not larger than 5G 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 1 
3 4 
1 
5 
2 
5 2. 5 
4 
5 
Change each fraction above to a fraction having the s~e denominator. 
The common denominator will be • 
----
Now arrange in order of their size using the common denominator~ 
_,_,_,_._,_._,_, 
A..~J 
209 
Naw check to see if the order is correct. Don't forget the rule in checking 
the order of fractions. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like ito 
_3· I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
Fun with Numbers 
24 . Let• s t~k'i th~ n~l'Htr' 24 
xz Multiply it W 2 · · ' 
.~: ·_ Add ~8 to th~~ pr~uct 
rr- .·· .. 
OQ . . - , •' 
3-.3 ~ Diviaa the sum by 2 
' 
13.. _ Su,btract the ~-er- we started with 
..... , . -what is the answer? - · - - · · · ,. ' · -- · · 
' . - ~ ; ~ 
2.4 . Take the same: number 
x2 Kuitiply it by 2 
2r- Divide the product by 2. 
'What is your answer? 
-----....----t• 
•\ 
When you multiply a number by 2 and then divide your product by 2, 
the answer or quotient will be 
---.----
Try this with some numbers or your own to see if it .is always true: 
' 
2r- 2) 
- .2:95. . 
- 2:95 
When you subtract a number from itself what do you alwa~s get for 
your answer? 
----.----
)../0 
210 
Multiply 24 X 2 
Add 16 
Divide by 2 
SUbtract the number you started with (24) 
Is your answer 8? · · · 
. -
Multiply 24 by 2 
AM 14 
nlfl.de by' 2' ·· . 
SUbtract ~he . nnmbe~ ;x:ou started ~th 
Is your ahswer ?-'? 
Cb.oose a humber 
Multiply it by 2 
Add l2 . 
D~.Yide by 2 
Subtract the number you 
Is your ahswer 6? 
' stwted 1ri th 
Can you explain why your an8wer was 6? 
Ch<)ose .any number 
M~lt~pJ.y it by 2· 
Add ~ny even number 
Divide by 2 
SUbtract ~he number you star~ed ~th 
What is your answer? 
! 
Choose any number 
'Multiply it by 2 
Add the same number you added in the iast example 
Divide by 2 
Subtract the number you started with 
Did you get the same answer as in the last example? 
Why? 
Check one 
l o I like it very much. 
2o I like ito 
3o I donVt like it. 
_4o I dislike it very much. 
212 
.. , .. 
2.1.3 
-=== 
Grade Six* Activities 
1. The School Boys' Dream 
2. If We Had Eight Fingers 
3. If We Had Twelve Fingers 
4. Simu.l taneous Addition 
5. Adding Consecutive Numbers 
6. Adding More Consecutive Numbers 
7. Adding Consecutive Even Numbers 
B. Adding Consecutive Odd Numbers 
9. Triangular Numbers 
10. SUbtraction with Equal Addition 
11. To Multiply 
12. Multiplying Larger Figures by 11 
13. Multiplying Two Even Teen Numbers 
14. Multiplying Three or More Even Teen Numbers 
15. To Multiply Two Teen Numbers 
16. A Short Way to Multiply by 15 
17. A Short Way to Multiply by 25. 
18. How to Multiply with Compliments, Part I 
19· How to :tvfultiply with Compliments, Par II 
20. How to Multiply w.i.. th Supplements 
21. The Inverted Pyramid 
22. Squaring a Number Mentally 
23. A New Way to Do Long Division 
·?:.'f. ~ "'C.._!;__~ 
;uJ.j 
- "-. 
24. A New Way to Divide by Five 
25. Adding Fractions with Unlike Denominators, Part I 
26. Adding Fractions with Unlike Denominators, Part II 
* Some of these activities may also be suitable for Grades Five and 
Seven. 
------
. ' \ 
The School Boy's Dream 
~ro 
.;)'"'! 5 
~ ...!L' 
A boy who had trouble remembering his addition facts once had a wonderful 
dream. He dreamed that his arithmetic teacher told him that he did not have 
to study addition facts for any number higher than 1. All he had to remember 
were the figures 0 and 1. With these two numbers he could do any addition 
example. The strangest part of the dream is that it could be true, if we 
write our numbers in two figures, 0 and 1, instead of ten figures: 0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9· 
Look at this table: 
TWO SCALE 
l 
R>UR TWO ONE 
The first oolumn on the right are the ones. 
The second column from the right are the twos. 
The third column from the right are the fours. 
REMEMBER, WE USE THE NUMBERS 0 AND 1 ONLY. 
01 means 1 one but no twos,or 1. 
10 means 1 two but no ones,or 2. 
11 means 1 two plus 1 one, or 3· 
100 means 1 four with no twos nor ones, or 4. 
111 means 1 four plus 1 two plus 1 one, or 7• 
If we wanted to add 1 + 1 using the regular way of adding 1 we would do 
it this way: 1 
+ 1 
2 
But if we did it using just the figures 0 and 1, here is haw we would do it: 
10 really means 2. 
1 
+ 1 
To 
Using the new method: 
10 2 
+ 1 ~ 1 
11 3 
When we say 10 + 1 : 11, we are really saying 2 + 1 = 3• 
Do you think you understand this n~ number system~ Let us see. 
Add: 
Check one 
11 
+ 1 . 
101 
+ 1 
lo I like it very mucho 
11 
+ 10 
110 
+ 1 
11 
+ 11 
10 
+ 10 
___3. I don't like it. 
~fb 
2. I like it. _4. I dislike it very much. 
If We Had Eight Fingers 
In our system of writing numbers, a 1 in the second column stands 
for ten, because in the olden times people had formed the habit of counting 
things in groups of ten. It was natural for them to put ten things into a 
group because they counted on their fingers. But suppose human hands had 
been different with only four fingers on each hand; then things would have 
to be counted in groups of eight. 
If our number system were in groups of eight instead of 10, here is 
how numbers would be written: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. There will not 
be a number for 8, because eight makes a group and we woi.ll.d show a group of 
eight by putting 1 into the second column from the right. 
Then 10 would mean 1 group of eight plus o. 
ll would mean group of plus • 
---------- --------- ----------
15 would mean group of plus 
--------- ---------- ---------· 
The written ~bo1 21 would mean 2 groups of eight plus 1, or seventeen. 
27 • groups of plus or 23. 
34 = groups of plus or • 
47 • groups of plus or • 
83 groups of plus or • 
. . 
this based ·on: eight 
... 
called A number systemlike is an eight scale. 
Our number system is based on a 10 scale. . ·~· 
In the ten scale, a 1 in the third column from the right means ten 
times ten or a hundred. In the eight seale it would mean 8 x 8 or 64. 
Ten Seale Eight Scale 
100 10 1 64 1 
I 
:,t. r 1 
217 
1 
In the eight scale 312 stands for 3 sixty-fours * 1 eight + 2 ones or 202. 
64 
X 3 
192 +. 8 + 2 = 202 
276 = ___ _ sixty-fours+----- eights+----- ones= 190. 
341 = ----- sixty-fours + ----- eights + ----- ones = __ _ 
673 = sixty-fours + eights + ones ... 
----- ------ ----- ------
732 = sixty-fours + eights + ones = 
------ ------ ----- ------
Now look at the numbers below, written in the eight scale. How would the 
same numbers be writ ten in the ten scale'l 
23 
104 
36 
215 
64 
420 
Check 
1. 
2. 
_3. 
_4. 
one 
I like it very much. 
I like it. 
I don't like it. 
I dislike it. 
If We Had Twelve Fingers 
Some people are born with 6 fingers on a hand, so they have twelve fingers 
altogether. If we all had 12 fingers, it would be natural to count things out 
in groups of twelve instead of groups of ten. As a matter of fact, we do it 
even now, when we count things by the dozen, or measure lengths by the foot, 
where 12 inches equals 1 foot. 
To write numbers in the twelve scale we need a separate figure for every 
number up to 11. For the first ten numbers we can use 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1~ 
/ 
8, and 9· But for the next two numbers w• have to invent new ones. Let us 
use T to stand for ten and E to stand for eleven. 
TEN SCALE 1'WEL VE SCALE 
100 10 1 1~ 12 1 
A 1 in the second oOllumn from the right in the 12 scale would mean 12. 
10 means 1 twelve plus 0, or 12. 
11 means 1 twelve plus 1, or • 
19 means twelve plus_, or ___ • 
We know T is 10 
1 T means ...!_ twelve plus 10 , or 22. 
3T means _ twelves plus ___ , or ___ • 
9T means twelves plus , or • 
--- ---
~(_U 
-~·20 
We know E is 11 
lE means 1 twelve plus 11 , or 23. 
3E means _ twelves plus --• or • 
6E means twelves plus_, or ___ • 
A number in the third column from the right in the twelve scale would meen 
12 x 12, or 144. 
1. 100 means 1 one hm1dred f'9rty-four _2_ twelves _Q_ ones, or 144. 
2. 211 means 2 one hundred forty- fours _L twelve _.!,_ one, or 30la 
3· 323 means 
4. 473 means 
5 31T means 
144 
X 2 
288 
+ 12 
.., 1 
301 
ane hundred forty-tours 
Answer: 
one hundred forty ...fours 
Answer: 
one htindred forty- fours 
Answer: 
twelves ones. 
twelves ones. 
twelves ones. 
. I ' 
The numbers below are written in the twelve scale. Haw would the same 
numbers be written in the 1fen scale? 
1T3 
19 
2)E 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
----. 
2. I like it. 
__ 3• I dontt like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
1(. ,.,_I 
:::1'~1 .t~· .iL 
Simultaneous Addition 
~,:i~ 
!J0~ ~~ ~~( 
When we add two numbers together mentally it is easier to add the larger 
parts of the numbers together first. For example: 25 + 34,. think 00 + 30 : 
--
5 + 4 • __ • Or, 25 + 30 • __ + 4 = __ • 
If you worked this example on paper which place would you add first? ----
Let's try another exMtple: 35 + 46. 35 + 1J) • __ + 6 = __ • 
Now try it the other way: 35 + 46. 5 + 6: __ , 3 (tens) + 4 (tens) : 
__ • Answer: __ • 'Which way was simpler? 
25 
34 
35 
..M_ 
14 
12 
18 
..l:2... 
We can apply this idea to long column addition. 
23+30= ___ +4= +30• +5= +l.J>= 
-- -- -- ---
+ 6 = . 
---· 
Now add the regular way and see if you get the same answer. Do 
you? __ _ 
Here is a diagram of the new way: 
Try these examples the new way: 
46 
48 
42 
Jd_ 
1Vhich method do you think is faster? -------------
'Why? 
'Which method would you prefer if' you could do both equally well? ----
1221 
23C9 
1450 
6533 
A four-column example like this one can be done in the same way 
except that we still do only two columns at a time. 
62 + a:> • + 1 = + 30 • + 6 = 
--- --- --- ---
+ 90 = --- + 3 = ---· 
Finish the example, and then do the ones below this "Way. 
24.68 
1357 
4123 
10~ 
2397 
4236 
1358 
1243 
3333 
2432 
1234 
4000 
Do you find this method harder or easier than the regular method? 
------
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2. I like ito 
__)o I don't like 1 t . 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
Adding Consecutive Numbers 
Can you find the sum of the numbers from 1 to 7 quickly? First add 
them like this: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Another way to find the sum is to make a row of dots for each number 
and count them: 
(1) • ( 2} 0 0 
(3) 0 0 0 
A. (4) 0 • 0 • How many dots are there? (5) 0 0 0 0 . 
(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bo 
Look at the shape made by the· dots. Is it a right triang~e? 
Haw many dots are there on side A. of the triangle? 
-------
How many dots are there on side B. of the triangle? 
If we add a similar right triangle to the one we already have» but 
place the second one upside down. we can make a rectangle: 
Ao 
I. II. II. 
0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 oooobo 
• 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 
0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 • 
• o o e o • • 0 I. 0 0 • 0 
0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 
0 • • • 0 • • 0 
How many dots are there in the length of the rectangle? 
How many dots are there in the width o.f the rectangle? 
0 0 0 
0 • 0 • 
0 0 -C 
+.& 
• .. -o 
To make the rectangle did we add any dots to the length of the 
triangle (side B.)? How many did we add? 
Did we add any dots to the width of the triangle (side A.)? 
To find the area of a rectangle we multiply the length times the 
width: 8 
X 7 
What is the area of this rectangle? 
What is 1 the area of the rectangle? 
2 
Is 1 the area of the rectangle the same as the sum of the numbers from 
2 
1 to 77 
Is 1 the area of the rectangle the same as the sum of all the dots in 
2 
one of the triangles? 
We can find the sum of the numbers from 1 to 7 quickly by: 
1. Adding the first and last numbers. 
1 + 7 a 8 (the length of the reotan,gle) 
2. Multiplying the sum by the total number af numbers to be added. 
8 x 7 (the width of the rectangle) : 56 
3• Dividing by 2. 
way: 
Let' s try adding the sum of the numbers from 1 to 10 in this short 
10 +. 1 ~ 
10 
xll 
2fll0_ 
---
Add to see if the angwer is correct: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
+ 9 
10 
Find the su.s of the fol1ow±ng consecutive numbers: 
1 to 8 1 to 15 
1 to 25 1 to 50 
1 to 100 1 to 1000 
What new idea have you discovered? 
----------------------------------
• 
--
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3. l don't like it. 
___ 4. I dislike it. 
Z2.7 
.227 
Adding More Consecutive Numbers 
Suppose you wanted to add the numbers from 2 to 5 together, do you 
think you would do it the same way you would add the numbers from 1 to 5 
together? Let's look at the two dot diagrams: 
A B 
1 to 5 2 to .5 
• 0 
0 0 • 0 0 
0 0 • 0 ' • 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 
0 0 • 0 • 
What is the difference in their shape? 
By adding an equal diagram which is facing in the opposite direction 
to eaoh of the above dot diagrams, let's see if we can form 2 rectangles: 
A B 
0 0 
• 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Are they both rectangles? ----
1Vhat are their dimensions (lengths tmd widths)? 
1 to 5 2 to 5 
X 
--- ---
--- x __ _ 
To find the sum of the numbers from 1 to ? : First we add the first 
n-.;6· - I 
.G r.~·· .. 
and last numbers (1 + ? = 6). Ne"?tt we multiply 6 times the number of numbers 
we are adding. Finally, we divide by 2o The sum is _______ o 
To find the sum of the numbers from 2 to 5: First we add the first and 
last numbers ___ + ___ : _. ___ o Next, we multiply this times the 
number of numbers we are adding ___ o Finally, we divide by _____ e 
How many numbers did we add to the last number before we multiplied 
to find 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5? 
How many numbers did we add to the last number before we multiplied 
to find 2 + 3 + 4 + 5? 
To find the •um of the numbe -:- s ~~rom 2 to 5 11 why do we multi ply by 4? 
Find the sums of the following consecutive numbers: 
2 to 7 3 to 15 
4 to 12 8 to 2:> 
10 to 1000 50 to 100 
Is it easier to find the sum of consecutive numbers when the first 
number is 1 or when the first number is larger than 1? 
Why? 
Check one 
lo I like it ve"f."Y mucho 
2o I like ito 
_3o I don't like ito 
_40 I dislike it very mucho 
Adding Consecutive Even Numbers 
There is an easy way to finding_ the sum ot even number•• Add these 
even numbers trom 2 to 18: 2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
~is time add the tirst and last numbers: 
2+ 18:----
Multiply by the last number: 
18 
x2) 
Divide by 4. 
Is your answer the same?--------
Find the sums ot these even ~umbers the new way: 
2 to 30 2 to~ 
2 to 50 2 to 100 
'231 
'); 11")1' 
,-..;;; t_) 
This time add the examples the long way: 
2 to a> 2 to 24 2 to 50 2 to 100 
Do your answers check?-------
Which method is taster? ---------------
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like ito 
_3• I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
Adding Consecutive Odd Numbers 
Add the odd numbers from 1 to 15: l 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
This time add the first and last numbers. 1 + 15 : ----
Divide the sum by 2. -------
Multiply the quotient by itself. / 
Did you get the same answer as when you added the odd numbers from 1 
to 15? 
------
'l'ry to find the sums of these odd numbers this short way: 
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 = 
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 + 21 + 23 of; 25 = 
1 + 3 + 5 of; 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 + 21 + 23 + 25 -+ 27 + ~ ii 
Now add the long way to see if it always works: 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
21 
23 
?3 
Do your answers eheok? ---------
Cheok one 
lo I like it very much. 
2o I like ito 
___?· I don't like ito 
___ 4o I dislike it very much. 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
21 
23 
~ 
:E1 
·2} 
Triangular Numbers -
Did you know that the ancient Greeks used dots to study numbers? 
f . 1 = ~~ 1 II 1 • 
·-
2~ 
m ••• -rJ. .. ,.. 4 ---
r 
• 1 
• 1 •• 2: 
•• .... 2 ••• 3 
oee 
-t3 •••• ~4 
- 2. ·-··· 
----
Add the above groups of consecutive numbers. Why do we call the 
numbers 1, 3, 6, 10 and 15 trian~ar numbers? 
What is the next triangul~ number after i5? 
---
Draw a diagram 
to see if you are right. 
What number did you add to 1~ to find the next triangular number? 
Then i + 2 + 3 • 4 + 5 + 6 • the triangular number • 
---
- - - - -
How would you find the next triangular number? 
23.S 
Find the next two triangular numbers: 
What are they? 
---
Let'~ add the sum of two consecutive trianguiar numbers 
together and see what shape .we get : 
6TJ• 
. . - .,. 
• • ~. . ... ~: . . •' • . , . . . . .. 
If' 6 + 3 ,.. 9 and 3 x 3 • 9 then 
What two numbers 
mtilti~1ied together 
e~ual 9? 
__ x __ 
Look at. the diagam in wh:j.ch we have added 6 + 1. What shape i,;s it? 
Then, the swm of two con~ecutive triangMlar num~ers is a 
---
number. 
---
Let' s see if' this al.,-ays works. Find the sum of 6-+ 10 
-----
What two numbers multiplled together give you the same answer as 
. i 
6 + 10? 
____,..x ---
Draw a dot diagram t9 see if 6 + l.O is a squere number. 
Z3la 
Find the square numbers of the following pairs of consecutive 
triangular numbers: 
1 ... 3- X 15 ... 21 - · X 
10 + 15 • ~X 21 ... 28 • X 
In what types of work do you think the above information might be 
useful? 
Check one -
1. I like it very much. 
· 2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
-
_4. I dislike it very much. 
Subtraction with Equal Addition 
There are ones in one ten (10). 
----
There are tens in one hundred ( 100) • 
----
There are---- hundreds in one thousand (1000). 
i~3 plus 10 = 12_. 
1~3 plus 100 = 1 • 
1~3 plus 1000 = • 
1~3 
- 354 
1 ~~~I; 
3 54 
To subtract this example ~th borr~g we would have to 
change the 3 (ones) to 13 (ones) by borrowing one (ten) 
from the 5 (tens) and making it 4 (tens). 
Next. we would change the 4 (tens) to __ (tens) by 
borrowing 1 (hundred) from the 2 (hundreds) and making it 
1 (~dred). 
Next, we would change the 1 (hundred) to __ (hundred) by 
borrowing the 1 (thousand). 
If we add an equal amount to the subtrahend and minuend, would the dif-
ference between the two numbers still be the same? 
354 
+ 10 
354 
+ 100 
? 
? 
1~3 + 10 (ones) = 1 2 5 13 
1~3 + 10 (tens) :: 1 2 15 3 
----------------
354 
+1000 
1253 
10 
100 
1000 
. 2363 
? 
1253 + 10 (hundreds) = 1 2 5 3 
354 
10 
100 
1000 
~ 
2363 
- 1464 
899 
1253 
- 354 
Let's do this example by equal addition: 
1253 1o Add ten (ones) to the 3 (ones). 
- 354 
to the 5 (tens). 
2. Add ten (tens) to the 5 (tens). 
Add 1 (ten) 
I~(/) l 2 3 Add 1 (hundred) to the 3 (hundred). 
~· 
... (l)~l4 3o Add tan (hundreds) to the 2 (hundreds). 
899 Add l (thousand) to 354. 
4. Subtract. 
Do these exam~les by equal addition. Check by addition. 
7543 
... 826 
8534 
- 4849 
What is the difference between subtraction with equal addition and 
subtraction with borrowing? 
Which method do you prefer? 
'Why? 
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2. I like ito 
_3· I don't like ito 
_4o I dislike it very much. 
To Multi ply by 11 
Multiplication by 11 is quite ea~, isn't it? But ~ oan make it still 
easier. Look at the multiplication o£ 53 by 11. 
53 
X 11 
53 
53 
583 
All we have done ie add 5 and 3 and then placed the sum between the 5 and 3. 
To multiply a two place number by 11, first add the two figures. T.hen 
place their sum in the middle. 
Example: 11 X 36 
3 ... 6 = 9 
11 X 36: 396 
In multiplying 11 x 25, 
First add the and the : • 
---- ----- -----
ihen place the sum ---- in the middle of the numbers ___ and __ o 
If the sum or the two figures is 10 or more, the one's figure or the sum 
is placed in the middle. T.hen the left-hand figure i1 increased by 1. 
Example: 11 X 49 
4 +. 9 = 13 
5 
11 X 49 e }!39 : 539 
( 
(.; I 
I 
N Qtice that the sum or 4 and 9 is more than 9, and therefore the 3 is placed be-
tween the 4 and 9, and the 4 in 439 is changed to a 5· ihe answer is 539o 
In multiplying 11 x 57, 
5 + 1 = 
--
11 X 57 : : 
--
Multiply these numbers by 11 using__ the short method,t 
52 
59 73 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3• I don•t like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
76 
88 
Multiplying Larger Figures by 11 
"2 Jf:j 
2t!.3. 
Is there a ehort way of multiplying larger numbers by 11? Yes 11 there is. 
Suppose we multiply 2435 by 11 in the usual way and then study What we have 
written: 
I' 
Now look at the addition of the partial product1. There are two e~"by spaceso 
If we fill them with zeros, the addition looks like this: 
II 
Sums: 0 + 5 = 5 
5 + 3. 8 
3 + 4 = 7 
4+ 2 = 6 \1) 
2+ 0 = 2 
This way is very easy, but do you know there is an even easier way? We can 
shorten the addition by doing the sums with less writingo 
Let us pretend there are zeros at eaoh end of the number. Then we start 
at the right and add each pair of figures. Don't forget to carry if it is 
necessary. Look at this example: 
0 + 5 = 5 
5 + 3: 8 
3+4~7 
4-¥.2::6 
2 + 0 li 2 
The answer is 2.6785. Compare this answer to the example done at the top of the 
page. Which way is easier? ------------
See if you can do this example: 
0+-4= 
4 + 3 = 
3 .... 2: 
2+0= 
11 :X: 234 
(I u l 
The sum is 
------
Let us see if you can do another example the short way. this example has 
carrying. 
+ - 2 
+ • 9 
- .. -
11 X 1672 
~ " """" 0 1 6 1 2 0 
"-"" '-/ 
+ • 13 (write 3, carry 1) '' 
+ = 8 
+ = 1 The sum is 18392. 
Multiply the following numbers by 11, using the short method: 
716 
I I) 
e49 
5433 
7195 6231 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like ito 
-
_3· I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
14 
X 18 
Multiplyinf: Two Even Teen Numbers 
2 
1:2 
1 
1=4 
(a) '2 of 14 • ___ o 
1 
(b) 2 of 18 : o 
---
2 Ill 4 2'. 
One-half of one-
half equals one-
1 x 1 e 1 
2 2? 
(o} 1 x 9 = o 
1 ---=-1--
( d) (2 of 14) x (2 of 18) : ___ • 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
If 2 x ~ = 4, then (2 of 14) x (2 of 18) :;: 4 of 14 x 18. 
1 4 
'When we know 4 of a number1 we ean find 4 of the number by multiplying 
by ______ • 
Multiply: 
14 
X 18 
\ 
Do you get the same an6Wer as the one above? 
----
-.1- -- .. 
~t-fb 
246 
1 
2 of 12: 
1 --------
To multiply two even teen numbers, we 
2 of 14 = 
1 --------
can multiply half of each teen number 
2 of 16 = 
1 --------
and then multiply the product by • 
2 of 18 = 
-------
Try these examples this new way: 
12 X 14 1.2 X 16 
Now multiply as you usually dot 
12 
xl4 
12 
X 16 
Do your answ~rs cheok? -------
12 X 18 
12 
X 18 
One-half times one-half times four equals • 
1 1 ---------------
( 2 x2x4= ) 
Multiplying Three or llore Even Teen 'N'Il!llbers 
1 1 1 . ? 
2X2X211-
-------
Part II . 
? 
14 X 16 
14 
X 16 
If' we wanted to multiply three numbers together, we could multiply by 
1 of' each number, and then multiply the product by 8. For example: 
2 
16 X 18 X 14 
1 
2 of' 16 : 8 16 
~ X 18 1 128 
2 of' 18 = X 7 16 
504 268 
1 X 8 xl4 
2 of' 14: $31 - 1152 
f68 
!1032 
Do the answers check? 
---
Try these examples the new way: 
16 X 12 X 12 18 X 16 X 18 
Check by regular multiplication: 
Z'-18 
~~-8 
-..:... ' 
0:-t.'O 
: ... ,.:.: . . , I ) 
1 1 1 1 ~X 2X2X2Xl6=-· ----
Could you multiply four even teen numbers in this way? 
--------
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3· I don't like it. 
_ 4. I dislike it very much. 
To Multiply Two Teens 
We learn the multiplication tables only through the 9 tables. When 
~ 
we come to teen numbers we always multiply th«m on paper. 
Example: 17 
X 15 
85 
17 
255 
But do you kn:ow that we can multiply teen numbers in our heads without 
using pencil or papero Study this example: 
17 X 15 
1. 17 + 5 &I 22 
1 X 5 : ~ 
255 
In order to multiply two teen numbers in your head: 
lo Add the one's figure of one number to the other numbero 
2. Annex a zero to the sumo 
3· Add the product of the one's figureso 
The answer is ~5o 
To multiply 16 x 19: 
l. lie first add 16 and ---• which is 25o 
2. Then annex a to the 25. 
----
3o Next multiply the one's f'igures 6 x 9. which b • 
---
this to 230o The answer is • 
----------------
Add 
• 
Check these answerso Are they correct? 
-------
16 x 16 :: · 22> + 36 a ~6 
13 X 16 : 190 + 18 : 008 
Do you think you know how to multiply teen nU11lbers this new way? 
Try some ex~ples to see if you can do them: 
13 
X 13 
19 
X 17 
18 
X 19 
13 
X 14 
14 
X 16 
14 
X 17 
18 
X 15 
Now do these same examples the regular way of JWju1 tiplying: 
13 
X 13 
18 
X 19 
14 
.x 16 
18 
X 15 
2.51 
19 
X 17 
13 
X 14 
'Which method is easier? -----------
lVhy? 
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2. I - like it. 
__}o I don't · like ito 
_4. I dislike it very-.Jil'Uch. 
14 
X 17 
A Short Way to Mu~tiply by 15 
·., ,. 
'When we multiply any number by 15, we usually do it this way: 
263 
X 15 
1415 
~ 
But there is an even easier way to multiply by 15. This new method 
can be done in your head. 
Notice that 15 : 10 + 5 • 10 ~· ! of 10. 
2 
To multiply 283 x 15, 
1. First multiply by 10. 
2. Then add half the product. 
Example: 233 X 15 
263 :X: 10 = 2630 
!. of 2630 :+ 1415 
2 •4245 
In multiplying 39 x 15 according to this new method, we first multiply 
39 x ---~ = 390, then we add half the product---- to 390· 
39 X 15 : ------• 
.254 
Multiply these numbers by 15 using the short method first. Then oheck 
your answers by multiplying in the usual way. 
76 
X 15 
418 
X 15 
Check one 
lo I 
2. I 
_3· I 
_4. I 
like it yery much. 
like it. 
don't like it. 
dislike it very muoh. 
::&5 
X 15 
1743 
X 15 
315 
X 15 
A Short Way to Multiply by ?5 
Is 25 equal to _l:. of 100? 4 ----------- Then can you see a simple 
rule for multiplying by 25? 
When we multiply any number by 25. we usually do it this way: 
435 
X~ 
2175 
870 
10875 
But there is a different way to multiply by 25· To multiply 25 x 435: 
1. First multiply 100 X 435 
10875 
2o Then divide by 4: 4/4,500 
,. The answer is 10875• 
= 43500 
In multiplying 25 x 67 according to this new way. we first multiply 
x 67, which is 6700. 
----
then we divide by----· The answer 
is --------· 
Multiply these numbers by 25 first using the short method. ·Check your 
answers by multiplying in the usual way. 
316 
.256 
3274 
Check one 
1 .. I like it wry much. 
2o I like ito 
_3 .. I don't like ito 
_4. I dislike it very mudh. 
• .. . - - . . '- · . -. -·- - ' How to Multiply with Compliments 
Part I 
Most children learn the multiplication tables throu~~ 9 x 9. 
But some children in other countries do not learn the tables 
beyond 5 x 5. They do not learn as we do that __ 1 x 9 ::c 63.. __ Thea~ 
children must find such products in a longer w~. Here is how they do 
it. 
:~ 
7 - 1 = 6 or 9 - 3 = 6 
3 X 1:: 3 
1 X 9 : 63 
1. First write the 9 under 7 and then subtract 1 from 10. Write 
the difference, 3, to the right of the 7. 
2. Next subtract 9 from 10 and write the difference, 1, to the 
right of 9. Connect these figures with an x. 
3· Now we are ready to find the product. The teri1 s figure is found 
by subtracting 1 from 7 or 3 from nine. The tens figure is 6. 
4. The ones figure is found by multiplying the differences 3 and 1. 
The one 1_s figure is ,3. Thu~ 1 x 9 = 63. 
In multip~ytng 7 x 8 the old way 
:x--
When ~e subtraQt 7 from 10 we g~t 
--
When we subtract 8 from 10 we get • 
--
How do we find the "product" of the ten' sJ'igure? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The "product" of the ten's figure is 
-----....-----
How do we find the product of the one's figure? 
The product of the one's figure is 
-~----------
The answer is 
Use this method to find the answers below. Remember to 
subtract each number from 10. 
8 X 9 1 X 1 6 X 9 8 X 8 
Which is easier, the regti.l&r way of multiplying or this new method? 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
~4. I dislike it very much. 
How to Multiply with Complements 
Part II 
Numbers like 10. 100. 1000 and so on are called powers of 10. Another 
power of 10 would be ------· 
A complement of a number is the difference between a number and the next 
larger power of 10. 
The complement of 97 is 3. since 100 - 97 • 3· 
The complement of 994 is 6. since 1000 - 994 = 6. 
The complement of 9989 is 11. Why? 
'What are the complements of: 
98 __ _ 996 __ 
94 __ 993 __ 
89 __ _ 989 __ 
9988 ___ _ 
9999----
9865----
n,e complements of numbers are often useful to make multiplication simpler. 
If two numbers have the same number of £igures and if their complements are 
small. they may be multiplied very quickly. Here is an example: 
100 - 98 = 2 
100 .... 94 = 6 
The complement of 98 is -----·· 
The complement of 94 is-----· 
6 X 2: 12 
98- 6 = 92 
94 .. 2 = 92 
We then multiplied tl'le complements ___ x ___ to give us the 
product -------------· 
We got the product ---------- by subtracting 6 from ----- or 2 
from ---------· 
The answer is -------------• 
Find these products by a short method: 
97 
x95 
93 
X 96 
gr 
X 97 
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2. I like ito 
-
_3• I don't like ito 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
How to Multiply with Supplements 
;!._&:,I 
?€1 
Numbers like 10, 100, 1000 and so on are called powers of 10. Another power 
of 10 would be ------· 
A supplement of a number is the difference between a number and the next 
lower power of lOo 
The supplement of 103 is 3, since 103 - 100 = 3· 
The supplement of 1012 is 12, since 1012 - 1000 = 12. 
The supplement of 111 is 11. 'Why?. 
'What are the supplements of: 
109--- 114 __ _ 
1001 __ _ 1111 
----
106 
---
1010 
Supplements, just like complements, often can be used to shorten multipli-
cation. 
Two nmnbers that have the same number of figures as well as small supplements 
can be multiplied quite easily. Study this example: 
107 - 100 = 7 
105 - 100 = 5 
The supplement of 107 is ~ 
The supplement of 105 is • 
107x7 
.105 5 
11235 
5x7=35 
107 + 5 • 112 
. 105 + 7 = 112 
We then multiplied the supplements_.....__ x ___ to give us the product ____ .. 
We got the product ----- by adding 5 to ---- or 7 to ----• 
The ~swer is • 
-----------------
find these products by the short method: 
13 
X 12 
Check one 
lo I _ like it very much. 
2o I like ito 
___ 3• I don't like ito 
103 
X 104 
__ 4o I dislike it very much. 
108 
X 107 
105 
X 102 
The Inverted Pyramid 
Why is multiplication harder than addition? Do you "carry" the same way 
in each case?. 
Isn't the work of carrying much harder in multiplication than in addition? 
If we could do away with carrying wouldn't multiplication be much easier. If 
the numbers multiplied have two figures each, carrying can be avoided in a very 
simple way. The method is sometimes called the inverted pyramid. Let us 
multiply 68 and 93 by this method. 
Step 1 93 Multiply 8 X J Step 2 93 Multiply 6 X 9 
68 Write 24 68 Write 54 
24 ~ 
St ep 3 93 Multiply 8 X 9 Step 4 93 Multiply 6 X J 
68 Write 72 68 Write 18 
~ "m4 Add 
72 7~ 
Jl8 
b324 
Be sure to note where each partial product i s written. 
In multiplying 92 x 64 by the inverted pyramid method: 
92 Step 1 would be to --------------------64 
9Z Step 2 would .be to ________ ..;._;_ _________ _ 
§.!! 
92 Step 3 would be t.o --------------------64 
92 Step 4 would be t o --.....;o;:~----........... -----------
. §!j. 
Do the following examples first by regular multiplication and then by the 
inverted pyramid method. 
1. 64 
79 
l . 64 
12. 
2. 42 
57 
2. 42 
21. 
Do the answers check'2 
3. 85 
J2. 
Why do you think this new method is called the inverted pyramid? 
Which way do you think is easierl"' 
Wh ? ' y. 
Check 
1. 
2o 
3. 
-
_4e 
one 
I like it very much. 
I like ito 
I don't like it. 
I dislike i t . 
•• 
Squaring a Numl>er Mentally 
When w~ multiply a ~umber ~ i~self, we ~ay that -~ s~uare the number. 
24 x 24 may 'be ~it-ten 242• It is read, 11 Twenty~four squared. • It means 
'"multiply 24 by 24• '11 
Can you find the product of: 
g,2 
We have just found out how to square a number on paper, but do you know 
it can be done in your head without using any pencil? 
Study this example: 
Step lo 
Step 2. 
Step ~· 
Step 4. 
24 
x24 
LiDo ~ a:> x a> • LiDo 
16o 4 X g) X 2 a 16o 
16 4 X 4: 16 
576 ~ 
24= 2:)+ 4 
Square 2:> {2:> X 2:>) : LiDo 
Twice the product of 4 x a> - 16o 
-
Square 4 = 16 
Add the products: 576 
If you oan remember these 4 steps a number oa.n be squared mentally. 
1. In squaring 36, we first square • The product wi 11 be 900 • 
2o Twice the product of X - ~&> 0 
3· We then square , which will give us 36 • 
4o By adding the products the angwer will be 0 
Can you find the products of these examples mentally? 
16 X 16 34 X 34 
Check one 
1. I like it very much 
2o I like it. 
_3· I don't like ito 
_4 .. I dislike it very much. 
/ 
2 
32/7584 
A New Way to Do Long Division 
I. 
To divide this example. we would usually say, 18 32 will 
267 
.267 
go into 75 twice.• and we'd write the 2 in the hundred's 
pl111.ce. This 2 is re111.lly 2 • We me~~~.n 
--------
that 32 will go into 7584 at lee.st 2)0 times 9 when 
we multiply 32 by 2 -------· Hence. our product 
i a re111.lly 64 • 'When we subtract , we find 
that 32 will go into 7584 two hundred times with le.ft over. 
aDO Instead of using just the 2 in aJO when we divide, let's 
30 try using the whole number. 
7 1. Divide 32 into 7584. Think: •32 will go into 7584 
237 
at least aDO times.• Write aDO at the side. 
2. Multiply 32 :x: 200 and write the whole product. 
3· Subtract 6400 from 7584. 
4. Divide 32 into 1184. Think: •32 will go into 1184 
at least 30 times.• Write 30 under 200. 
How many 32's are 5. Multiply 32 :x: 30 = 96. Write the product under 1184. 
there in 7584? 6. Subtract 96o from 1184. 
7. Divide 32 into 224. 'lhink: "'32 will go into 224 
seven times.'u 
8. Multiply. 
9· Subtract. There is no r~ainder. 
-e· 
.............. -
Let ' s try another example: 
45~ 700 
31500 I Think: 
111145 will go into 23610 about 700 
times, because 4 will go into 29 seven timeso 
Multiplyo 
~ = We see that 45 will not go into 29610, 700 times 
because --------------------------------------------------------------~o 
Can we avoid this mistake by trying a. smaller number that we are sure will 
wcx·k? 
-------
500 45 will go into 29610 at least time so 
100 45 will go into 7110 at least time so 
50 45 will go into 2610 at least time so 
7 45 will go into 360 at least time so 
1 45 will go into 45 onceo 
N owi add to get the quotiento 
Do the•e examples by youreelfo See how few steps you can useo Be careful 
not to try numbers that will be too largeo 
10992 
Do you understand this method better than regular division? 
------
l'lhy? 
In Which method are you lese . likely to make mistakes? 
Check one 
1. I like it very muoho 
2. I like it. 
__). I don't like ito 
_4. I dislike it very mucho 
A New Way to Divide b~ 5 
5/ 935 When we solve this ex~ple, what fractional part of 935 
are we finding? 
To change fifths to tenths we multiply the numerator and denominator by 
-----· 
1 = 2 
5 10 
Have we changed the value of the frac-
tion? 
------------------------
Write two-tenths as a decimal fraction: 
-----------------------
Does 2 have the s&me value as .2? 
-- -----------------------------10 
1 ... 2 -
Th.en 5- ro· •2 
1 
To find 5 of 935 we divide 935 by ___ • 
To find .2 of 935 we multiply 935 by ___ • 
Let's see if we get the same anmwers~ 
935 
X .2 
~~0 
2 70 
187.¢ We can cros s out the zer o because it has 
no value. 
'When we multiply a number by .2 we get the same answer as 'When we ----
Multiply: 
23 450 e'$5 7&35 
X .2 X . 2 X .2 X o2 
-
Divide: 
5/25 5/ 450 5/l$5 5/7655 
Do your anners check with the ones above? 
'What would happen if there were a remainder? Let' 1 1ee: 
294 
X .2 
58.a • 58 L • 58 ! 
10 5 
Try these examples: 
Multiply: Divide: 
658 4532 
X e2 X .2 
Do your anners check? ------
'Why do we get the same answer when we multiply a number by .2 as whan we 
divide the number by 51. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
-
2. I like it. 
_;. I don't like it. 
e _4. I dislike it very much. 
I 
~ ... 
~' ·~:: 
" .. · :-:· 
· .• ;· _$>-
A. 1 
4 
+ 1 
3 
1 ...2 4 = 12 
+ 1 4 
-··-3 12 
Adding Fractions with Unlike Denominators 
Part I 
To add these tractions. we must first find the lowest 
common denominator. What is it? 
------------------
Next. we divide our original denominators in'bo the new 
denominators and mu1t~ply the numerators by the quotients .· . . ·· -. 
thus: 
xl= ; xl= 
4/i2" I2 3/i2 !2 
Our answer is ___ """""' _____ • 
Do these examples: 
B. 1 c. 1 D. 1 
2 2 T 
+ 1 + 1 + 1 
5 5 
Now. let's take a look at the sums we have so tar: 
A. 1 + 1 - 7 4 3- I2 
lo Look at the denominators: 
A. 4 X 3 =- B.2x3=_ 
c. 1 + 1 - 7 
2 ~-nr 
C. 2 X 5:-
D. 1 + 1 - 8 
3 ~- i5 
D.3x5=_ 
2. Look at the numerators:· 
A. 4 + 3 • 7 B. + =s c. = 7 D. + 
If we added our two denominators together and placed the sum over the 
product of the denominators, would we have the right answer? 
try it and see if the answers check: 
11 1-1TlJ-
1 
t '1 
1 
'B' 
1t1: f II 
! ~ X 
Do these examples the short way: 
Now do them the long way: 
1 1 
t ! + ! 1 1 
'B' '9 
Do the answers check? 
1 
+1 
1 
.2.. 
1+1-~ '9-
lt1= 
"1 9 
Let's 
----
2 7:$ 
273 
=8 
A short way t o add two unlike fractions with numerators of one is as 
follows : 
l o the denominators to find t he n~ denominator. 
---
the denominators to make the new numerator. 
---
Part II 
Let's see what happens When we add two unlike fractions having like 
numerators of more than one: 
4 X 3: 
--
4 + 3 = 
--
1 + : 14, or 1 x :14 
Here we must add the denominators (4 + 3) and multiply the sum (7) by 
the common numerator (2). Thus: 
Do you think t his short method woul d work if our common numerator were 
t hree? 
----
1 + 2.: ( 5 + 9) X 3 :: 
5 9 5x9 --
Try thi 1!1 example the usual way: 
2. 
5 
+ 1 
9 
Did you get the same answer? -------
Z7S 
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Would this short method work in an example such as t + t in Which our new 
denominator need not be the product of the two denominators (4 x 6)? 
Here we have two possible common denominators. They are and 
--- ---
Let's do the example first with 12 as the common denominator and then with 24. 
Which example was easier? 
----------------------
Now let's try this by the new method using 12 as the o.ommon denominator: 
4 + 6 = 10 10 X 3 : 30 
Would 2Q. be the correct answer? 
12 
Would ~ be the correct answer?: -----
.. 
To get the correct answer must we always multiply the two denominators together? 
Do these examples by the new method: 
Now do the same examples the usual way using the smalleat possible common 
denominator: 
2 
-9 
... 2 
b 
Do your answers check? 
To add two unlike fractions having like numerators _ 
1. the denominators to find the new denominator. 
------
2. the denominators. and multiply the sum by the common 
------
---------------------------· 
Do these examples the new way. Be sure to reduce the an~ers. 
i•i= 
7 8 
27b 
276 
.. ..... - - ..J 
Do the same examples the usual way. Again. be sure to reduce the an~erso 
2 
3 
+ 2 
2 
8 
+.2, 
9 
Do your answers check? 
4 
5 
+ 4 
9 
i 
7 
+2, 
8 
Check 
1. 
2. 
_3• 
~4. 
Which method of adding fractions would be easiest to do mentally? 
Why? 
one 
I like it very much. 
I like ito 
I don't like ito 
I dislike it very much. 
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Grade Seven* Activities 
1. An Easy Way to Add Long Columns 
2. An Old Method of Multiplication 
3. Another Old Method of Multiplication 
4. Finding Quotients in a Different Way 
5. Why? (Fractions) 
6. A Short Way of A<;iding Some Fractions 
7. .An Easy Way to Subtract Some Fractions 
8. other Ways to Add Mixed Numbers 
9. Another Way to Subtract Mixed Numbers 
10. Saving Yourself Work 
11. Squaring a Number 
12. A Special Case of Squaring a Number 
* Some of these activities may also be suitable for Grades Six and 
Eight. 
An ·Easy way to -.Acicf 'iorii _·aoiuDiris -
,. 
)(any years ago this addition method was used. 
789 
_-gus -
613J 
l7 
lJ 
"15:: ·'' 
164'7 
The sum of the ones' column is 17. We write the 17 so the 7 
is in the same column as the figures added. 
M 0 ' ' -· • 0' ' •• • • ·- • •oM 0 ~ • ooO ' 0 0 
The sum of the tens' column is 13. We write the 13 so the 3 
is in the same column as the figures added. 
.. . . - . - . . . . ·- -~ . . 
The sum. of the hundreds' column is 15. We write the 15 so 
- . - - . . . -. ~ . . - .. '. . 
the 5 is in the same column as the figures added. 
- . . . . -
We get the answer 1647 b~ addi~~- 17 
Now let us add- 389 
332 
587 liio 
--rff 
"20 
'i$ ~ ' 
1778 
"lJ 
'i5 ··: ,· 
=t647 
The sum for the ones' column is 18. We write the 18 so the 8 
is in the same column as the figures added. 
' . . . . - - . - . . - . . - --~ - .. 
Next fe fin~ t _he sum of the .,...__....,.._column. The siim ·is---
Vlhere do we write it? 
~·;/ 
279 
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Now we f'ind the sum of' the column. The sum is • 
------ ------
Where do we write the sum? 
How do we get 1778? 
Now let us rhld. the answe:ts to the examples on this pag_~ by this 
method. 
84 77 99 
77 19 89 17 
3.6. :)1, 5.~ _,2: 
54 65 13 37 
- - -
~
501 586 
554 "951 
290 $64 581 9476 5ll 470 ""278 
Ji~~ -~$7 632 _7_~49 
. 19 97 "849 445 
-
-
Adding this way is easy because • 
------------------~-------
Check the method you prefer. 
Re~~ m~th?d ____ 
Ancient method 
Give reasons for your choice. 
Check one 
1. I iike it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3~ I don't like it. 
~4. I dislike it very much. 
~'({I 
~ s:.t , 
10 ...L 
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An Old Method of Multiplication 
One of the oldest methods of multiplying is the gelosia or grating method 
which was used in Italy some 500 years ago. The English knew this as the 
"lattice" method. 
The lattice is a rectangle cut up into squares according to the number 
of digits in the multiplier and multiplicand. These small squares are cut 
by diagonals. 
The diagram below shows haw this method of long . ago looks when we have 
' ·. ': '. . :. ~ - ' . 
completed our multiplication of 546. by 34• -.,/ 
3 
7 2 
Now let's do one step at a timeo 
h · 6 First 546-is written so that each 
. ~-· . · · . . ~c 
3 figure is ~bove···"~ ; colunm of ~ll: · 
2 
3 
2 
squares. Notice ·where .:t?be ,fig:q.:r~s 
in .J2 are writ:ten. 
Diagonal line~- are dr'a:wn -so tP.at 
each small square is diVided i.lit.o 
two parts. 
Next we multiply the 6 in 546 by .. the 
. . ' . 
3 in 32. .f ± 6 • ~ - Notice . 
--'---'----
where the 1 : ~a the . 8 in 18 are written~ . 
3 
2 
5 4 6 
3 
2 
When we multiply 4 by 3, what do we 
write in the square under the 4? 
Why do we write 15 in the square 
under the 5 and opposite the 3? 
Then we multiply 6·, 4, .and 5 by the 
2 in 32. Where do 'we_, write each 
answer? 
· in the squar~ under 6; and 
--------- -
opposite _g. 
----=""---'.....;...;..- -'in ·the squa:re under __ 
and ·. opposite • 
------
Notice that we write -Q in the left 
·half of the square unde-r 4. 
-------- in the-· square under 
------and. opposite--------· 
Beginning at the lower right corner, 
we add the figures in each diagonal 
row. Notice where. we write 2, the 
sum for the first diagonal row. 
Look at the hext row. 
8 +.- i '* '8=. • What f'igure +------d'· 
did we vtrite? What 
figure did we carry?· 
Why is the sum of .the next row 4 
instead of 3? ·--------------
7 2 
We start at the ·upper left corner and 
1 
read the answer a~ 17~472. 
7 
How can you check this ansW'er? 
Let us study the diagram below to see why this method gives us the 
correct product. 
Multiplicand 
lOO's l's 
10 1s 
Multiplier 
l's 
].00 1 s l's 
_____..::71 
~ ~es = 12 ones 
( ~: ~ ~~ns = 8 
-----
2x.5 =10 
----- --------
The old method follows the same as our method. 
-----
The old method· helps. us to ------ our method better. 
Let us study ha~ t,he prOduct of 487 x 39 is found using the gelosia 
method and them checking with Qur re~ar method •. 
Jl. 
8 
The product is -----· 
3 
9 
487 
X 39 
Nm~ use the gelosia method to find the answers for the following examples. 
Check your work with the method we use today. 
168 X 53 r= 
247 X 93 ""' 
18 X 75 :: 
2].2 X 673 a 
1678 X 429 • 
Z9b 
2·86 · 
In a sentence or two tel l which method you pre.fer and why • 
What is the value of learning the gelosia method?' 
Arrange the fol1owing words under the correct method: 
difficult, incorrect, long, new, old, short. 
Gelasia Method 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike i t. 
2!17 
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Our Method 
Another Old Method of Multiplication 
Multiplication has not always been done as we do it now. The method 
explained below was used many years ago to multiply two .. numbers, such as 35 
and 26. 
First write 35 and the figure 1 beside it, 
This means that 1 x 35 is 35. 
Next double the 35 and the 1. Write 70 and a 2. 
This means that 2 x 35 is 70. 
35 
70 
Then double both the 70 and · the. 2'. 
This means that 4 x ____ is J.40. 
~I 
~I 
Then double both the 140 and -the ----· 
35 
70 
140 
280 
This means the -b,::- x is • 
-------- --~~ 
]1. 
2 
4 
. . , 
Then double both~ the 280 and the • 
35 
70 
140 
280 
560 
----
1 
2 
4 
This means the x is • 
-------- -------- ---------
When we multiply 26. and 35 we are putting 35 together------- times. 
Therefore we now pick out numbers on the right that add up to exactly 26. 
Look at the tables beloW for the steps that follow. 
35 ]. 70 ~ 
70 2 280 8 
140 4 560 16 
280. 8 
560' 16 
2, 8, and 16 add up to -----· 
So :add 10, 280, and 560 to find the ans\.ter for 26 x 35~ 26 x 35 • • 
-----
Multiply 26 x 35 in the usual way to see if your answer is correct. 
To multipq 46 by 35, first write 46 and the iigU;fe· 1 beside it. This 
means that 1 x 46 is • 
----
46 1 
Next double the 46 and the 1. Write 92 and 2. This means that 
2 k is 92. 
----
Then double both the 92 and t .he 2 • . The 184 and the 4 mean that 
4 x ---- is l64. 
46 1 
92 2 ].84 4 
Keep on doubling in this way until you can pick out numbers on the 'right 
that add up to exactly 3.5. 
46 1 
92 ~ 
184 4 
1, 2, and_......_ __ add up to 3.5. 
290 
f3·oo. 
,\;::.10' 
· so 'add 46, 92, and to find the answer for 3.5 times 46. 35 x 46 m . 
-
Multiply 46 by 3.5 in the usual way to see if you have the co:rrect answer~ 
To multiply 17 by 12 in., this wey-, you write 17 and a 1; 34 and a 2;· 
....;...;;...-;..__ _ .and a 4; ___ ......_ and ____ • Which numbers do you add to 
get the answer'l Why? 
Find the answers for the examples in the wa:y just explained. 
7 X 6423 : 11 X 641:::. 
19 X 125 "' 24 X 91 :ao 
Jl X 52 "" 25 X 94 = 
53 X 54.,. 42 ~ 115 ... 
48 X 76 = Jl X 684 : 
65 X 9J "" 129 X 215 "" 
Check 
1. 
-
2. 
__ 3. 
_4. 
Can you use this method to check your regular work in multiplication? 
Why or Why not? 
Is this method or the usual one easier?. Why'l 
one 
I like it very much. 
I like it. 
I don't like it. 
I d.lfislike it. 
292.. 
292 
Finding Quotients in a Different Way 
Let us try to find quotients for ~vision examples in different 
ways. 
12jjm 
Think 12 and 300 can be divided by 3. 
---
- ~- . -:- ~ 
.. 100 ........_ - -. - I .25 
3)306 .... - ~- 4)1'00 
-- .-..;;;If 
The quotient is 25. Check to see .if' 25 is the correct quotient. 
12)JOO 
Let us see ~y thiS"works •.. Two factors of 12 are 3 and __ • 
~nother way. t() writtt _12)j'QO ~s ~· We know that we can reduce the 
fraction _ 3~,_ b~ 3 and .vhen _by--~ - -
This .metboireQaires us. to use at least steps. 
~-· · 
An advantagt' in this different waY. of finding_ the~ quotient is 
• • •• • • • • < ,. - ~ • • ' • • • • • • 
that our d~visor$ have only digit. 
. . . ......,-..... 
Let us experiment with these examples. 
121'!50 
15J'I'TU 
12)465 
14)1!9d 
293 
293 
45)2565 
2B)2716 
Do you like this way of finding quotients? Why? 
Why can't we use this method with examples that have divisors like 
13, 19, 23? 
. - .. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
4. I dislike it very much. 
2'/'4 
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You have beEm told that it is :gossible to Dniltipll' or --·- - ·· both 
~ ·i\l.::~ 
·· .-: 1: :-: · · 
terms of a.fraction by the -- ., , _._ !)umber without chang:i.ng _the value 
------
of the fraction_~. _Let us qi~cqvE:r wh'f this is so. 
. ·,' ' . . . . 
TQ change .! to _: we . - - - · ·· -. -. bot~ terms bY- . . .·. · • Another 
2 ~ .. - ,_ - ' - . 
way to write t _hl,.s is ~~=' ~ --;:· or -~ x· j.- j •-~ What hapPenS when we 
·multip].(y any number by 1? 
Therefore, we have really_mu],.tiplied ! by and we have not changed 
' i 2 -----
the value of ! .. 
. 2. 
To change i to · we both terms by . · - · · - • Another way 
8 - .Ji ' ., . . 
to write this is .. 2 . _1! 2' or 2 -t 2. ! • ? Therefore, we have "-r.aaliv 8 ~- '2 'B' i '2: . . . . . \ -., ., 
divided !by --~- .. - and we . have not e~hg~d the '"Yillue of!. 
· 8 ·. ' . · · · · i .-._- .· · . • - ;t -:.' , . · · ' I~' -- ' '8 
We have . just discoverec:l that nitiltiplY-_ing __  Q:r dividini bot}} terms of a 
. -· .. . ,' '.. ;; . . .. . - . ' . 
fraction by: the same number is the s'ame as multiply:ing__or cJividing the 
.... - ~ ,·_-; .. ·-:· ··-~ ... " 
fraction . by --.-. .... • 
' ' 
Let us s~e if we c~n add the same number ·to the numerator and 
. >. '~. :: 
denominator of ~ '' rraction or subtract the same number from both terms 
-Gf _ a traction and g_~t an answer which is the same value JS the given 
fraction. 
First let us tzoy adding 1 to })oth ~erms of the ~action t . 
.3 -.- 1 = ...;. What happened_ to tll~. 1?-
f.a.-tl 5 ,, ' 4 . 
2'/:G 
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Now let us see what happened when we subtract 1 from both terms 
of the fraction z . 
6 .... . 
5 ~ i ·; 
~6---1 ,. s· 
. . 
·What happeneQ. to the ~? 
6 
~t happehed when we added the same nu.ber to both the numerator 
. -·· 
and te the depomlnator of a traction? 
What happened when We subtFacted the same number from both the 
numerator and the denomillator of a fraction? 
What happeped when we multiplied or divided both tpe numerator 
aq.Q. the h.enominator of a rractibn by th~ same number? 
We have just discovered thB.t we cannot 
"!"'. '\t"' ..•• ---
but we c~n ----
~96 
Check one 
1 . I like it very much. 
--
2. I like it • 
........--
J;. I don't like it. 
----
_4. I dislike it very much. 
~// 
'.297 
Let us add j and ft the usual way. 
What are the denominators fJl the origiJlal tractions? and 
What are the numerators. of the equiTalent fractions? . · aDd · 
._...,. -
# . , . 
What numbers d3d JOU. add to get the ~rator of the &n8'118r? _ and 
What ~bers did l'®. multiRt-z to ':~~ the denOilinator ot the &DB8r? 
( '·' . . . 
There is a short -~ to ~ ~ llnd {... First add ~ ~ _ tor 
the ~rator. Then mu1tipfJ' .: ' '~ ~- ·: _' _- : tor the denamina~~. 
~, ... ' ·. i . "' 
.· · 1 x? 1% 
To add j and ~~ first ~d ~ ~~d _ tor tll& numeratOf• Then 
~tipl.T~'bf ~for the_ deri4~tqr. j .... l= ~· Che{i ,-our 
anH19~ b.Y adding the tractipns- in ."th~ usual •1• 
i .' I ' . ,, 
Ar~ ~be anner s the same? 
', ' ·. ' 
. ROlf let us t~ __ to a~ iand J- .t~ll short . ~'--- . l.irst we add:_: and 
~ for he numerato~· Th•n' ;we multi:pl!' _ by ~ tor the denominator. 
·i 
I• 
1 ... ~. 
',-' 
Let ~8 <;heck the answer by ~ddi~ th~ tractions in the usual .,. • 
. -. 
. I I·* . / t. 
Are both answers the same? 
Let us try to add ~ 1! ~ the short wa"l• First we add _ _ a.nd 
for the numerator. Then we liiilltiply 
2. 1 
3~5= 
by for the denominator. 
----
tet us check the answer by adding tbe fractions in the usual way. 
Are both answers the same? 
---
Only when each of two fractions has for its numerator, can ~he 
-
fractions be added easily in your head. 
;<.C-f'-1 
?qg· 
· -:;;)~ 
Do the examples below in your head and write down your answers. Some-
times you will have to cbang~ yqur ans.,-ers to simpl~~t form. 
_; . . , r , .· ' •. ' 
1. 1 -t 1 • 
2 3 
1 . 1 
,; .... 1' - lij) 
' . 3 8 
~ i i..:. 
?• - ... - ... 5 2 
1 1· i .. 
·a"5"" 
1 i ... 9. - ... - -r 
· 4 6 
11. 1 1 .. , _.., __ 
4 10 
2 .. .! ... .! -
3 5 
4. ~ .... ~ = 
1 1 6.- .. -. 
' 5 6 
lO • .! ,. ! • 
6 8 
. 1 1 
12. - ... -- = 
. 10 16 
Check one 
1~ I like it very much • 
......-.. 
a. I like it. 
~ 
3· I don't like it. 
---4. I dislike it very much. 
-
:,jUU 
3-DO 
An Ea~ Way to Subtract some Fractions 
;'f . .'··· 
In the previous exercise we learned a short way to add some fractions. 
Let us see if we can use the same short method in the subtraction of 
fractions. 
,.:. )- . ; ' 
To subtract ~ trom ~ by t~e short method, first we ,ubtract the 
smaller from the larger. 
----
12 - 5 = 7. This 7 is the new • Then we multiply the two 
----
• 12 x 5 = 60. This 60 is the new • --~---- --~------
i ... ~~?_ -v · 
. .. ?-x?. -&r 
Check your answer by subtracting the fractions in the usual way. 
Are both llriswers the same? 
-----
. To subtract ~from ft by this method, first we subtract · from 
~ 
_. Then we multipl;r_ by • 
Why should we next qhan~e ~ to i?. 
-
1 1-
4- 'ff- -· 
Check your an~r by subtracting in th~ usual way • 
. 
Are both answer1=1 the same? 
301 
3D1. 
Let us try to 
from 5. 
~btract ~ from j the short ~· ~irst we subtract 
-· - - - ~ 1 . Then we multiply __ by .. : • J - ~ : _.....,.• ·Check 
--
the anwer by subtracting the .fractions in the usual way. 
Are both answers the same? 
---
Now let us try to s, btract b from t t~e short wq. 
subtract .- · · · · · from 12. Then we multiplv . by · · · · 2 - 7· = 
First we .. 
fl. --· j -!2' 
Let us check the answe:r by subtracting the fractions in the usual way. 
Are both answers the same? 
---
We have learned from the above information that only ihen each of 
•f .· 
two fractions has for its numerator, can the fractions be ·subtr.acted 
--
eas!L~ in our head . 
Do the examples below in your head and write d01m your answers. 
Then subt:ract in the usUal way to check the answer~ .you found. 
' . 1, ' 
1_1_ 
:J ~-
1 1-
~ 3-
1 1-
,--g-
1 1 • 
~-m 
i i ~-:;· 
1 1 
r;-'B'· 
i ·i ' . 
'ff- ~ 
1 1 -~-m-
• 
Check one 
__ )41 I li~e it v~i-y much. 
2. I like it. _ , 
3. I don•t like it. 
-
_4. I dislik~ it very mueh. 
3"'3 
~ . - . - . . . 
Other Ways t o Add Mixed Numbers 
Let ~s try to _ think of other ways to work addition examples 
containing mixed numbers. 
. • -~ . •. . . - . -. ·•. - - --J · . - .. 
One way is shown below: 
3!4 
,.. ' A ' • ' ' o ' ' ' • o ~ • , • • o - ' 0 ' • ~ ~ 0 0 ' o 0 " • 
We ehabged the' mixed numbers to • 
--------~------------------~-------
Use the method shown above to add these examples. Check each 
example in -~he regular way. 
2 1 
. 'l 
1 
3 J • 
1 
3 ~· 
4 1 1! 
6 1 
.. 4 
1 
J ~:1 · 
4 1 
.. 0 
3 3 4 
1 1 
' -
Which method do you prefer and why? 
Try to think of other ways to work addition examples containing 
mixed numbers. You may use your method with these examples. 
4 2 ? ~ j 6 
3. 4 1 5 ,.3,1! 
__._ 
............. 
3 1 t 
1 
-2,, 
-2 4j 
. 1 ) _Ii 
-
1 1 
.. ~ 
2 .6 .~ 
What is the value of knowing_ more than one way of adding mixed 
numbers? 
-
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don'~~~ke it. 
___ 4. I dislike it very much. 
.30.S 
3Q5 
3D6 
- . . ~ . - . . 
.Ariother Way to Subtract Mixed Numbers 
In the previous exercise we learned another way to add mixed number~. 
Let us study the work below to see how this same method can be used when 
. . 
subtracting 1 from 11. j ~ 
In the work above we cliang~d the mixed ·~wnber;, ~to--------
Let us try to use the method shown above wth the following_ exmilples. 
Check each example in the regular way. 
1 
, - 25-
Which method do you prefer? ___ ~- Why? 
307 
307 
What is the value of knpwing more than one way of subtractj,ng fractions? 
Chec:k one 
.;L~ I like it ve~y much. 
- · -
---~ ~ I like it. 
3. !'11-en' t like it. 
-
4. I dislike it very m~ch. 
-
Saving Yourself Work 
You can often save yourself work by changing a large fraction to 
its simplest form. For example when you find 'What per cent 7 is of 
175, you can use the fraction ~ in~tead of the t~•etion _!_. Why can 
. . g . . ~· m 
you do this? 
It ~ou had to find what p~r cent 165 is of 231, why could you use 
the traction ~? 
7 
To change· 165 to Z. you may first divide 165 ~nd 231 by 3. Why? 
. t31 7' 
Does 165 equ~l ~? 
23.l · . 77 
What do you do next? 
What .is the simplest fraction you can use to find lri,)at per cent 
336 is of 384? 
How can yo.u tell by looking at two numbers whether or not you 
can divide both of them exactly by 2? 
By 5? 
..108 
308. 
Can you divide exactly by 3 some numbers that end in 4? 
---
That end in 5: 
---
Write each fraction as a per cent. First change ~ch fraction 
to the simplest form that you can. 
l!L 
104 
121 
165 
-450 
198 
-270 
Why? 
12. 
297 
2000 
j'I8' 
600 
Do you like using simpler fractions to find per cents? -----
3ocr 
309 
.:J/U 
310 
Check one 
1~ I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
-
__:_4. I dislike it very much. 
Squaring_ a Number 
Squaring a number means multiplying a n~ber by itself. You will 
often need to square a number in your arithme~ic work. 
Study anlf complete this table: 
2x2 may be wr;l.ttf!n as 22 and read as 2 square9,. 
3x.3 may be "'Qj!itten as 
lOxlO 
~~Ill 
I I 
';'; 
II 
Q •••• • • • • • • ...... 
••••• . . . . . . • ••••• 
·····~ ·~···· •••••• 
and read as 
\ 
Thi~ diagt"$1Il . shqws that: 
.32 = 22 ... 2 ... .3 
.3 2 : 4 .. 2 'f .3 
.32 = 9 
;j' r 
31:f 
••••• . . . . . . ••••• 
••••• le••••• • •••• 
••••• 1- ••••• • •••• 
I I ~~ 
II 
lj~ 
~~ 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
2 4 shows that: 
42 = .32 ... .3 ., 4 
42 = 9 ., .3 .. 4 
42 = 16 
Make a diagam to show that 52 • 4 2 ., 4 ~ 5 
52 - 16 1' 4 1' 5 
52 = 25 
102 • 100. Then 112 = 102 +. 10 1' 11 
u2 • 100 ... 10 + 11 
112. 
3/t.. 
312 
Use the method shown on the preceding page to find these answers. 
Find 122. 
Find 132. 
Find the sq~ares of the numbers from 1 to 20. 
22. 92. 
J2. 102. 
42. 112. 
)2 .. 122 • 
62. 132 = 
?2 • 142• 
Now try to write a rule describing this method of squaring a 
number. 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
-
· 4. I dislike it very much. 
A Speci~l Case of Squaring Numb~s 
Let .us square 25 the usual way. 
-
--
-
-- / 
-
- ~ -~> x-~z5r: 
125 \ 
" 5-6 " 1 
..... --
--- 62$,. 
,.. '__/ / 
/ Now let us try __ it another way. 5 x 5 = 25. Therefore the answer I - ... - . ·- · . ----
1 ends in 25. The number before the ending _  25 can be optained by I . . - .. ·- ... . -. .. . ... . . ... . ... . . .... .. . - . . . .. - ... ··-· , . ... --- ..... -..._.. ______ ----..: _.. .. 
multiplying t~e tens number» _(?), times the tens numb~r plus one (2 + 1) 
or (3). 2 _x ~ = 6. 252 • 625. 
LE!t US. try-_ it with_J,52, _ 5 x 5 __ = 2~. ~he answer ~1 ~nd in 25. 
Tn~ figures b~fore tne en~ins 25 will be _the tens number, (3), times 
(3 ~ 1) or (4). 3 x 4 ~ 12. 3S~~ 1225. 
Is the answer correct? 
---.. 
Now: -l _et us t _r;y: it lfit~_-_24:2· . :_4-Jt -~ ~ :1._6._ --- ~~--a.n:·~er lfill end-- in 16. 
The number- before the e11ding_ 16 w;i-11 be the tens numb,r» (2:), 'tfimes· 
) - ... ..... _ . ... .. •• .• • • • .. ! • 
(2. + 1) or (J). Z X 3 = 6o 242 81 616. 
Is the answer correct? 
Let us try it with 43~. 3 x· 3 ~ 9. The answer lPJ.l em in 9. The 
- .... -· .. -- -.,. 
number before . ~he ending 9 will be the te~s r1uml:ler, (4), times (4 +- l) or 
5. 4. x 5 IIi ZOo 43~ • 20!jlo · Is the answ:~r correq1t?_~ _ .!C _ 
.. . ""' - x 43 
From the numbers squared we w.pu.ld assume onlx numbers ending_ in 
31.5' 
3~ 5 
... .. . . . ... ... . . .. . .. ... ' --
can be s'quared this other ·~way . 
Let us have some practice . u~·ing tl;le new method. 
Which method do you prefer? 
Give reasons for your preference o 
Check one 
1. I like it very much . 
2.. I like it .. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
___ 4. I dislike it very much . 
Grade Eight* Activities 
1. Powers of Numbers 
2. Prime Numbers 
3. Factors 
4. Prime Factors 
5. Remainders 
6. Interesting Denominators 
1. Using Whole Numbers to Divide Fractions 
8. Numbers Larger than Billions 
9. Using Powers of Ten to Write Large Numbers 
10. Large Numbers with a Decimal Point 
ll. Making Large Numbers Easier to Bead 
12 • Base Five 
13. Base Seven 
14. Base Eight 
15. The Duodecimal System 
16. The Binary System 
17. Adding Numbers in Base Five 
lB. Adding Numbers in Base Seven 
19. Adding Numbers in Base Eight 
20. Adding Numbers in the Duodecimal System 
21. Adding Numbe:'s in the Binary System 
* Some of these activities m~ also be suitable for Grades Seven and 
Nine. 
Powers of Numbers 
We have learned that 4~ is 4 square and that it J!leans 4 x 4. 
42 • • We ~y also think of 42 as 4 to the se.cond power. 
I3 ·th-e ·number of square feet in a lot 60 feet by 60 feet equal 
to 602'1' 6o2 • 
---
You probably recall that we have also used the square in 
connection with finding the area of a circle. 
Now let us look at the mpnber, ~3. Read this numb~r as 5 cube .• 
It means 5 x 5 x 5. • It also means 5 to the :third power. 
., 
Is the volume or number of cubic inches in a box 3 :tn. by 3 in. 
by .3 in. eq\l,al to .3.3? 
.3.3 -
---
Now let us write what each of the . followin~ equals. 
24 is read 2 to the power. 
--~ 
24 means ~ :A x 
---- ----- ----- -~~ 
1.3 is read 
1.3 means 
102 is read 
10~ means 
102 II 
.jl f 
:3_7 
/ 
43 is read 
43 means 
43 • 
25 is read 
25 means 
3b. is read 
34 means 
34. 
26 is read 
26 means 
26 = 
15 is read 
15 means 
15 • 
The power of a .number tells us hol'f many times a number is to 
be multiplied br • 
- - . 
Check one 
-. 
___ 1. I like it v$ry much. 
2. I like it. 
---. ' 
___ 3. I do~•t like it. 
___ 4. I dislike it very much. 
-?I 1 
.1}-f P 
U _1 t . 1 
Pr:ilne Number s 
The number 2 cannot be divided by any number except itself and 1. 
Can 3 be divided by any number except itself and 1? Can 7 be 
---
divided by any number except itself and 1? 2, 3, and 7 are 
---
.. ' ~ 
pr:ilne numbers. 
A number that cannot be divided by anY- .number except and 
- . 
is called a _prime number. 
---
Is 1 a prime number? Why? 
Kake a list of as many prime numbers as you can between 1 and 
100. 
There is only one prime number that is an even number. What is 
it? 
---
Why are the following not prime numbers:: 39, 49, 51, 57, 77, 
87, and 93? 
-------------------
tOok at your list of prime numbers. Correct any mistakes that you 
see in it. 
320 
3Zl 
Check one 
1* I like it very much. 
a:. I like i t. 
3. I don't l i ke it. 
- 4. I disli ke it very much. 
~ 
Factors 
We can g~t the number 30 by mu.ltiplyj,ng_ 5 x 6. 5 and 6 are .ta.ctors-
of ..30. _We can also ,get JO by mu.ltip],.yi.Ilg 2 x 3 x 5. 2, 3, and 5 are 
factors or 30. 
There are some other sets of factors for 30. What are they? 
Should we include 1 x 30? 
--- ~ ------------------~-
Altogether how many sets of factors for thirty are there? 
There are nine sets of factors for 36. Write as many as you can in 
the space below. 
How many sets of factors for 36 did you find? 
Is it correct to say that the only factors or a prime number are 
f, 
1 and the number its.elf? __ _ 
Write as many sets of factors as you can for each of the followin~ 
numbers. You may use the back of these pages if you wish. 
3~.C 
:322 
25 27 21 
20 37 16 
48 100 80 
Is it correct to say that the larger the number, the more sets of 
factors there are? 
----
Cheek one 
1. I like it very mucho 
2. I like it. 
-
_3• I don't like ito 
4. I dislike it very mucho 
3Z3 
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Prime Factm:'s 
Make as many sets of factors as you can for the number 84. 
Which sets have 1 prime number? 
Which sets have c prime numbers? 
Which sets have 3 prime numbers? 
~ich sets have all prime numbers? 
The sets that have ali prime numbers are the prime factors of 84. 
How many sets of prime factors does 84 have? ------
Make as many sets of factors as you can for 25. 
In how many sets are the factors all prime numbers? 
Make as many sets of factors as you can for 36. 
In how many sets are the fact,ors all prime number s? 
32'f 
324 
How many sets of prime factors can a number have? 
Check one-
1. I like it very much • 
. 2. I like it. 
_3. ~ don•t like it. 
4. I dislike it very much. 
-
----
325 
325 
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Remainders 
Let us change ! and ~ to decimal fractions. 
3 3 
What happens, no matter how many decimal places we have? 
Now let us chang~ ~ and ~ to decimal fractions. 
What happens? 
Change each of the following corrnnon fractions to decinal 
fractions. Divide each to four decimal places. 
1 2 
9 9 
~ 2 
9 9 
7 8 
9 9 
Do you notice anith~~~unusu~l ~bout your answers?------------------
Explain what you have discov~red. 
Change ! to a decimal. Divide until you have 12 figures in your 
' 1 
answer. 
What do rou think the next 6 fi~e$ will be? ~-...,.- .,----
·~ is it foolish to divide more than four places in changing 
£i to a decimal? 
Divide to 12 places to change Jl to a decimal. 
. . 13 
Write the next six decimal placef:l without dividing. 
Why can you do this? 
This study help~;~ one to recognize whe'n further division is 
-----
See if you can find out some interesting_ and valuable facts about 
decimal fractions when dividin~ oth~r common fractions. 
Check one 
1 . I l ike it very much .. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't like it. 
- 4. I dislike it very much. 
interesting Denominators 
Let us find the prime factors of 16. 
Let us find the prime fact ors of 40. 
Let us find the prime factors of 64. 
How many sets of prime factors can a number have? 
----
A. Which of the following common fractions cari be changed to decimals 
3 
16 
i ' 
-64 
~o that there is no r~mainder? 
1 
9 
11 
30 
...:) /... -1 
329 
• 
a. Let us l ist each o£ the above fract i ons that we could change 
to a decimal ~tho~~ a remainder. 
c. Now let us find the prime factors for the denominator of each 
fraction in List B. 
and are the only numb~rs that we have for the prime 
---
numbers of the above denominators. 
~at can we do witp-·a·-rra"Ctton;··whose denpm±nator· ha·s· ·only __ _ 
and for prime factors? 
-f. 
Check one 
1 . I like it very much. 
-
2. I like it. 
_. 
3\. I don't like it. 
-
4. I dislike it very much. 
-
330 
Using Whole Numbers ·to Divide Fractions 
.39 • 6 1/2 may be written as a fraction. 39 
.;;.:6,_. o::-1/:-2 
Now let us write the fraction again, but let us change the mixed number to an 
improper fraction. 39 Read it, "39 over 13/2. 11 
I.3 
2 
33/ 
We know that we can multiply the numerator and the denominator of a fraction 
by the ----- number without changing the value of the fraction. So let us 
multiply both the numerator and the denominator by 2. We multiply by 2 
because 2 is the denominator of 13/2 • 
.39 X 2 
... 13 
2 x2 
When we multiply by 2, we get rid of the fraction 13/2. 
~=39x2 
.!J_ X e 13 
~ 
1 
Now let us finish the example. 
39 X 2 = 78 = 6 
1.3 13 
Is the answer for 78 • 13 the same as th~ answer for 39 • 6 1/2? 
-----
Divide 39 by 6 1/2 to be sure. 
To divide 100 by 6 1/4, using whol•· numbers, first let us write the 
fraction over • 
------ ------
100 
? 
Let us write the fraction again, but let us change the mixed number to 
an improper fraction. 
100 
? 
4 
Let us multiply both the 100 and the improper fraction by 4. 
Why do we use 4? 
100 X 4 
? 
" X 4 4 
Why would it not help to multiply by 2? 
100 X 4 = ----• 
25 X 4 = • 4 ----
What do we do next? 
100 + 6 1/4 = 
400 = ? 
25 
Is the answer for 400 + 25 the same as the answer for 100 + 6 1/4? 
In the next example, 12 3/4 divided by 5 5/8 can be written as the 
fraction over • 
----- -----
Let us change each mixed number to ----· 
Let us try -multiplying each of them by 4. 
51 X 4 
4 
45 X 4 
-g 
Do we get rid of both fractions2 
How let us try multiplying each of them by 8. 
What happens? 
51 X 8 
4 
45 X B 
5 
3..11:. 
.nn2 u ·. 
Should we use 4 or 8 for the multiplier? 
How is the 2 ~ found below? 
2 
51 X$ 
""l 
-
_;;1;;.._..-=-- - 102 ... 2 4 
1 -"'"13 E 
45 X$ 
"""J 
1 
Is the answer correct? Divide in the usual way to check 
your answer. 
Do each example below in the way explained above. To check your work,. 
divide in the way you usually do. 
25 + 8 1/3 = 
15 3/4 • 2 1/4 = 
25 1/4 • 7 1/2 = 
5 5/6 • 1 1/3 -
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
'33...:1 
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Numbers Larger 1he.n Billions 
Scientists often find it necessary to use numbers larger than billions. 
..13~ 
334 
For exwmple. they measure the distance of stars from the earth in light years. 
and a light-year is equal to about 6 trillion miles. This is the distance light 
will travel in one year. One trillion is equal to 1000 billion. 
Write one trillion in fig1:1res: _ ________ _ 
How many zeros does it have? 
How many plaoes does it have? 
The next group of numbers to the left of trillion would be quadrillions. 
Write one quadrillion in figures: 
How many zeros does it have? 
How many places does it have? 
Is one quadrillion equal to 1000 trillions? 
If a star were two light-years away from the earth, it would be about 
how many miles away? Write the number of miles in figures. 
It a star were five light-years away from the earth. it would b'e about 
how many miles away? 
There is no limit to the size of numbers. If you are interested in 
learning more about large numbers 11 look up "'numeration" in a large dictionary 
or in an encyclopedia. 
Check one 
1. I like it very mu~~ ____ 3• I don't like it. 
2. I like ito ___ 4. I dislike it very muoh. 
Using Powers of Ten to Write Large Numbers 
10 2 means 10 square, or • 
----
102 is also called 10 to the second power. 
'When you find 10 to the second power, how many zeros are there in ·the answ'er? 
103 means 10 to the third power. 103 • ----· 
How many zeros are there in the answer? 
104 means 10 to the power. 
-----
104. 
----· 
How many zeros are there in the answer? 
How do you know 'Without multiplying that 105 equals 100,000? 
Mathematicians and scientists often write very large numbers by using 
powers of ten. For example, 2 x 107 equals 2 x 10,000,000, or ao,ooo,ooo. 
Check 
1. 
2. 
____). 
_4. 
108. 
1016 = 
4 x 106 = 4 x , or 
-----------------~ --------------
5 x 109 = 5 x , or 
---------------- ------------------
3 X 1014: 
9 X 1010 • 
one 
I like it very much. 
I like it. 
I don't like it. 
I dislike it very much. 
Large Numbers with a Decimal Point 
33b 
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Let us see ~at 4.3 billion dollars means. Does .3 billion • 300.000.000? 
1,000,000,000 
X •3 
How do we know that 4.3 billion : 4.300,000,000? 
Write 8.9 million in figures, without a decimal point. 
--------------------
Write 5.4 billion in figures, without a decimal point. -------------------
· - ' r: ;_ ..• _,. 
W~i te the _following in figures, without a decimal point: 
.2 million 
4.7 billion 
5.2 billion 
8.3 million 
a:>.5 million 
67 .·4 billion 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
-
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very much. 
S37 
Making Large Numbers Easier to Read 
Sometimes a large number is easier to read and understand if you round 
it off and then write it with a decimal point. For example • the number 
219.137.392 is 219.100,000 rounded off to the nearest hundred thousand. 
Since 100 thousand is .1 of a million. you can write 219,100,000 as 219.1 
million • . 
To write 319.467, 281 with a decimal point • first round off the number 
to the nearest hundred thousand because 100 thousand = .1 
-------
Write the number with a decimal point • 
--------------------------------
To write 5.378,106,250 with a decimal point, first round off the number 
to the nearest hundred million because 100 million • .1 • 
------------
Write the number with a decimal point ------------------·• 
To write 'Zl ,102.411 with a decimal point, first round off the number to 
the nearest hundred • 
------
'Why? 
Write the nl:tmb&r with a decimal point . • 
----~--------------------------
Round off each large number below and write it with a decimal point. 
2,401,285 
9.~8,105 
21,.475,004 
6, 276,001,279 
78,417,522,111 
214,790 , 3W, 524 
Check one 
lo I like it very much. 
2o I like it. 
_3· I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it very mucho 
33?f 
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Base Five 
Ours is a decimal number system. Each place has a value or base of ten. 
We have ten symbols-D., 1, 2, 3, 4:, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Zero is used as a 
place holder. The number 1111 really means 1 thousand + 1 hundred + 1 ten + 1 one. 
1 th~and hunrd trn 1 ~·1 
There are other number systems. Let us study the system based on five. 
In Base Five only these symbols are used--0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. The number 
llll in Base Five means 1 one hundred twenty-five + ~ twenty-five + 1 five + 1 one. 
one hundred twenty-five twenty-five five one 
.1 1 1 1 
Study the table below. 
Base Ten Base Five 
number meanin number meanin 
1 1 one ' 1 one 
---
2 2 ones 
. ·: ".: 2 ones 
3 ~ RB~~ 
4 4 P~~s 4 ones 
5 $. ()P!='fJ 1 five + 0 ones 
--
----- - ··-· -
6 .6 ones, :\- five + 1 one 
~-----
7 7 ones 12 1 five + 2 ones 
8 8 ones 1 five + 3 ones 
9 9 ones 1 five + 4 ones 
10 1 ten + 0 ones 2 fives • 0 ones 
In Base Ten after all the symbols we:I"e used what did-we use next? 
!• ·• • .· . ' ' 
In Base Five what did we use to represent 5? 
, • , .... 
In Base Five what should we use to represent our next number after 1.4? 
Now finish the table 
Base Ten 
munber . meaning 
ll 1 ten + 1 one 
12 1 ten + 2 ones 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
·2D 
2!1. 
22 
23 
24 
2.5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
1 ten * 3 ones 
Base Five 
b num .er meaning check 
2rl 
21 2 fives + 1 one 5)UL 
Zr2 
Z2 2 fives + 2 ones 5)12 
2r3 
23 2 fives + 3 ones 5)13 
.. 
.. 
5tJ; 
If you Wish_, you ·may continue counting. Use the back of this paper to 
· write your numbers. 
Complete the exercises below:: 
56 (Base Ten) = 
(Base Ten) = 
83 (Base Ten) = 
(Base Ten) = 
94 (Base Ten) = 
Cheek one 
1. I like i t ve~y much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3e I don't like it. 
___ 4. I dislike it. 
300 
400 
(Base Fi. ve) 
(Base Five) 
(Base Five) 
(Base Five) 
(Base Five) 
3'1/ 
341 
Base Seven 
Let us study the number s.ystem based on seven. 
In Base Seven only these symbols are used: 0., 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., and 6. The 
number 1lll in Base Seven means 1 three hundred _forty-three + 1 forty-nine • 
1 seven + 1 one. 
three hundred forty-three 
1 
How do we get the forty-nine? 
forty-nine 
]. 
How do we get the three hundred forty-three? 
Study the table below. 
Base Ten Base Seven 
I seven l one 1 
number number meaning check 
]L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
3 
4 
5 
6 
@)-
@-
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
3 ones 
4 ones-
5 ones 
1 seven + 2 ones 
' .. ·: 
1 se~n + J ones 
1 seven + 4 ones 
1 seven + 5 ones 
1 seven + 6 ones 
2 sevens + 0 ones 7)14 
.3.JfZ 
3.1·2 
I 
In Base Ten, after all the symbols were used, what did we use next1 
In Base Seven, what do we use to represent 7?.' 
In Base Seven, what should we use to represent our next number after 
16?.' 
Now finish the table. 
Base Ten 
number 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2.9 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
number 
23 
Base Seven 
meaning check 
- - - ·~ ---·- - -
2 sevens • 2 ones 
2 sevens • 3 ones 
2 sevens • 4 ones 
31-/:3 
3/~-3 
• 
If you wish, you may continue counting. Use the back of this paper to 
write your numbers. 
Complete the exercises below. 
(Base Ten) 56 (Base Seven) 
42 (Base Ten) (Base Seven) 
(Base Ten) 64 (Base Seven) 
39 (Base Ten) (Base Seven) 
(Base Ten) 200 (Base Seven) 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it • 
Base Eight 
Let us study the number system based on eight. 
In Base Eight, only these symbols are used~ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 1. 
The number llll in Base Eight means 1 five hundred twelve * 1 sixty-four + 1 
eight + 1 one. 
five hundred twelve 
1 
How do we get the sixty~fc;ru:r? .. 
sixty-four 
]._ 
.. : .. ; 
;"" :' ... ~. ~: . 
How do we ge'jj the five hun~d "(jwelve'?: 
~ . ' ~ . '. ~ ~ 
Study the:· table below. 
eight 
1 
Base Ten Base Eight 
mnnber check ~umber . meanin~ 
crr- - -- - -1 -on~- - - - - -s}~ 1 
one; - - --sff!L (g)/ ·:- -----2 2 
Or3 
3 J: 3 ones 8)3 
Or4 
4 4 4. ones 8)4 
Or5 
5 5 5 ones 8)5 
Or6 
6 6 6 ones 8)6 
Or7 
1 1 1 ones 8~ 
---
- - ·--- _. 
·a @-
--~ :~!: :::;·- ~· - -~ 9 @--
lr2 
10 12 1 eight + 2 ones 8)10, 
ll 13 1 eight + 3 ones ~· 8 
lr4 
12 14 1 eight + 4 ones 8)ll2-
lr5 
13 15 1 eight + 5 ones s)m 
1r6 
14 16 1 eight + 6 ones 8)14 
lr7 
15 17 1 eight + 1 ones 8)15 
16 2 eight + 0 ones 8)16 
3"--.S 
3 <t5 
In Base Ten, after all the symbols are used, what do we use next'l 
In Base Eight what do we use t~ represent 8? 
. . '· -·1 ~ ,. . 'i-... , . . 
In Base Eight what shou+,~ '#ff U:Se' to represent our next number after 
17?. 
Now f inish the table. 
Base Ten Base Eight 
number 
l '( 
18 
19 
20 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
29 
30 
31 
32 
number meaning check 
23 2 eights + 3 ones 
24 2 eights + 4 ones 
If you wish, you may conti1ue counting. Use the back of this paper to 
write your numbers. 
Complete the exercises below. 
38 (Base Ten) 
(Base Ten) 
47 (Base Ten) 
(Base Ten) 
59 (Base Ten) 
(Base Ten) 
Check one 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
_3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
(Base Eight) 
45 (Base Eight) 
(Base Eight) 
350 (Base Eight) 
(Base Eight) 
500 (Base Eight) 
The Duodecimal Slstem 
Let us study the duodecimal system, a number system based on twelve. 
34-~ 
348 
In the duodecimal system these symbols are used: 0, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 
8, 9~ x, and E. 
x is read as dek. E is read as el. 10 is read as do, and comes from the 
word dozen. 
The number llll in the duodecimal system ~ans 1 one thousand seven hundred 
twenty-eight + 1 one hundred forty-four + 1 twelve + 1 one. 
one thousand seven hundred one hundred twelve one 
twenty-eight forty-four 
l l l l. 
How do we get one hundred forty-four? 
How do we get one thousand seven hundred twenty-eight 1· 
Study the table below. 
Decimal System 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
JL8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Duodecimal System 
number meaning check 
@- - - - c- - - - l ;n; - - -- - - - ~1fJ? 
®'--- -- -- - -2-o~e;-- --- ~ i2ffiJ 
Or3 
3 3 ones 12~ 
· Or4 
4 4 ones 12~ 
. Or5 
5 5 ones 12~ 
Or6 . 
6 6 ones 12~ 
. Or7 
7 7oMs ~~ 
o:r8 
8 8 ones 12w-
Or9 
9 9 ones 12~ 
0!>10 
x 10 ones 12)jl~ 
,@~11 
E ·11 ones ~)11 
@ - - - -1 twelve * 0 on~s- - - f2J~ 
@) - - - - l ;elv; .; 1- o;e - - -~ - ifTl~ 
lr2 
12 1 twelve + 2 ones 12}14 
1!•3 
13 1 twelve + 3 ones 12~~ 
lr4 
14 1 twelve + 4 ones 12~ib 
lr5 
15 1 twelve + 5 ones 12)17 • 
1r6 
16 1 twelve + 6 ones ~)18 
lr7 
17 1 twelve + 7 ones 12)19 
1r8 
18 1 twelve + 8 ones 12)20 
J..:i:-9 
19 1 twelve + 9 ones 12~ 
lrlO: 
l.x 1 twelve + 10 ones 12)22 
lrll 
lE 1 twelve + 11 ones 12)23 
2r2 
2 twelves + 0 ones 12)24-
In the duodecimal system~-
what do we use to represent 12? 
what are the next two numbers after 19? 
what should we use for 2 twelves? 
-----' 
...f.SlJ 
350 
Now finish the table. 
Decimal System 
number 
25 
26 
Z-7 
2'8 
a9 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
.39 
40 
4l 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
Duodecimal System 
number meaning check 
@-- -2twel~;+l~n~----~)§f'? 
@T-- -- 2twelves ::-2 c:ne-; - - - ~-JtfJ 
2r3 
23 2 twelves • 3 ones 12)27 
2r4 
24 2 twelves * 4 ones 12)28 
If you wish, you may continue counting. Use the back ot this paper to 
wTite your numbers. 
Complete the exercises below. 
50 (Decimal System) 
(Decimal System) 
60 (Decimal System) 
(Decimal System 
89 (Decimal System) 
(Decimal System) 
130 (Decimal System) 
Check One 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
_ 4. I dislike it. 
(Duodecimal System) 
84 (Duodecimal Systei)l) 
(Duodecimal System) 
24E (Duodecimal System) 
(Duodecimal System) 
x44 (Duodecimal System) 
(Duodecimal System) 
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The Binar,y System 
You have heard about the calculating machines that can work problems in a 
very short time. These machines use the binary ststem. They count by twos. 
In '\;he binary system only two symbols are used:: 0, and 1. The number llll 
in the binary system means--1 eight + 1 four + 1 two + 1 one. 
eight 
l 
four 
1 
two 
l 
one 
1 
How do we get the four? 
How do we get the eight? 
What should the next place value to the left of eight be labeled? 
Study the table below. 
Decimal System 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Binary System 
number meaning check 
ar- ----- - 1 ;n; ; ~0 -o;e; - - -- "'i~ 
:: ~ -_ -_-_-_-~ :_ ~ 2:0~~~ ~~ = ~---~--~ 
@_ 
ll.O 
lll 
1 four + 0 twos + 0 ones 2)4 
~ ~- - - - --- - 2~ -------- ---~~ 
1 four + 0 twos + 1 ones 2)5 
---- --- -- - - ----;~ 
1 four + l two * 0 ones 2)6 
1 four + 1 two * lL one 
2)3rO 
lcli. 
2)7 
2)3rl 
""'hl 
_ 1 eight + 0 fours + 0 twos + 0 ones 
In Base Seven, what do we use to represent 7! 
In the duodecimal system, what do we use to represent 12? 
In the binary system, what do we use to represent 2? 
In the binary ~stem, what do we use to represent 4l 
In the binary system, what should we use to represent 8? 
Now finish the table. 
Decimal System 
number number 
9 
10 1010 
11 
Ji2 
16 
Jl7 
18 
Binary System 
meaning check 
1 eight + 0 fours + 1 two + 0 ones 2)10 
21'>Ta 
2) 2r1 
lrO 
:5~'f 
3 541 l 
If you wish, you mqy continue counting. Use the back of this paper to 
write your numbers. 
Complete the exercises below. 
(Decimal System) 
30 (Decimal System) 
(Decimal System) 
44 (Decimal System) 
(Decimal System) 
Check one 
1. I like it ver,y much. 
___ 2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
_4. I dislike it. 
lOlll (Binary System) 
(Binary System) 
11000 (Binary System) 
(Binary System) 
100000 (Binary System) 
We u-se the sanie addition rules, ~hen we add in the system based 
on five, as we do in the decimal system. However, we must remember 
that we use only five symbols and that five is written as • 
---
Let us see how we can use the system based on five to add 
42 and 11. 
.42 
1t 11 
-10.) 
2 ~ 1 = and is written in the column. 
----- -~~ 
4 ~ 1 a and is written in the column. 
----- ---~ 
Now let us add 23 and 12 • 
.... . 
_?.3 
t' 12 
-40 
3 • 2 = ones or five and ones. 
----- ----- ----
We write the in the ones column and carry the five to 
---- --~ 
add with the five~. 
.. ~ .. 4 
----- ----- -----
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Let us add the example below. 
4 ~ 2 ~ 1 • 1 five ~ 2 ones or 
44 
_32: 
31 
212 
---
We write the 2 in the ___ column and ca?ry the one to the __ _ 
column. 
1 ~ 4 + 3 ~ 3 • 2 twenty-fives + 1 five or , which we write 
---
since there are no more col~s to add. 
Now see if you can add the following examples in Base Five. 
32 
+ 22i 
21 
32 
11' 
Check ' one 
24 
~- 11 
J4 
23 
'22 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
___ 3. I don't like it. 
·4. I dislike it very much. 
142 
~ 103 
423 
·. 324 
'121 
134 
114 
'20J 
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Adding lliumbers in Base Seven 
Let us use the system based · on s~ven to find the .. answers to some 
:; } 
addition examples. To do this, we must remember that we use only 
seven ~bols and that seven is written as • 
---
Let us see how we can use the system based on seven to add 
33 
.. :42 -
105 
3 ~ 2 = and is written in the column. 
------- ---~ 
3 • 4 • and is written in the column~ 
------- -~~ 
Now let us add Z5 and 32. 
25 
.. 3'2' " 
~ ,_ . 
60 
5 ,.. 2 • ones o~ seven 1' ' ones. 
----~ ----- --~-
we write the ___ in the ones eolumn and carry the - --
se •.r"3n to add with the sevens. 
~ ~ . . = 6 
----- ---- -----
Let us study how the exampl~ below is added in Base Seven. 
35 
23 
~2'4 
11.$ 
5 ~- 3 + 4 • 1 seven ~ 5 ones or • 
---
We write the 5 in the column and carry the one to the 
---- -----
column. 
. . 
1 'f 3 1' 2 + 2 : 1 seven • 1 one or , which we write, since ......... __ _ 
there are no more column, to add. 
. ' 
Now see if you can add the following examples in :Base Seven. 
43 
.. 33 
32 
43 
22 
Check on.e 
35 
... 22 
45 
34 
33 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
3. I don't ~ike it. 
· - ·4. I dislike it. 
-
534 
435 
232 
365 
.. 42'3 
356 
462 
243 
Adding_ Ntunber, 1n Base -l!a.glit 
"' . . . · .. ~.. ' 
Let us use the system ·based ·. o~ eig_ht to find the answers to sane 
' ' -
· .. addit-ion·-ex:amples. To do th.is,_ we must remember that eight is 
written as • 
---
Let us see how we can use , the sy~1m based on eight to add 
34 and 53. 
- · 107 ' 
- - ~ .. - .. 
4 'f 3 = ___ and is writ.1ien i~ the-~-~ column. 
3 ~ 5: and is~itten in the column • 
..,.._.,_---
Now let us adcL36 and ?3· 
6 'f 3 • ____ eig}lt + _ __ -., __ one. 
We write the in the' ones column and carry the -- - - -- -- eight 
---
to add with the e~ghts. 
~ * = 6 
----- ----- ----
Let us stud~ ~ow the example below is added in Base Eight. 
46 
.34 
'3.5 
1.37 
6 * 4 + ~ : 1 eight ? 7 on~s or • 
We write the 7 in the column and ca~ the one to the 
----- -----
column. 
1 ... 4 • 3 .. -.3 • 1 eigllt • .3 ones or .. ' ,which we yrite, since 
-. ~ ... ~-
there are no more columns. to add • . 
Now· see if you can add the following examples in Base Eight • 
4.3 
~ 4.3 
4J 
54 
.3.3 
-
Check one 
56 
45 
·hk 
1. I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
- . 
.3. I don't like it. 
4. I dislike it very much. 
.364 
of,. 1Z5 
645· 
546 
.34.3 
467 
51.3 
J54 ' 
-
3to I 
361 
,r • -
Adding Numbers in the Duodecimal System 
\ .. · 
Let us use the duodecimal 5,1stem or the s,ystem based on 
---
to find the answers to some addition ~xamples. 
First let us review a few of the symbols used in this s,ystem. 
X stands for • 
---
!,_ stands for ---· 
10 stands for 
---
Let us see how we can use the duodecimal system to add 
94 and 36". 
lOX 
4~6. and is written in the column. 
--- ---
911'3= __ .... and is writt~n in the . column~ -~"1"" 
Now let us add 99 and 13. 
.9.9. 
't' 13 
~ 0 
9 .,. 3 • ones or twelve and ones. 
----- ----- ---,~. -
We write the in t he one~ column and carry the twelve t o 
----- -----
add with -.~e twelves. 
--- -t --- 1' --- • £. . 
.3/o~ 
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Let us studyfiow the example below is added • 
. r · - . ~· · • . r 
6 ~ 4 -t 6. 1 twelve 1' 4 onee or ---· 
We 'Write the 4 in the · column and carry the one tQ the 
----- -----
column. 
1 -. 3 ~ 6 -.£. · ·• 1 twelve "' 9 ones or , which we write, since there 
are no more col~s to ad~. 
i 
---
Now aee if' you can add the following_ examples in the duOdecimal 
system • 
.... .. 
45' 
• 80 
Check one 
3,7_ 
., 75' 
-
67 
56 
5'5 
· 1. I like it v~ ~uch. 
2. I like it • 
. , 
3. I don't like it. 
-
6X8 
~ '665 
-
4Xl 
-. .91! 
1.36 
694 
~2' 
-
A.dding Numbers in the Bin.ary 'SyStem · 
1 
... 1 
10 means two in the binary . system. 
Every time 1 is added to 1, we -write down zero and carry 1 to 
the next column to the left. 
Let us add 101 and 101. 
101 
' '101: 
1010 
The two ones in the right-hand column . ~e added fi!_st. 
This gives us 10; we write 0 and carry l ·to the next colwnn. 
. , ·. . -
We add 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 • 1. 
We write the one. 
We add 1 ~ 1 = 10, which we write, ~ince there are no more columns to add. 
..3h1 
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Nov. let us add 101 and 111. 
:lo:l 
,. liJ: 
1100 
The two ones in the rigb,t-hand colunm are added f:irst. This gives 10; 
we write 0 and carry 1 to the next column • 
.I 
We add 1 • 0 ~· 1 • two ori.~~ · .10. 
We write another z~ro an~ Qarry 1 to the last column. 
We add 1 .. + 1 "' 1 = two ones -. 1 = 11, Yfh}ch w~ write, sin~e there are 
no more columns• 
Add the folloWing in the binary, system. 
1010 
.... 101 
l llO 
-t llO 
1011 
" 1001 
1101 
-t lOll 
110 
... 111 
111 
1•1111 
JloS 
365 
. . . 
Check one 
. . 
_1 4 I like it very much. 
2. I like it. 
- · 
3. I 4o~•t like it. 
- · 
___ 4. I dislike it very much. 
.3 b .b 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS~ LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FINDINGS 
From working with the activities, it was found that most of 
them were readily accepted, enjoyed and understood by the arithmetic~ 
superior child. Each activity seemed to fulfill the teacher-goals 
that had been set forth. A more concise summary may be found on the 
following chart. 
If this type of material were made available to all class-
j1 rooms, it could challenge the intellectual curiosity of the bright 
child and thus could greatly enrich his background in mathematics. 
- ....:=-~--
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EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Primary Activities 
Number Was It 
To Whom Self-
Administered Directive 
Kinds of Things 10 yes 
Circle Arithmetic, Part I 9 yes 
Circle Arithmetic, Part II 9 no 
Circle Arithmetic, Part III 9 yes 
A New Way to Add 8 yes 
Roman Numerals 10 yes 
Halves 10 yes 
Thirds 10 yes 
Fourths 10 yes 
Was It Approximate 
Accepted Time 
By Children (in Min.) 
yes 15 
no 10 
yes 10 
yes 10 
yes 10 
yes 30 
yes 20 
yes 20 
yes 20 
Does It 
Need 
Revision 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
c~ 
en 
00 
EVALUATION 5m!MARY 
Grade Four 
Number Was It 
To Whom Self-
Administered Directive 
Subtracting in a Different Way 8 yes 
Subtracting in a Different Way, Part 2 8 yes 
Another Way to Do Addition 8 no 
Dividing by Two 8 yes 
Can It be Divided Evenly by Four?' 8 yes 
How Many Squares Do You See? 8 yes 
Easy MUltipliers 8 yes 
Easy Multipliers 8 yes 
More Easy Multipliers 8 yes 
Multiplication by Two Place Numbers Ending in One 8 yes 
Multiplying by Eleven, Part 1 8 yes 
Multiplying by Eleven, Part 2 8 yes 
Checking MultipliCation 8 yes 
Was It 
Accepted 
By Children 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Approximate Does It 
Time Need 
(in Min.) Revision 
1.5 no 
1.5 no 
20 yes 
10 no 
1.5 no 
10 yes 
20 no 
20 no 
1.5 no 
1.5 no 
1.5 no 
20 no 
30 no 
~ - c., 
~ en 
-C \D 
Evaluation Summary 
Grade Four Cont. 
Number Was It Was It Appro.x:i.mate Does It 
To Whom Self- Accepted Time Need 
Administered Directive By Children (in Min.) Revision 
Checking MUltiplication 8 yes yes 25 no 
Another Way to Do Multiplication 8 yes yes 20 no 
Another Way to Multiply by Five 8 yes yes 10 no 
Multiplying by 25 in a Different Way 8 yes yes 10 no 
Multiplying Two Teen Numbers 8 yes yes 20 no 
Magic Squares, Part One 8 yes yes 15 no 
Making Magic Squares, Part Two 8 yes yes 25 no 
An Interesting Addition, Part 1 8 no yes 20 yes 
Addition, Part 2 8 no yes 20 yes 
Finding the Sum of the Even Numbers 8 no no 30 yes 
Finding the Sum of the Odd Numbers 8 no no 30 yes 
..:..====- -- -=== ==-=='-- ---- - -
EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Grade Five 
Number Was It Was It Approximate Does It 
To Whom Self- Accepted Time Need 
Administered Directive By Children (in Min.) Revision 
A New Way to Add Long Columns 5 yes yes 20 no 
Subtracting Nine 9 yes yes 20 no 
Subtracting Without Borrowing 5 yes yes 15 no 
1fultiplying with Lattices 5 yes yes 10 no 
Multiplying w.i..th Lattices, Part II 5 yes yes 15 no 
Checking Multiplication in Two Steps 7 yes yes 30 no 
Multiplying without Carrying 5 yes yes 25 no 
A Different Way to Multiply, Part I 5 yes yes 15 no 
A Different Way to Multiply, Part II 5 yes yes 15 no 
The Scratch Method of Multiplication 9 yes yes 60 no 
The Duplation and Mediation Method of 
Multiplication 5 yes yes 25 no 
How Ethiopians Multiply 5 yes yes 15 no 
Extending the Tables 5 yes yes 12 no 
----
~ (~ 
-.:l ~ p:... 
' 
.. 
Evaluation Summary 
Grade Five Cont. 
Number Was It 
To Whom Self-
Administered Directive 
Multiplying Two Place Numbers 5 yes 
Multiplying Even and Odd Numbers 8 yes 
Using Nines in Multiplying 5 yes 
An Easy Way to Multiply by Eleven, Part I 6 yes 
An Easy Way to Multiply by Eleven, Part II 6 yes 
Multiplying Teen Numbers 8 yes 
Multiplying by Twenty-Five 5 yes 
Multiplying a Number in the Fifties by Itself 5 yes 
Dividing by Four 6 yes 
Dividing by Six 6 yes 
Dividing by Three 7 yes 
Dividing by Nine 5 yes 
Dividing by Subtracting 5 yes 
Was It Approximate Does It 
Accepted Tim:a Need 
By Children (in Min.) Revision 
yes 20 no 
yes 7 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 30 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 15 no 
yes 10 no 
yes 12 no 
yes 30 no 
~ !.~ 
'"l ?\.) ~ \~ 
Evaluation Summary 
Grade Five Cont. 
Number Was It Was It Approximate Does It 
To Whom Self- Accepted Time Need 
Administered Directive By Children (in Min.) Revision 
Casting Out Nines, Part I 5 yes yes 10 no 
Casting qt1t Nines In Addition, Part II 5 yes yes 15 no 
Checking Subtraction by Casting Out Nines, 
Part III yes yes 15 no 
Casting Out Nines in Checking Multiplication, 
Part IV 5 yes yes 15 no 
Checking Division by Casting Out Nines, Part V 5 yes yes 20 no 
Amazing Fractions 5 yes yes 25 no 
Fun with Numbers 5 yes yes 15 no 
School Boy's Dream 
If We Had Eight Fingers 
If We Had Twelve Fingers 
Simultaneous Addition 
Adding Consecutive Numbers 
Adding More Consecutive Numbers 
Adding Consecutive Even Numbers 
Adding Consecutive Odd Numbers 
Triangular Numbers 
Subtracting with Equal Addition 
To Mul. tiply By 11 
Multiplying Larger Figures by 11 
Multiplying Two Even Teen Numbers, 
EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Part I 
Grade Six 
Number 
To Whom 
Administered 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Was It 
Self-
Directive 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Was It 
Accepted 
By Children 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
Appromimate Does It 
Time Need 
(in Mi.n.) Revision 
20 no 
30 no 
30 no 
20 no 
15 no 
30 no 
25 no 
10 no 
10 no 
30 no 
10 no 
20 no 
15 no 
(.,.,) ·-_.j 
"'4 :,1 
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Evaluation Summary 
MUltiplying Two Even Teen Numbers, Part II 
To Multiply Two Teen Numbers 
A Short Way to Multiply by 15 
A Short Way to Multiply by 25 
How To 1rultiply by Compliments 
How To MUltiply by Compliments, Part II 
How To Multiply with Supplements 
The Inverted P,yramid 
Squaring a Number Mentally 
A New Way to Do Long Division 
A New Way to Divide by Five 
Adding Fractions with Unlike Denominators, 
Adding Fractions with Unlike Denominators, 
Grade Six Cont. 
Number 
To Whom 
Administered 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
9 
Part I 5 
Part II 5 
Was It 
Self-
Directive 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Was It 
Accepted 
By Children 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Approximate Does It 
Time Need 
(in Min.) Revision 
15 no 
20 no 
5 no 
10 no 
10 no 
15 no 
10 no 
10 no 
15 no 
30 no 
10 no 
25 no 
25 no 
(.).) ~J~ 
~ <~ r:Jl 
I' \ 
I 
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EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Grade Seven 
Nl.Ullber Was It Was It Approximate Does It 
To Whom Self- Accepted Time Need 
Administered Directive By Children (in Min.) Revisio 
An Easy Way to Add Long Columns 41 yes yes 10 no 
An Old Method of MUltiplication 8 yes yes 26 no 
Another Old Method of Multiplication 14 yes yes 42 no 
Finding Quotients in a Different Way 33 yes yes 15 no 
Why? (Fractions) 8 yes yes 12 no 
A Short Way of Adding Sore Fractions 9 yes yes 13 no 
An Easy Way to Subtract Some Fractions 9 yes yes 15 no 
other Ways to Add Mixed Numbers 8 yes yes 12 no 
Another Way to SUbtract Mixed Number~ 13 yes yes 10 no 
Savi..llg Yourself Work 8 yes yes 25 no 
Squaring a Number 8 yes yes 22 yes 
A Special Case of Squaring a Number 7 yes yes 20 no 
EVALUATION SD1fl~Y 
Grade Eight 
Number Was It Was It Appro.x:i.na te Does It 
To Whom Self- Accepted Time Need 
Administered Directive By Children (in Min. ) Revision 
Powers of Numbers 8 yes yes 10 no 
Prime Numbers 9 yes yes 10 no 
Factors 8 yes yes 22 yes 
Prime Factor s 8 yes yes 14 yes 
Remainders 8 yes yes 18 no 
Interesting Denominators 8 yes yes 12 yes 
Using Whole Numbers to Divide Fractions 8 yes yes 17 no 
Numbers Larger than Billions 8 yes yes 6 no 
Using Powers of Ten to ·write Large Numbers 8 yes yes 7 no 
Large Numbers with a Decimal Point 8 yes yes 6 no 
Making Large Numbers Easier to Read 8 yes yes 1 yes 
Base Five 32 yes no 23 yes 
Base Seven 8 yes yes 18 no 
EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Grade Eight Cont. 
Number Was It Was It Approximate Does I t 
To \'fuom Self- Accepted Time Need 
Administered Directive By Children (in Min.) Revision 
Base Eight 8 yes yes 12 no 
The Duodecimal System 8 yes no 33 no 
The Binary System 8 yes yes 30 no 
Adding Numbers in Base Five 29 yes yes 8 no 
Adding Numbers in Base Seven 8 yes yes 5 no 
Adding Numbers in Base Eight 8 yes yes 7 no 
Adding Numbers in the Duodecimal System 8 yes no 10 no 
Adding Numbers in the Binary System 8 yes yes 4 no 
A Special Case of Squaring a Number 33 yes yes 12 no 
Finding Quotients in a Different Way 12 yes yes 12 no 
LIMITATIONS 
This study was limited in the following ways. 
I 
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J... Only a small number of pupils were given the opportunity to try 
out these activities. 
2. Each activity was not subjected to thorough statistical 
validations. 
3. The long range effectiveness of the activities was not tested. 
RECOHt•lENDATIONS 
1. Administer to average child to see if they, too, can 
gain from them. 
2. Use larger sampling of pupils. 
3. Give tests to show growth of pupils after having these 
activities over a given period of time. 
4. Administer to three grades to determine most suitable 
grade J..eveJ... 
-~-
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